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Service counted with Oak Park, Chicago sub- 
urb. The new “gym” added to its Emerson 
school, was floored with Hard Maple, which 
“had served so well in the original building.” 

o~ 

School’s a happier place for children confined, 
when floors are warm and dry and cheerfully 
clean, as in this Indianapolis classroom, one of 
thousands floored with Hard Maple. 

5 years outdoors in rain, sun and snow, yet this 
dance floor at Chicago's White City remains 
in good condition. Perfect for dancing, smooth 
Hard Maple lowers operators’ costs as well. 

Visitors to Brown’s Bakery, Defiance, Ohio, 
find sanitation from the ground up, starting 
with clean Hard Maple floors, as used in hun- 
dreds of bakeries. 

Floors of beauty create proud home-owners, assets for builders. 
Like Birch, Hard Maple offers many patterns and color effects 

@ Many are Hard Maple’s uses, and wher- 

ever it’s used in floors, one thing’s sure... 

you can forget that floor once it’s carefully 

laid. No “make this good and that,” with 

Hard Maple. 

Of all floorings, this pays dividends, 

every year of its life... dividends not only 

in comfort, in pride of ownership and satis- 

faction in use, but in ‘‘/ow cost of using.’ For 

its smoothness is lasting, its beauty practi- 

cally permanent, its cost of maintenance 

and cleaning remarkably low. And, usually, 

its extra years of service make it the most 

economical flooring that money can buy. 

This is important to any builder—for a 

satisfied customer is still the best advertise- 

ment. Far-seeing builders consider Hard 

Maple carefully—on any job—and make 

sure always it’s trademarked MFMA Maple, 

the trademark that guarantees it to be all 

Northern Hard Maple, milled and graded 

to exacting Association standards. 

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS 

ASSOCIATION 
1781 McCormick Building, Chicago, Ill. 

See our catalog data in Sweet's, Sec. 11/77. 
Write for photographic folder on MFMA Maple flooring 

(NORTH ER N 
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Scores of textile plants, like the Grabur Silk Mill 
at Graham, N. C., are floored with Hard Maple, 
most economical flooring for most industries. 

Hundreds of skaters nightly rolling on eight wheels 
each—that's punishment. But ““Skateland”’ with its 
log cabin style mEMA Maple floor {Trenton N. J.) 
makes sure of satisfied skaters, as rinks everywhere. 

S PAT OFF 
Floor with MFMA Maple 

HAR D) 
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The War and Business 

INCE this page appeared last month 
the war injEurope, the probable effects 

of which were then discussed here, has 
begun; and, contrary to experience in 

1914, its first effect apparently has been to 
stimulate business in this country. Why 
‘“‘apparently’’? Because, in spite of con- 

stant threats of war, this country’s busi- 
ness in general already had been slowly 

gaining for almost four months; and it is 
impossible to tell how much of the ac- 

celerated gain that occurred in September 
would have occurred if the war had not 

commenced. 
Anyway, the war has commenced; and 

also during the last month general busi- 
ness has made one of the most marked 
advances ever recorded in the same length 

of time. The steel mills, whose output is 
the best single measure of durable goods 

production, have suddenly received orders 
compelling them to operate almost to 
their actual capacity. In the first eight 

months of the year railroad freight load- 
ings averaged only 60 per cent as large as 

in 1929; but by the middle of September 
they were almost 75 per cent as large. 

AN we reasonably expect a continu- 

ance of improvement in our business 
for some time if we stay out of the war? 

The correct answer seems to be, ‘‘ Yes,— 

if we act sensibly.’’ We have had for years 
at home a vast and increasing potential 

demand for goods—especially housing and 
other durable things. All we have needed 
for restoration of prosperity have been 

changes that would convert this vast do- 

mestic potential demand into effective 
demand—i.e., buying. The war—if we 

stay out of it—is sure, for some time at 
least, to increase foreign buying of many 

American goods—buying, for example, 

from South America of goods formerly 
bought from the nations now warring in 
Europe. This increased foreign demand 
may not only add directly to our volume 

of business, but may indirectly start 

changes that will help increase our effec- 
tive domestic demand for many com- 
modities. 

But let us not fool ourselves. The war, 
if we stay out of it, probably will, at least 

temporarily, help our business. But we 
can easily exaggerate how much it will 
help. And it is certain that American 

producers must continue to depend al- 

most entirely upon American buyers for 

their markets. The buyers of consumers’ 

goods are individuals; the buyers of dur- 
able goods are principally business con- 
cerns; and we can’t have recovery and 

prosperity unless we greatly increase buy- 
ing by both—especially the latter. 

OW, then, increase buying—especially 
of durable goods, including housing, 

and the materials and labor used in it? 

By reducing government spending and 

taxing, and government interference with 
business. This needs to be emphasized 

now more, and more strongly, than ever. 

The country has waited for six years under 
the New Deal administration for the in- 

crease in the buying of durable goods by 

private enterprise that is still necessary 
to starting a real recovery. But private 

enterprise thrives only on freedom—free- 
dom from excessive taxation; freedom 
from government spending that often 

subsidizes competition with it; freedom 
from too much government regulation. 

General business in this country de- 
clined during over four months of this 
year, and then had improved almost four 
months before the war in Europe began. 
It now promises to continue improving 

during the rest of this year and at least 
the first half of next. How assure its con- 
tinued improvement? We repeat: ‘“‘By’’ 

—not increasing, but—‘“‘reducing govern- 
ment spending and taxing and govern- 
ment interference with business.”’ 

SaruwL . Onun 
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OLD NIGHTS JUST AHEAD | © 

—PLAY 
SAFE...USE 

‘INCOR’ 
| : 

HEN Winter sets in and weather gets really cold, mi 

you're all set for it. But these sunny Fall days fool you; 

nights turn cold when you least expect it. Down goes the 

thermometer . . . and, unless you’re prepared, frost may 

nip the concrete. tit 

DANGER 

ZONE 

Be on the safe side. Use ‘Incor’ 24-Hour Cement... heat 

the mixing water ... to avoid heat loss, protect the concrete 

promptly after placing. For 24-hour service strength, supply 

heat in order to maintain curing temperature at about 70°. N 

‘Incor’, a more thoroughly processed Portland cement, is 

<) Oee ee eee eee aee 
service strong and safe from freezing in one-fifth the usual 

time. That saves heating expense, cuts winter costs all 

along the line. be 

Dependable high early strength plus long-time durability 

—proved by ‘Incor’s 12-year service record. Figure ‘Incor’ 

cold-weather savings on jobs already under way or about " 

to start. Use ‘Incor’* this Winter—you’ll be money ahead re 

if you do. Write for copy of ‘““Cold-Weather Concreting.” 

Lone Star Cement Corporation, Room 2232, 342 Madison 

Avenue, New York. *Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

Sales Offices: ALBANY, BIRMINGHAM, BOSTON, CHICAGO, DALLAS, 

HOUSTON, INDIANAPOLIS, JACKSON, MISS.; KANSAS CITY, NEW ORLEANS, 

NEW YORK, NORFOLK, PHILADELPHIA, ST. LOUIS, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION 

MAKERS OF LONE STAR CEMENT « + ‘INCOR’ 24-HOUR CEMENT 
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AND BUILDING AGE 

No Building Blackout Here 

\Vhat will the war do to building? 

How fast will prices rise? 

Is a home a good buy now? 

HILE there are no sure-fire answers to such ques- 

tions as the above, we can profitably examine the war 

factors already affecting the building business, compare 

them with 1914 and attempt to draw conclusions that will 

be of value in planning business for the coming months. 

Perhaps it should be said that the only thing anyone 

can be sure of today is that as long as the fate of nations 

hangs on the unpredictable decisions of dictators Hitler, 

Stalin and their axis partners, uncertainty must be ex- 

pected. 

Bearing this in mind, the first fact of importance for 

building men to consider is that when the first world war 

broke out in 1914 the building industry was in a declining 

market. 

For several years construction had been lagging and 

the twelve months previous had seen a sharp drop. In 

spite of the fact that when war was declared the stock 

market closed for five months and U. S. business for a 

time came almost to a standstill, building volume was not 

materially lessened. It leveled off the first few months, 

the decline was stopped, and by the end of the first year 

construction had turned up. 

Now On Rising Market 

(his time we are on a rising building market with a 

lefinite shortage of homes. The stock market has spurted 

upwards at once—and a rising stock market has always 

been an aid to home construction. The American banking 

system today is strong. Business in general is better 

prepared for war—psychologically and otherwise. The 

anticipated war demand for American goods will come 

at a time when business indices are moving upward. The 

result should be a sharp upturn in business of all kinds 

not just in war materials. 

lt is important to note that a good part of increased 

sales of American products will not go to belligerents but 

to neutrals—including South America—whose orders 

were formerly filled by the now warring nations. 

it is a natural conclusion, therefore, that better busi- 

ess, more wages, higher incomes and higher market 

values will have a favorable effect on home building. 

“Buy Now," Says Wenzlick 

Roy Wenzlick, president of Real Estate Analysts, Inc., 

speaking before the National Association of Woodwork 
bbers in Chicago a few days ago, said, “If you are 

going to build a house, now is the time to do it.””. Novem- 

ber and December should show good construction gains, 

he declared, and predicted that the first six months of 

1940 will be good. After that, rapidly advancing building 

costs will affect the rising volume, he indicated. 

There has been much loose talk about rising building 

costs. If the war continues there will eventually be a 

considerable rise. But American Builder believes more 

harm than good is done by scaring the public, as did the 

prominent New York builder who announced a $500 to 

$1,000 price increase in his houses effective in one week! 

The American public is in no mood to be rushed into 

building by talk of sharp increases in building costs. A 

few may be stampeded, but the more likely result is that 

the majority of prospective buyers will decide that costs 

have gone out of sight and will just decide to postpone 

buying. 

What About Prices? 

Opinion differs as to the extent of rise possible. 

Wenzlick points out that building costs advanced 218 

per cent in the six-year period after the start of the first 

world war, and implies that a similar rise may take place 

this time. On the other hand, Roger Finkbine, president 

of the National Retail Lumber Dealers’ Association, has 

pledged the 100 per cent co-operation of the entire retail 

lumber industry to oppose any unjustifiable increase in 

items used in home building, thereby jeopardizing the 

recent gains in low-cost home construction. Very few 

increases are thus far justifiable, and those occurring can 

be put down largely to speculation. While individual 

builders should by all means point out the advantage of 

buying now, the industry as a whole should vigorously 

set itself to oppose sharp increases, such as occurred in 

1937 and killed off the then promising boom. 

One powerful argument that builders and realtors can 

use to effective advantage today is that in a world full 

of uncertainty and confusion, the average citizen will 

find, more than ever before, that a home of his own is 

the best and safest form of investment. No matter what 

happens, Mr. John Citizen has to have a place to live, 

and in a home of his own he is more secure against rising 

costs than in a rented house or an apartment, where rents 

have already turned sharply up. With the possibility of 

inflation ahead—either the moderate inflation of higher 

prices or the more excessive inflation possible from other 

economic causes—the home owner with a long-term mort- 

gage stands to profit. He can now obtain a 20 or 25-year 

mortgage with a fixed monthly charge that is the lowest 

in the nation’s history. The purchase of a home on such 

terms is the best possible hedge against inflation that the 

average citizen can make. 
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While rents go up, the home buyer can today finance 

his home at low interest rates with charges fixed, no mat- 

ter what happens to the nation’s price structure. A timely 

warning should be made, however, that present low in- 

terest rates are the result of a plentiful supply of money 

that may not continue indefinitely. As industrial expan- 

sion increases, the trend in interest rates will be upward. 

The present softening of the government bond market is 

an indication of this trend. 

But If U. S. Enters 

All of the above is based on the assumption that the 

U. S. will not enter this war. Any building industry 

man who wishes to see his industry continue to function 

will certainly join in every effort possible to see that we 

do not get in. Several members of the American Builder 

staff and thousands of its readers passed through one 

war in which the U. S. partook. The world was not saved 

for democracy, the war debts were not paid, and we are 

still suffering from the economic dislocation that war 

caused. When the United States entered the war, private 

and residential building volume dropped precipitantly, and 

finally practically stopped except for construction of 

cantonments and other emergency government work. 

Keep Out and Keep Busy 

The only really valid argument against the purchase 

of a home today is by the young man of army service age 

who says, “I would be a fool to tie myself up with pay- 

ments on a house. If I go into the army, how can I keep 

them up on $30 a month!” 

One answer to this is, of course, we do not expect the 

United States to enter the war. But a further and more 

complete answer would be to secure the co-operation of 

your local financing institution in having a clause inserted 

in the mortgage to the effect that in case of war, pay- 

ments on the principal of the amortized mortgage would 

be deferred until the mortgagee is discharged from serv- 

ice. Fortunately, most prospective purchasers of homes 

are married men with children who would be last to be 

called in time of war. 

The best slogan for the building industry is “Keep 

Out and Keep Busy.” The effect of industrial payroll 

expansion is already being felt. More men are being put 

back to work and plants and industries long idle will soon 

be putting more money into circulation. Higher prices 

for farm products will mean prosperity on the farm and 

a consequent increase in farm building and improvements. 

In the cities, where residential vacancies already are in 

many areas less than one per cent, the increase in business, 

plus a movement of workers to the cities, will quickly 

create a need for more housing. The job for every 

building industry man is, first, to help keep the U. S. out 

of this war and, second, organize a private “Build Now 

Campaign” of his own, for it is entirely possible that 

those who build homes during the next six months will 

get them at lower prices than they will see again in this 

generation. 
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“TRUCOST” MARCHES ON 

FURTHER improvement in the “TruCost” esti- 

mating figures, which are given for all home de- 

signs illustrated in American Builder, now puts these 

accurate quantities right on the home design page along 

with the photograph and floor plans. Up to this time this 

information has been carried on a separate page in tabular 

form. The editors believe that having the “TruCost” 

estimating figures right alongside the house design will 

make them much more usable and convenient to refer to 

l.ook for this new feature in the home design section 

this month. 

The ‘“TruCost” system of estimating, fully protected 

by copyright and patent registration, was introduced to 

American Builder readers in the magazine of May, 1938. 

So it is just eighteen months old; and in that compara- 

tively short time has won many friends. As a method of 

quick, accurate estimating, which does not require figur- 

ing the complete detailed bill of materials, “TruCost”’ is 

worth hundreds of dollars. If a contractor’s time, to say 

nothing of his eyesight and general health, is worth any- 

thing at all, an estimating system like this that relieves 

him of hours and hours of detailed work figuring esti- 

mates on houses that he never builds, adds up as some- 

thing mighty valuable. And so “TruCost” has been 

adopted by many contractors, builders and dealers; and 

it has relieved them of much non-productive labor, at 

the same time helping them to a quick, accurate price to 

quote a customer promptly and to close many a sale. 

Basic Idea Is Very Simple 

The central idea of “TruCost” is very simple. It is a 

perfected system of estimating “by the square” instead 

of by individual pieces of lumber and other items of 

material. A “square of outside wall,” for instance, in- 

cludes not only the outside siding but the building paper, 

the sheathing and the studding and sills as well. Each 

contractor makes up his own list of materials and cost 

of construction of this “square of outside wall,” and that 

cost then becomes his own individual, accurate cost which 

can be applied to any house he undertakes to build. 

The “TruCost” estimating figures give the exact num- 

ber of each of the units of construction to complete the 

“TruCost” estimate. These figures are, of course, fixed 

and unchanging for each design as illustrated. However, 

the method of construction and the use of materials, and 

the resulting costs are entirely within the control of each 

individual builder. In this way, these “TruCost” figures 

are accurate and hold good for any and every community. 

The “TruCost” system leaves the fixing and quoting of 

the price where it should and must be, namely, with the 

local dealer and contractor who have the responsibility of 

making good on such quotations by actual delivery and 

performance. Many American Builder readers have put 

their own cost records into the shape and form required 

for “TruCost” estimating, and these convenient quantity 

figures now listed alongside each design should be a real 

help to the active men of the building industry. 
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at OUTDOOR LIVING ROOM with barbecue fireplace is feature of $1,000 prize 
‘ winner built by Frederick J. Zimowski at Altadena, Calif. (Plans on page 35.) 
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N THE following thirteen pages is shown a 
aad selected group of prize-winning homes in the 

the American Gas Association’s Builders’ Com- 

xed petition. From the hundreds of houses entered by 

ver, builders from all parts of the country, the judges 
and picked a group of well equipped, well laid out houses 
il that show that operative builders and building pro 

wa fessionals as a whole are making real progress in 

_ home design, construction and equipment. 
ity. 

x of THE CONTEST SHOWED that there is a strong g | ong 
the tendency towards more practical, salable design. 

» of Only a small percentage of the entries was of the 

oa flat roof, modernistic type. The jury which picked 
a : ] jur) ' 

Better Kitchens— the prize winners was composed of two prominent 
put builders—George F. Nixon of Chicago and Hugh 

ired STEP SAVING, labor saving kitchens with modern arrangements such Russell of Seattle: two architects—Otto Teegen of 

itity #5 the one above set a new record in this Builders’ Competition. The New York and Miles Colean, assistant administrator 
real “shaped kitchen above is in the mountain home at top of page of FHA, Washington; and Bernard L. Johnson, edi 

detailed on the two following pages; designed by Harold J. Bissner. tor of the American Builder. 
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CLOSE-UP OF EXTERIOR shows unusual brick entrance detail and 
use of horizontal redwood contrasting with vertical battens. BELOW 
is interior looking towards the dining room from the living room. 

$1,000 Prize 

Winner 

UNPAINTED, | by 12 

in. redwood boards with 

2 in. battens are used 
on this California prize- 

winning home. The house 

has a modern open plan 
with large windows ov- 

erlooking the canyon, 

Mountain Home—Rough Redwood Board Exterior 

Frederick J. Zimowski, Builder 

Harold J. Bissner, Architect 

THIS $1,000 ALL-GAS, PRIZE-WINNING 

HOME has an unusual exterior and floor plan 

that are ideally suited for the location overlooking 

a canyon near Altadena, Calif. Large windows 

and glass doors face out over the view, and the 

house naturally opens out into an outdoor living 

room where the family will undoubtedly spend a 

large part of its time. The rough redwood boards 

of the exterior are 1” x 12” placed vertically with 

2” battens. The boards are given only 1 coat of 

raw linseed oil. Underside of the 30” eaves, how- 

ever, has been given 3 coats of olive green paint to 

blend with the sage brush and greasewood. 

GAS EQUIPMENT includes a Betz vertical 

closet-type gas-fired air conditioning system locat- 

ed in a closet off center hall. Hot water is supplied 

by Crane “Champion” 20-gal. automatic storage 
unit. The refrigerator is an Electrolux G-410. 

FLOORS throughout are of “Diacrete” light- 
weight concrete—a 4” reinforced slab laid on a 

cinder bed. All rooms are fully carpeted except 
bath, kitchen and service porch. House is fully 

insulated with 4” Gimco mineral wool. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
Trench Walls, 220 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 42 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 
2.90 sq. ft.; Outside Walls, 18.00 sqs.; First Floor, 12.00 sqs.; 
Ceiling, 15.30 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 414” rise per ft. run; Roof, 23.10 
sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 264 lin. ft.; Cornice, 36”, 220 lin. ft.; Par 
titions, 170 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 167 lin. ft.; Front 
and OS French Doors, 9 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs-; 
Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 2; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 16 opgs-; 
Windows and Casements, 18 opgs.; Chimney, 20 lin. ft.; Porch 
Floor, 3.60 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 152 sqs.; Porch Beam, 26 lin. ft.; 
— and Balcony Post and Newels, 2; Porch and Deck Rail, 
4 lin. ft 

at 4 ket bed 
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All-Gas 

Equipment 

INTERIOR done in mod- 

ern style with smooth 
finish interior stucco, 

built-in cabinets and at- 

tractive brick-faced fire- 
place with large mirror. 

rHE MANNER IN WHICH 
he interior arrangement, shows a fine understanding of the living require 

ments of the occupants. The liv 

vell-laid-out outdoor living roon 

loors and windows facing towar« 

[he kitchen is compact and well 
also has access to the front door through the powder room. The master bed 

room has large corner windows 

room has built-in bunks. Since t 
is located in a closet off the hall. 

Expertly Planned 

For Outdoor as 

Well as Indoor 

Living Space ~~ 

wd 4 . Tt > + : See — 
) Le a __S52-'0 ee—————— 4 ———— 

t+ |P ING IP Tt + 
ENTIRE PLOT is skillfully 2 en ee b | s-orahiowor | 1 
laid out with space. for L = 
badminton court, ample 

parking, and an "out- 
door living room" with 

space for ping pong 

and other activities. 

+ Bevo Room 

THIS HOUSE is fitted to its site, as well as 

ing and dining rooms open naturally upon a 

1 on the edge of the canyon. The large glass 

ls the view bring light and air into the interior 

laid out, convenient to the dining room, and 

which also overlook the view, and the boy's 

here is no basement the gas-fired heating unit 

GAS FURNACE in closet. 
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7-Room French Provincial 

with Stone Exterior 

R. W. Bramberg, Builder, Oak Park, III. 

$1,000 PRIZE WINNER 

GAS EQUIPPED 

THE LIVING ROOM, as seen at the right, indi- 

cates the clean-cut, modern detailing of interior 

in this French Provincial home built by R. W. Bram- 

berg, Oak Park, Ill., and shown above, with plans 

on the opposite page. The scored mirror over the 
mantel is an unusual and attractive feature. 

THE MAIN PORTION of this imposing French [’r 
vincial home is flanked by two large stone chimneys 

two-car garage balances the living room porch at opp 

end. The two bow windows repeat the curved lin 
the three front dormers breaking through the cornic 

giving the exterior a pleasing and refined styling. 

kitchen, as viewed on the opposite page, is efficiently 

out with straight-line production from the refrigerato: 

at the rear entrance to the stove at dining room 
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CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE 

FOUNDATION: Walls and floor poured 

concrete ; asphalt dampproofing. 

STRUCTURE: Stone veneer over stud 
walls; sheathing, Celotex T & G Vapor 

seal ; inside lathed with USG Rocklath and 

plastered ; floor construction, wood joists. 
ROOF: Wood rafters and sheathing with 

asbestos shingles ; 4” rock wool. 
FIREPLACE: Black marble face. 
SHEET METAL WORK: 26-gauge 

‘Toncan. 
WINDOWS: White pine sash; L-O-F 

glazing ; bronze weatherstripping ; Fenestra 

steel basement sash. 

FLOOR COVERING: Clear oak through 
out. Linoleum in kitchen; baths, tile floor 

and wainscot ; recreation room, asphalt tile 

HARDWARE: Corbin cast brass. 
PAINTING: Exterior, 3 coats “Dutch 

Boy” white lead and oil; interior, Pratt & 

Lambert 3 coats. 
ELECTRIC FIXTURES: Lightolier. 

WINTER CONDITIONING: Gas-fired 

Sunbeam heating system. 

EXCELLENT PLANNING was one 

of the major considerations in 

awarding a first prize to this Oak 

Park house built by R. W. Bram- 

berg. From the well proportioned 
reception hall, there is access to 

the living room on one side, din- 

Pes ing room on the other, to stairs 

on. to the basement recreation and 

utility rooms and to the second 
floor. A rear hall kept to mini- 

mum size connects servant's room, 
bath and kitchen, giving perfect 
circulation. A second stair to the 

basement leads down from the 
service and grade entrance. A 

breakfast set with cupboard above 
fits into one corner of the kitchen. 

On the second floor three good- 
sized bedrooms, two baths and 
plenty of closets are well planned. 



“Spirit of New England’ 

Delval Construction Co., Builders 

Oscar A. DeBogdan, Architect 

Cornice, C & F, 120 lin. ft.; Cornice, 8”, 108 lin. ft.; Partitions, 350 lin. 
Walls, 292 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 3 opgs.; Rear and Grade 

Chimney, 38 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 2; Porch Floor, 2.94 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 

Porch and Deck Rail. 16 lin. ft 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: Basement Walls, 135 lin. ft.; Trench 
Walls, 130 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 930 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 400 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 
$1 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 27.40 sqs.; First Floor, 9.60 sqs.; Second Floor, with fin. fig., 12.70 sqs.; 
Ceiling, 10.00 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 9” rise per ft. run; Roof, 20.50 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 30 lin. ft.; 

i ft.; Inside Finish OS 
Doors, 

Door 8 ft. wide, 2; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 31 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 28 opgs.; 
2.20 sqs.; Porch Beam, 

$5 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and Newels, 13; Porch Roof, 3.84 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 58 lin. ft.; 

$1,000 

PRIZE 

WINNER 

IN describing this White Plains, N.Y., house the archi- 

tect said that it is of “simple design capturing the 
spirit of early New England architecture.” It also 

captured a $1,000 prize in the A. G. A. Builders’ Com 

petition. Floor plan is flexible and efficient, with room 

over garage convenient as maid’s room, guest room o1 

study. Specifications include C. A. Dunham Co.’s “Sav- 

T-heat’’ gas vapor system; 40-gal. Whitehead Monel 

metal gas water heater; Electrolux refrigerator; 
Roberts and Mander “Quality” gas range; Anti-Hydro 

waterproof cement; Anaconda copper termite flashing: 

Red River Lumber Co. redwood siding ; USG Red Top 
Diamond, Jr. wirelath; Murphy kitchen cabinets ; Arm 

strong linoleum; Kohler plumbing fixtures; Lightolier 

Colonial fixtures; Richard E. Thibaut wallpaper; 

Bangor slate roof; Anaconda leaders, flashing, water 

pipes and heating pipes ; Curtis Silentite windows, doors 
and trim; Minwax floor finish on oak floors ; Dutch Boy 

white lead and oil paint. 

FOUR BED- 

ROOMS and 3 

baths are includ- 
ed in plan. Com- 

pact gas vapor 
system and hot 
water heater are 

shown at right. 

2 opgs.; Garage 



$500 

PRIZE 

WINNER 
i@adgaail 

chi All-Gas Dutch Colonial 

the ieee acetal see in 
] GOOD DESIGN and a compact, efficient plan make 

St) . . . e 
ie this Dutch Colonial, built by M. R. Marksbury of 

wd Columbus, Ohio, a winner. Equipment includes a 

| a Sunbeam gas-fired air conditioning unit. ‘“Over- 
MN ” ~ . s+ . . 

me head” garage door, Curtis Silentite windows, Armco 

sal 25-gauge flashing, Donley fireplace equipment, Toch 

me Bros. integral waterproofing, Pratt and Lambert in- 

terior paints, Cabot’s Double-White exterior paint. - 
dro rm ° ° r ~ . 
oi lhe architect is W. F. Breidenbach. 

Top “TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
A Basement Walls, 132 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 33 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 
rm + sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 200 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 38 
lier Outside Walls, 22.00 sqs.; First Floor, 8.50 sqs.; Second 

, with fin. fig., 9.24 sqs.; Second Floor, without fin. fig., .35 sqs.; 
er: ng, 10.50 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 5” & 11” rise per ft. run; Roof, 28.20 

Hips and Valleys, 10 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 238 lin. ft.; Cornice, 
iter f +0 lin. ft.; Partitions, 230 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 260 
ors n. tt.; Front and OS French Doors, 3 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 

. gs.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 25 
30V pgs.; Windows and Casements, 32 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 

pgs.; Chimney, 34 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, 1.60 sqs.; 
Porch Ceilings, 2.00 sqs.; Porch Beam, 41 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony 
Post and Newels, 13; Porch Roof, 1.50 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 30 lin. ft.; 

ind Deck Rail, 16 lin. ft. MANTEL AND WINDOW DETAILS lend charm to living room. 
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ee 8-Room Colonial with 

‘ Winter Air Conditioner 

Bevo Room 
13'-2*ais'-0 

| HOMER T. BROWN of Brookline, Mass., built | 

| this rambling Colonial from plans by Royal Barry 

Wills, Boston architect. The equipment consists 

of a General Electric winter air conditioning unit, 
a 45-gal. Ruud Monel metal storage water heater, 

Servel refrigerator, Glenwood range, G-E Silent 

Mercury electric switches throughout. It is in- 
sulated with Sterling fibre blanket on all exterior 

second floor walls and ceilings. 

THE FLOOR PLAN has many interesting jea 

tures, including a maid’s room with private out- 
side entrance. The manner in which the kitchet 

and breakfast nook are placed in a 1-story room of [ee 

27-4" 

- - connecting main part of house with garage is good 
Dining room and living room face the rear awa\ 

from city traffic. There is an attractive stud) 
L 20'-0 - Re : - i ) . t serene + downstairs, 3 bedrooms and 2 baths upstairs 

FersT FLOOR PLAN 

$500 Prize 

Winner 

CLEAN, AUTOMATIC 
HEAT makes possible this 

attractive pine-paneled 
basement room with _ its 

brick fireplace, well cased- 
in windows and plastered 
ceiling. It adds a valuable 

extra room to the living 
space of this fine house. 

40 
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“TRUCOST” ESTIMATED FIGURES 
FOR THIS HOUSE: Basement Walls, 
x2 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 42 lin. ft.; 
Basement Floor, 520 sq. ft.; Excavation 

deep, 26 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 
9 40 sqs.; First Floor, 5.90 sqs.; Second 

F with fin. fig., 6.04 sqs.; Ceiling, 
6.04 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 7” rise per ft. run; 
Roof, 7.30 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 20 lin. 
f¢ rnice, C & F, 62 lin. ft.; Cornice, 
“” 52 lin. ft.; Partitions, 156 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 190 lin. ft.; Front 

1 OS French Doors, 2 OPES: i Rear and 
ide D Gr Doors, 1 opg.;_ Insite oors and 

Cased Opgs., 16 opgs.; Windows and Case- 
met 19 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 
1 ope.; Chimney, 33 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 
1. Porch Floor, 1.20 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 
00 sas.: Porch Beam, 28 lin. ft.; Porch 
and Balcony Post and Newels, 4; Porch 
Roof 10 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 28 lin. ft.; 
Por und Deck Rail, 8 lin. ft. 

28 x 21 Ft. 

—6 Rooms 

\ COMPACT, ECONOMICAL PLAN was worked 

ut by George W. Long, builder of this house, for Ro- 

hester, N.Y., moderate income workers. He equipped it 
with gas-fired winter air conditioner, John Wood Co.’s 
Dp Penfield water heater, Glenwood gas range, Standard 

4] 

Sanitary plumbing fixtures, Johns-Manville mineral wool 

insulation, U. S. Gypsum Rocklath plaster base, copper 

tubing throughout. One important defect in the plan, 
according to the judges, is the lack of a front entrance 

coat closet ; otherwise the arrangement is well worked out, 

$500 Prize Winner 
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BED ROOM 

BED 200m 

TTT\ KITCHEN 
to- 3"x13'-3" _'VING 2OOM LIVING ROOM 

17-0"x14"-@' 

BED ROOM 

THIS LITTLE 2-FAMILY HOUSE 
located in Milwaukee was built 

for rental to low-income work- 

ers by Frank Kirkpatrick. Indi- 

vidual gas air conditioning 

units and water heaters are 

located in a small closet ad- 

joining the bathroom. Sheath- 
| ing and sub-flooring are of 

5/16’ Douglas fir plywood. 

} PLATFORM 

Low Cost 2-Family Cottage—Gas Heated 

THE JUDGES of the A. G. A. Builders’ Contest award- 

ed this two-family house, built by Frank Kirkpatrick of 
Milwaukee, a $500 prize because of the manner in which 

it provided compact, comfortable, low-upkeep housing 

at an extremely low cost. Each unit is individually heated 
with a Janitrol BC 45-37 vertical gas-fired air condition- 

ing unit with forced circulation, placed inside a closet 
in the approximate center of the apartment. <A ‘Hot- 

stream” gas water heater is also located in the closet, 
and the 20-gal. water tank placed horizontally over door 

in bathroom, enclosed by a plywood panel. Duct work 

is kept to the minimum. The kitchen-dinette is cleverly 
arranged with built-in seats and shelves and is equipped 

with Alcazar Stanton gas range, Standard Sanitary sink. 
The brick chimney contains a 4” glazed tile flue for the 

gas furnace, and the soil pipe for the plumbing fixtures. 

Exterior walls are of 16” red cedar shingles, double- 

coursed with 12” exposure, laid upon ;,” Douglas fir 

plywood panels. Interior wall surfaces are also of Doug- 
las fir plywood which was given 2 coats of I. F. Laucks 

“Rez” with a finish coat of Minwax. 
There is no basement, but the 8” block concrete 

foundation walls are carried 5’ below grade. Between 

the #;” plywood subfloor and the finish floor 1” sleepers 
are laid, over which is placed 1 layer of 15 Ib. felt al- 
lowed to sag slightly to divide the air space in two.— 

Aubrey St. Clair, architect. 

” 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: Trench 
Walls, 204 lin ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 70 cu. zs; Outside Walls, 20.20 
sqs.; First Floor, 16.80 sqs.; Ceiling, 16.80 sqs.; oof Pitch, 8” rise per ft. 
run; Roof, 20.52 sqs.; Cornice, C & F, 184 lin. ft.; Partitions, 214 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 168 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 2 Opgs-; 
Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 16 opgs-; 
Windows and Casements, 24 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; a 
ney, 48 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, .70 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, .42 sqs.; Porc 
Beam, 20 lin. ft.; Porch Roof, .25 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 20 lin. ft. 

CLE 
alee 
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AUTOMATIC GAS FURNACE 
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——p lee 
Beco Room, 
12'-O*n 1460" 

> LIVING AND DIN- 

g | ING ROOMS, mas- 
ew ter bedroom and a 

large porch  over- 

| look the sea in this 
re Laguna Beach, Calif., 

CLEVER BUFFET arrangement built between kitchen and dining house. Aubrey St. 
dishes and silverware. Clair was architect 

ii —— ' 

L-Shaped 6-Room House by the Sec 

SMITH CONSTRUCTION COMPANY of Laguna Beach, Calif., built this 

livable home on an unusually striking site overlooking the water, and the floor 

plan shows how successfully it has been laid out to take advantage of its loca 

tion. The large living room at the center has big glass windows and doors open 

ing onto the porch towards the view side. Dining room and master bedroom 
also overlook the view. The builder selected gas heat and installed 2 No. 60 

Series A. C. Payne gas furnaces. Other equipment includes a Magic Chef gas 
range, Electrolux refrigerator, Overhead garage door, Schlage hardware, WKohle1 

plumbing fixtures. Roof is of Certigrade red cedar shingles; flashings, down 

spouts and gutters of 26-gauge American Rolling Muill’s Armco. Other ma 

terials include Chamberlin metal weatherstrip and spring bronze thresholds, 
Armstrong linoleum, Ponderosa pine paneling, Sherwin-Williams paint, Glad- 

ding McBean tile, USG Rocklath plaster base, “A” quality Pennvernon plate 

glass. The architect is Aubrey St. Clair of Laguna Beach. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: Basement Walls, 256 lin. ft.; Trench 
Walls, 125 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 1540 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 360 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep. 75 ad cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 30.10 sqs.; First Floor, 16.50 sqs.; Ceiling, 20.10 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 7” rise per ft 
run; Roof, 31.70 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 238 lin. ft.; Cornice, 8”, 304 lin. ft.; Partitions, 203 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 126 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 4 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 5 opgs.; 
Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 2; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 20 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 40 opgs.; 
Chimney, 52 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, 5.80 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 5.02 sqs.; Porch Beam, 76 lin. ft.; Porch and 
Balcony Post and Newels, 24; Porch Roof, 1.82 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 34 lin. ft.; Porch Rail, 56 lin. ft 

43 



FARMER AND DURAN, Tulsa, Okla., builders, put 

up this $500 prize winner as a model home, equipped it 

with complete year ‘round air conditioning, including a 
Bryant gas heater and Silica Gel dehumidifier, Sirocco 
blower, McQuay cooling coils, Libbey-Owens-Ford fil- 

ters, Minneapolis-Honeywell controls. They also equipped 
it with a Magic Chef Certified Performance range with 

Monel metal top, a General automatic insulated storage 

First FLoor PLAN 

Excellent 

Plan— 

Modern 

Kitchen 

$500 Prize Winner 

water heater, a Majestic 3-bushel size incinerator, 2 Peer- 

less wall-type bathroom heaters, and a Homestead Wood- 

fire fireplace heater. The plan is spacious and well or- 

ganized, with nicely proportioned rooms, an attractive 

downstairs library and lavatory, maid’s quarter and bath 

at rear of garage. Two views of the model kitchen, be- 

low, show the efficient sink and gas range units and at- 

tractive built-in breakfast set. 

en AGEN < , ’ 1 5 TO Rg 

SECOND. FLOOR PLAN 

sew fy 
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A NICELY DETAILED COLONIAL FIREPLACE 

CLEAN AND CAREFREE COMFORT is made 

possible by the gas-fired winter air conditioner 
and automatic Monel metal storage water 
ne ter with a capacity of 45 gals. 

THE ALL-GAS KITCHEN of Homer Brown's 

prize-winning house is cheerful, efficient and 

easy to keep clean. There is a built-in exhaust 
fan, attractive lighting fixture, well arranged 

work area and cabinet space. The builder se- 
lected and installed a modern insulated gas 

range with the new, up-to-date sales features. 

45 



HORIZONTAL LINES in brickwork and shingles give this Portland, Ore., prize winner a modern appearance. Murphy and Dean, builders. 

T 

Pr 
FRRACE 

EXTREMELY SIMPLE DUCT WORK 

made by grille-like chamber 

under floor area which acts as air return. 
possible 

$1,000 Prize Basementless House—Heated Floors 

URPHY and Dean, Portland builders, employed an 

unusual floor construction and air return to the 
gas-fired Mueller air conditioning unit in this house. 

A 4” slab of ready-mix waterproof concrete was placed 

on the ground; then a 3-ply membrane of roofing paper 

applied on tar; then 1” of concrete was placed on top 
of the membrane, and over this 2” x 4” Wolmanized 

sleepers. Next 2” x 4” Wolmanized joists were laid at 
r:ght angles to the sleepers, upon which Wolmanized ship- 

lap subfloor was laid; finally a layer of building paper 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
cavation per ft. deep, 73 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 20.90 sqs.; 

Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 2; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 19 opgs.; 
Porch Floor, 522 sqs. 

Trench Walls, 232 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 210 sq. ft. 
_First Floor, 13.60 sqs.; Ceiling, 19.10 sqs.; 

Hips and Valleys, 200 lin. ft.; Cornice, 24”, 250 lin. ft.; Partitions, 240 lin. ft.; 

46 

and 13/16” oak. Sleepers and joists being at right angles 

to each other, they form a grille-like chamber through 
which the air, at a temperature of 60° to 65°, is returned 

to the gas-fired conditioning unit. Entire flooring is thus 

evenly and equally warmed and ventilated. Other ma 

terials and equipment include Schlage hardware, Dutch 
Boy white lead, Fir-Tex insulating lath, G-E wires, 

switches and equipment. The floor construction was de- 

signed by C. H. Wallwork, consulting architect, in co- 

operation with Mueller Furnace Sales Co. of Portland. 

; Garage Floor, 336 sq. ft.; Ex 
Roof Pitch, 8” rise per ft. run; Roof, 28.30 sqs.; 

Inside Finish OS Walls, 190 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 3 opgs-; 
Windows and Casements, 26 opgs.; Chimney, 22 lin. ft.; 
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21 Years of Successful Home Building 

Lang Brothers of Cincinnati, Ohio, Have 

Emphasized Quality Construction in Homes 

of Moderate Price to Establish Reputation; 

Build 950 Well Planned Homes Since 1918 

OSEPH LANG and Frank Lang have been A FEATURE of Lang-built 

J building houses in and around the city of homes is the careful plan- 

Cincinnati since 1918 and have erected 950 __ ning of efficient, convenient 

homes in this time. Organizing the firm of and modern kitchens, with 
built-in cabinets as shown. Lang Brothers in 1918, these builders have 

built homes ranging from low priced dwellings 

to more expensive ones. Catering to the de- 

mand for a popular, low priced, quality dwel- 

ling, well within the reach of the average fam- 

ily budget, Lang Brothers recently completed 

a series of 45 homes in College Hill, a suburb 
of Cincinnati. The building of homes has 
been a specialty of this firm. The result of 

experience, and constant attention to new de- 
velopments in home building practice, has been the crea- 

tion of homes that offer the buyer everything he could 
want from the standpoint of practical arrangement, per- 

manence and comfort. (See pages 48 and 49.) 

As illustrated in drawings below, this concern features 

three basic points of construction in every house which 

govern its durability. The first is proper draining and 

waterproofing around foundation, and is assurance of a 

dampproof foundation and basement. 

The second basic feature of Lang Brothers, Inc., 
houses is a furred masonry wall. As the accompanying 

cross section drawing shows, an air space breaks con- 

tact between the rough masonry walls and interior 
finish. This results in a natural insulation that provides 

SPECIAL attention is given to 

window sizes and placement, 

giving the added sales appeal 

of plenty of daylight and good 
wall space for the furniture. 
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easier and more economical heating. 

The third basic feature is one of insulation. A heavy 
blanket of insulating wool covers the entire ceiling area 

of these homes. This provides still further for heating 

ease and comfort in winter, as well as a cooler abode in 

summer. 

Lang Brothers have always given particular attention 

to windows. Much of the ease of heating a home de- 

pends on the tightness of its windows, how they are set 
into the walls and how they operate. Attention is given 

to the arrangement of the windows to provide the maxi- 
mum amount of daylight. 

Kitchen planning is another feature of Lang-built 
homes and every effort is made to keep abreast of the 
times with built-in cabinets, tiled walls, modern sinks 

and convenient refrigeration and stove locations. 

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE 

Some of the materials and equipment of Lang Broth- 

ers houses are as follows: 

PLUMBING FIXTURES: Standard Sanitary. 
KITCHEN CASES: Farley & Loetscher Mfg. Co.; 

Permasheen sink, Tracy Mfg. Co. 

CASEMENT SASH: Detroit Steel Products Co. 

WATER HEATER: Pittsburgh Water Heater Corp. 
(Continued to page 49) 
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ABOVE are detailed three basic points of Lang Bros. construction—proper foundation treatment, the furred masonry wall, and insylation, 



THIS Lang Bros. 

house has five rooms 
on the first floor, 

garage, recreation 

room and utility 

room in basement, 

and an_ unfinished 

second floor. A fea- 
ture of this type of 

plan is access to the 
bedrooms and bath 

without going 

through living room. 

Compact Bungalow; Five 

-------- 2 fa Rooms; English Style 

Lang Bros., Builders, Cincinnati 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
Basement Walls, 170 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 16 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 
760 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 260 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 46 cu. 
yds.; Outside Walls, 18.10 sqs.; First Floor, 10.80 sqs.; Second Floor, 
without fin. fig., 7.30 sqs.; Ceiling, 10.80 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 11” rise per 

Unfinished 
Sheathing Floor 7 

/ 

p. ft. run; Roof, 16.30 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 40 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 
——-y ¢! 11] 114 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 66 lin. ft.; Partitions, 155 lin. ft.; Inside Finish 

| £ | OS Walls, 136 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and 
| | <x iy Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased 

| = a} Opgs., 16 opgs.; indows and Casements, 18 opgs.; Gable Sash and 
' | wv! | Louvers, 3 opgs.; Chimney, 31 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, .60 sqs.; Porch 

+ | Ceilings, .54 sqs.; Porch Beam, 16 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and 
| i | er : Newels, 5 
a — | ¢' 

7d pee i 

Second ||: | ! | 
Fiook |!) ts 1 
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CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE 

(Continued from page 47) 

HEATING: Sunbeam furnace. 

ROOFING: Asphalt shingles. 

PAINTS: E. I. du Pont de Ne- 

mours & Co. 
GLASS: Libbey-Owens-Ford. 
HARDWARE: Russell & Erwin 

Mig. Co. 

LINOLEUM: Armstrong. 
GARAGE DOOR: Frantz. 

TRON WORK: Cincinnati Iron 
I nce Co. 

LATH AND PLASTER: Na- 
tional Gypsum Co. 

Two-Story 6-Room 

Colonial Home 

THE six-room house shown above, with plans below, and 

the one on the opposite page, are typical examples of cur- 
rent Lang Bros. building in the suburban College Hills 

section of Cincinnati. Garages in the basements are stand- 

ard practice where the grade allows, making good use of 
this space and contributing to high value at moderate cost. 

Another feature of these homes is the careful planning, 

equipping and finishing of the bathrooms. Some of these 
details are shown in the view at the right; built-in mir- 
rored medicine cabinets, built-in shower, tile and the 
accessory equipment are included in Lang-built homes. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: Basement 
Valls, 154 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 4 lin ft.; Basement Floor, 884 sq. ft.; Ex- 

ation per ft. deep, 41 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 18.20 sqs.; First Floor, 8.60 
; Second Floor, with fin. fig., 5.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 8.60 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 11” 
per ft. run; Roof, 12.80 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 20 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 

n. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 56 lin. ft.; Partitions, 260 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS 

\ 

Walls, 218 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 
l Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 19 opgs.; 
W ws and Casements, 21 opgs.; Chimney, 47 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch 

r, 1.20 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, .70 sqs.; Porch Beam, 27 lin. ft.; Porch and 
Post and Newels, 8; Porch Roof, 1.20 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 34 lin. ft 

Dininc Room Livinc Room 
#-6°X 13-2" 17° 6% 13"2" 

THE floor plans at the right 
indicate the arrangement 
of this Lang Bros. six-room 
house. One bedroom and 
bath are located on the 
first floor; two other bed- 
roor 0° s and lavatory above. 
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Home Show Staged by 

Three Chicago Builders 

Group of Ten Model Homes on North Shore 

Forms a Successful Sales Demonstration 

this summer ‘by three builders of Chicago and 

suburbs. It took the form of a 1939 Home Show, 
the first of its kind in the Chicago area. Of course, similar 

NORTH SHORE'S 
“NN 

Sy 

1939 
HOME 

SHOWS 

~y, 

The FIRST of its kind 

in the Chicago area 

For public convenience and enlightenment on home 4, g 

designing inside and out—construction choice of me Z. 

materials—landscaping—pricing and furnishings $ é 

these ten houses were built in graceful formation Y F, ‘2 

within two adjoining blocks on both sides of one é 

street. They are open day and night 14 hours XS s 

per day being floodlighted up to 9:30 ~* 

o'clock each night. 
| Here the home buyer without fatigue or 

loss of time, is given the advantage of on cy 
being able to compare designs, prices ° = 
and workmanship of three of our lead »& 2) Cy 
ing and active Builders, all of whom x= 
have developed their own particular 
and individual technique in the art 
of home designing, dec orating 

| and building 
These three firms, each experi » 
enced in building fine homes 
are taking their choice of % 

\ .~) 
v 

time-tested styles and 
resenting their conc ep 
se of the best homes \ 4 
available at reason » 
able prices rang / 
ing from $13.850 
to $18.500 

9 O en 

Till 9:30 P.M. 

aul Day 

After seeing a Tackett-Built 
house you can step next door 

into a Hemphill-Built house— 
and next to that a Ruggles. 

Built house. The dwellings are 
varied and present modernized ver- 

S sions of the early Colonial, Southern 
° Colonial, English, Norman and Geor- 
. gian styles of architecture. 

The houses of the three builders and the 
varied styles are alternated on each side 

and across the street for two blocks pre 
( ‘ senting an unusual opportunity for making 

Ss 
WN 

> 

Ss 

comparison 
These homes are located in the “Evanston- 
Lincolnwood Sixth addition” a development 
where homes must cost $10,000.00 or more. 
It is within the Evanston grade and high 
school district. The neighborhood is zoned 
for single family residences. All improve- 
ments are in. In the two blocks in which the 

Son ten houses are located 165 elms and 600 
Ai shrubs have been planted. 

\pplications for purchase are being accepted 
while the show is on—but possession will 
not be given until the show ends—several 
weeks hence. F.H.A. financed at 442% in- 
terest LAWN OALE AV EMERSON ST 

W. C. Tackett, Inc. W. G. Ruggles Associates, Inc C. A. Hemphill Associates 
Phone Delaware 4015 Phone Wilmette 1660 - Phone University 6060 

522 Davis St., Evanston, til. 30 Cedar St., Chicago, Iii, 517 Davis St., Evanston, Il, 

American Builder, October 1939 

NEW type of co-operative sales effort was staged LARGE roadside sign at site announcing Home Show 

demonstrations have been staged by individual builders The newspaper advertisement which announced the 
or builders’ associations, such as the Greater Detroit Home Show is reproduced below. W. C. Tackett, Inc. 
Home Builders’ Association’s Duchess Project recently Chicago, W. G. Ruggles Associates, Inc., Evanston, and 
described in American Builder, The novel feature of this C. A. Hemphill Associates, Evanston, were the three 
joint display in Evanston, IIl., was the fact that three firms sponsoring the idea. Each builder had three new 

: independent building firms co-operated to the fullest ex- houses, Ruggles having previously erected the tenth house 
i tent in presenting the ten model homes of the exhibit. on this site. The homes were exhibited fourteen hours a 

day and were floodlighted at 

night. The first announcement 
brought out 12,000 people, who 

went from one house to another 

comparing the various features. 

This gave the public a convenient 
opportunity to study good plan- 

ning, construction and furnishing, 
one of the houses built by C. A. 

Hemphill, and shown on page 52, 

having been furnished. All three 
builders have reputations for fine 

home building in the medium and 

upper price brackets. Variations 
in styling and interior arrange- 

ment broadened the public’s edu- 

cation in better building. Three 
of these houses, one built by each 

of the exhibitors, are shown on 
the three following pages with 

floor plans and details about their 

construction. 

This project, like other success- 

ful joint efforts in the building in- 
dustry, demonstrates that such co- 
operation works to the benefit of 

both the builders and the buying 

public. To date, most of the 

houses have been sold by the ex- 
hibitors and a number of orders 

have been signed up for duplicates 
of the models. 

LEFT: Reproduction of striking news- 

paper advertisement announcing the co- 

operative demonstration staged by three 

builders of Chicago and suburbs. The 
ten houses in the Home Show are illus- 

trated on the diagonal band. The build- 

ers reported very gratifying results were 

obtained from this co-operative display. 
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“TRUCOST” ES- 
TIMATING FIG- 
URES FOR’ THIS 
HOUSE: Basement 
Walls, 128 lin. ft.; 
Trench Walls, 37 lin. 
ft.; Basement Floor, 
9 sq. ft.; Garage 
Floor, 231 sq. ft.; Ex- 
cavation per ft. deep, 
43 cu. yds.; Outside 
Walls, 30.30 sqs.; 
First Floor, 9.94 sqs.; 
Second Floor, with fin. 
fiz.. 210 sqs.; Ceil- 
ing, 12.25 sqs.; Roof 
Pitch, 61%” rise per ft. 
run; Roof, 16.60 sqs.; 
Cornice, C & F, 108 
lin. ft.; Cornice, 8”, 
88 lin. ft.; Partitions, 
302 lin. ft.; Inside 
Finish OS Walls, 270 t ft - Ne : 
in. ft.; Front and OS " a ELPA 
French Doors, 3 opgs.; ’ 
Rear and Grade Doors, 

opgs.; Garage Door 
8 ft. wide, 1; Inside 
Doors and Cased 
Opgs., 24 opgs.; Win- 
lows and Casements, 

7 opgs.; Gable Sash 
and Louvers, 2 opgs.; 
Chimney, 39 lin. ft.; 
Main Stairs, 1; Porch 
Floor, 1.80 sqs.; Porch 
Ceilings, 1.28  sqs.; 
Porch Beam, 34 lin. 
ft.; Porch and Balcony 
Post and Newels, 8; 
Porch Roof, 1.55 sqs.; 
Porch Cornice, 47 lin. 
ft.; Porch and Deck 
Rail, 52 lin. ft. 

~~ 

Neal 

Home Show Colonial—8 Rooms, Attached Garage 

W. C. Tackett, Inc., Builder, Chicago 

This one, as can be seen from the floor plan below, 
OF THE three houses which W. C. Tackett displayed has a through side hall with excellent circulation to lava- 
in the North Shore Home Show, this one was considered tory, grade entrance, garage, basement and kitchen. The 

the most popular, although the other two houses were basement has a large recreation room with wood-burning 
equally well planned and built. They were sold in four fireplace. Rear porch is screened for comfortable outdoor 

days after the announcement of the opening, and orders _ living. Kitchen has efficient U-shaped plan with built-in 

for an additional three were taken. All were priced in nook. Bath arrangement on the second floor is econom- 
a range between $10,000 and $20,000. ical; ample closet space is provided throughout house. 

Dinine R ene OOM Beo Room 13'-10°X 15-10" 

bed 
ws ——a 

Clothes Chute Beo Room 
“8° x14°0 

GARAGE 
L e 1-0°X 20-0" 
IVING ROOM 
22° 4°k14-4" Beo Room 

13-10°X 17-0" 

a 13° 10° 12-6" 

° aa -- - --- ----- Clos Deck Roof 
t £ 

First Floor PLAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN 



145 lin. 

“TRUCOST” 

sqs.; Ceiling, 13.80 sqs.; 
Hips and Valleys, 130 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & 

ft; Partition, 284 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 

ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: Basement 
Walls, 156 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 110 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 840 sq. ft.; 
Garage Floor, 440 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 43 cu. yds.; Outside 
Walls, 26.40 sqs.; First Floor, 9.40 sqs.; Second Floor, with fin. fig., 11.20 

Roof Pitch, 12” rise per ft. run; Roof, 24.80 sqs.; 
F, 105 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 2 32 0 lin. ft.; 

American Builder, October 1939. 

7-Room French Design in 

North Shore Demonstration 

C. A. Hemphill, Builder, Evanston 

THIS is one of the larger homes in the North Shore's 
1939 Home Show described on page 50. It is planned 

for modern, convenient living from the large recreation 

room in the basement to the ample bath facilities on the 

second floor. Some of the materials and equipment used 

are Vapor-seal sheathing and 4” rock wool insulation, 
3-coat plaster on USG Rocklath, Bruce strip flooring, 

Outside Luminall on common brick, red cedar shingles, 

gas-fired winter conditioning and Corbin hardware. 

Re ce aTioN Room | @20«40 

Front and OS French Doors, 3 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 3 opgs.; 
Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 2; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 23 opgs.; 
Windows and Casements, 24 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, no openings; 
Chimney, 74 lin. ft.: Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, 2.90 sqs.; Porch Ceil 
ings, 1.90 sqs.; Porch Beam, 38 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and 
Newels, 10; Porch Roof, 200 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 38 lin. ft.; Porch and 
Deck Rail, 53 lin. ft. 
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“TRUCOST” ESTIM- 
ATING FIGURES FOR 
THIS HOUSE: Basement 
Walls, 116 lin. ft.; Trench 
Walls, 94 lin. ft.; Base- 
ment Floor, 728 sq. ft.; 
Garage Floor, 200 sq. ft.; 
Excavation per ft. deep, 

yds.; Outside 
Walls, 28.40 sqs.; First 
Floor, 7.30 sqs.; Second 
Floor, with fin. fig., 8.12 

s.: Ceiling, 10.12 sqs.; 
Roof Pitch, 9” rise per ft. 

' Roof, 12.90 sqs.; 
Cornice, C & F, 136 lin. 
st: Cornice, 6”, 54 lin. ft; 
Partiti 210 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 

2 lit : Front and OS 
Doors, 3 opgs.; 

Grade Doors, 
Garage Door 8 ft. 
Inside Doors and 

se Opgs., 20 opgs.; 
Windows and Casements, 

Gable Sash and 
. 4 opgs.; Chim- 

ney lin. ft.; Main 
Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, 
1.74 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 

s.; Porch Beam, 14 
t Porch and Bal- 
ny Post and Newels, 10; 

Deck Rail, 50 lin. ft. 

For a Narrower Lot; Fourth Bedroom Can Be Added 

William G. Ruggles Associates, Inc., Builders, Evanston 

ANOTHER of the 1939 North Shore Home Show 

models is shown above. It is very compact and well ar- 

ranged, the overall width without the attached garage 

being 29 feet. A feature is the possibility of adding a 

fourth bedroom above the garage, access already being 

provided by the door to the roof deck. Construction ma- 

terials and equipment include poured concrete foundation 

on 24-inch footing, select common brick veneer, No. 1 
yellow pine framing, cypress exterior trim, rock wool 

insulation in walls and above second floor ceiling, 3-coat 

29'-0" r-10-6"_,, 
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First FLoor PLAN 

plaster on Sheetrock and metal lath, plastered basement 

ceiling, clear red oak flooring laid over sub-floors with 

deadening felt between, solid brass hardware, Mueller 

winter air conditioning, Armstrong linoleum, Ilg auto- 

matic kitchen ventilating fan, Weil-McLain plumbing 

fixtures, porcelain lined medicine cabinets, interlocking 

weatherstripping on doors and windows, wiring in con- 

duits with circuit breaker, DSA glazing, ornamental 

wooden mantel with marble facing and hearth, drives, 

walks and complete landscaping. 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 



THE MAYOR [at left) cuts ribbon opening “Magic 

l Home" assisted by builder, Herman Rickey (center) 

j and Roger Derby (right), all of New Orleans, La. 

of Roger Derby’s new low-cost home development, 
the people of New Orleans kept seeing mysterious 

“teaser” advertisements in their local paper. One of these 

said: 
“They told the Wright Brothers it couldn’t be done— 

See classified section, Sunday, April 30.” 

Next day another cryptic message appeared: 
“Yep! they told Marconi it couldn’t be done!” 

| ea SEVERAL weeks before the grand opening 

American Builder, October 1939 

How Derby Does It 

New Orleans Builder Sells Fully Equip- 

ped “Magic Electric” Homes at $25 Per 

Month. Clever Advertising Methods 

Announce Model Home Opening. Con- 

struction Photographs Show Quality. 

New Orleans newspaper readers began to wonder what 
was up as the following items appeared: 

“They laughed at Fulton—said it couldn’t be done!” 

“To Bell they said it couldn’t be done!” 
“They told Edison it couldn’t be done!” 

“They told Pasteur it couldn’t be done!” 

With public interest built up by these teasers, full page 

newspaper advertisements of the type illustrated on the 
opposite page appeared announcing Robert Derby’s new 
development featuring “Magic Electric” homes selling for 

$25 a month. The headlines read: 

“They said it couldn’t be done 

but 

ROGER DERBY DOES IT!” 

What Roger Derby had done was to build a fully 
equipped, well planned and soundly constructed home to 

sell for only $25 per month. Derby had demonstrated 

that it was possible to provide a home in this price range 

fully equipped with electric dishwasher, garbage disposal 
unit, electric home laundry, attic exhaust fan, electric cir- 

cuit breaker, 12 gauge wiring and similar quality features 

throughout. 
The Derby houses are attractive little five-room 

Colonials with good cross ventilation, an attractive 

screened porch and a floor plan well suited to the New 
Orleans climate (complete floor plans and specification 

details are given on page 58). They are designed by 

Rathbone Debuys, New Orleans architect and built by 
the Perrillett-Rickey Construction Co. Fifty-four houses 

were planned for the original tract. 
The Derby development is of interest to builders not 

BUSTLING AC 

TIVITY preceded 

the grand oper 

ing of the Derby 

home _ project. 
Hundreds drove 

out before the 

formal opening 
and on the off 

cial day it toot 

= an extra crew of 

, policemen to 

handle the crowd: 

bse 
M 

ee ee | ae 
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TH Es SAU T-COU.aNT 8 BE : DONE, 

‘““MODERN’’ is the word . 

3 DISHWASHER no more dishes to wash 
Finished In highest quality stain and acid-resittant vitreous enamel. j Swiftly was nd dries hy their ewe beat, silverware, pote and pans, a 
gitssee and . K dishwasher fs the result af years of pains- taking etperimentation to perfect the complete practical unit te dis- pense with, for ait time, this disagres@ble houscheld duty. 

page 
n the 
; new 

ig for (_ 

ELECTRIC SINK AND GARBAGE us 
reece no tarbage to handle 

} | sy govhage, hones, fond scrapings, ete. THEs 
Spt 

Pipes. 

fully 

ne to @ 
ADEQUATE WIRING-: : rated light home t Se ian 

) a is r The or Home Wiring System t« adequate for any average current 
~— orn an Eoconemice! because it eliminates wa ourr ve range a LE EF -8- This ‘Registered Home their rated voltage wWhewt vertation frome. roosters, teaster an 

posal CB st Se ae IN DERBY PLACE 
Cc Cif- Open for Inspection Teday 19 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
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room in oe ° a! oy, Si 
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ouses . washing. 
The First Community of 2 

(3B 
REGISTERED HOMES. 

onaney BATH celery in New Orleans 
8 keeping with thaether modern feat hese homes, bathe are fintshed with colorful fixtures Im tomes of alluring chain 

‘Ss not 

& ‘$@, Continuous CONCRETE FOUNDATION Comme) 
¢ cS 

. 4 Double strength piers are set on a single continuous cencrete founda We are proud to an ce that these homes are eligible for Cer- intare The Shield then ment with %" steel bors Al 6x6 of re termite 7 % . ei? : Termite proofing shields and siate moisture proo! shields weed tificate of Registration issued by the Federal Home Loan Bank 
" pe Anchor Bars are Used to Firmly Anchor Entire Bouse of Washington. Kegistration of these homes and issuance of . 

to Foundation these certificates is predicated on the use of designe, plans and of Protection 
specifications approved by the Federal Home Building Service 

d These homes have passed these rigid investigations and specimen 
AC- copy of Registration Certificates may be inspected on the prop- All Roger Derby Homes built under 
ded FIR DOOR erty the exacting supervision and inspec- 

ecede Roger Der Magic Flectvric Homes Are Ret ed Homes tion of the Federal Housing Experts. 
a Bandeome fir door adds beauty and Mignity te the entrance Ton wit! open- ae ; So stawmneg with their fine sturdy appearance and gracrtul- brass Exclusive Financing Agents DRYADES BUILDING & LOAN ASSOCIATION 

project. 
CYPRESS LUMBER ee 4 Bs drove pee = 
The best cyprese—the wooed etrenal used for exterior AU lumber shecked and inepreted upon atrtval, square cut for pertert fit, cypress —— 
ding lead and off painted ot oh eet before ff “. Nations! Sesh — and Deer millwerk and Sherwin Witham Palate th — t Neuble i 

e the 

pening 
i ph, . ee 

eee CARONDELET BLDG.* MA. 5938 
rew 0 — bel a ne te . ee oie Sete eh diinben tenn 't. naloe 

yn to FULL PAGE ADVERTISEMENTS such as this announced the grand opening of the Roger Derby development in New Orleans. Each 

crowd: day during the preceding week, the smaller “teaser” advertisements at the top of the page appeared, leading up to the final slogan. 
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Quality Construction Details Demonstrated by Photographs Mounted on Large Easel in Model Home. 

only because of the construction 

methods and equipment installed 
which is considerable—but also 

a because of the striking advertis- 

4 ing and promotion methods. In 
the first place the houses were 

MA | tied in with the Federal Home 

: loan Bank registration plan, each 

He : house being inspected — and 

— awarded a certificate ot registra- 
Suilding <smwee . tion by the local Home 

Service Organization. 
To dramatize to the public the 

quality construction methods em- 

ployed, photographs were taken during construction, 

many of which are shown on the following pages, and a 

large display put up in the model home. These photo- 

graphs were close-up construction details, each photo- 
graph 81%” x 11” in size, mounted on a large easel with 

appropriate description under each. One of the photo- 

Photo Display 

GENERAL €3 ELECTRIC 
ROGER DERBY 
HOMES 

WV? 8-9-70.- Moh BEING Bur yt /3 

“KEY TO BETTER LIVING" is the slogan appearing on the Roger Derby direction signs above. 
{at right) inserted in brick foundation wall are pointed out by the Derby sales manager. 

cut and accurate fit. 

ee 

graphs for example showed the steel anchor bars which 
firmly tie the frame work to the foundation at each cor. 

ner as a protection against movement by flood, hurricane. 

or other causes. Another close-up photograph shows 
the 6 x 6 timber sills, termite shields and slate moisture 

barriers inserted in the foundation. Some 17 photo 

graphs in all were mounted on the easel which gave a 

clear picture of the construction methods which anyon 
could quickly grasp. 

Only a Few More Dollars 

One of Derby’s theories which he set out to demonstrat 

in his “Magic Electric” homes was that the cost of 

fully equipped kitchen represents only a few dollars per 

month when amortized over the 25-year period of th 
loan and that this cost is very slight in comparison t 

the benefits received by the home owner. In these small 
homes which cost the owner only $25 per month, Derby 

provides a General Electric dishwasher, modern ste! 

garbage disposal unit cabinets with built-in sink and 

INGE 

POWER SAW as shown above speeds construction job and assures square 
The 6 x 6 timber sills are termite treated; the houses 

are set on brick piers one of which can be seen here. 

SLATE MOISTURE-PROOF SHIELDS 

Note also the termite proofing shields below 
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The Derby Complete Electric Home and Kitchen Equipment Cost Only A Few Dollars Per Month 

and a Bendix home laundry. Any one of these items if 
purcl ased separately by the owner would have to be 

financed over a short period of time and would cost the 
owner much more than when installed by the builder. 

[hus Roger Derby is able to sell his houses to the house- 
wife on the basis of less kitchen drudgery; no messy 

varbage problems; better living; fewer colds (dishes 

washed in an electric dishwasher are immersed in scald- 

ing water which kills germs) and on other points that 
greatly affect the every-day life of the buyer. 

One of the important selling items in these houses is 

scientific attic ventilation. The houses have well built 

ventilation with louvres at the gable ends and a center 

ventilator built to resemble a chimney. Installed in the 

attic is a large sized ventilating fan which provides a 

complete change of air in the house every minute. 
In his advertising Derby also features the fact that the 

houses are adequately wired and gets the cooperation of 

the local utilities or the local Adequate Wiring Bureau 
who check plans and certify that each is properly wired 

with equipment of adequate size to take care of the 

heavy modern requirements of the electric home. Such a 

wiring system, it is pointed out, is more economical be 

cause it eliminates waste current caused by wires that 

are inadequate to carry the load. With a properly planned 

system, irons, electric toasters and other appliances heat 

more quickly and more consistently. An electric circuit 

breaker eliminates the use of fuses. Lumber throughout 

the Derby houses is of best quality, is square cut with a 

power saw and properly primed and painted. For example 

the outside siding is of cypress with all joints and inter- 

sections painted with pure white lead and oil before being 

nailed in place. 

In addition to extensive newspaper advertising, large 

billboards have been installed showing the houses in 

color, with a large price-tag attached announcing their 

cost at only $25 a month. As a result of the advertising 
program, thousands of people turned out to the official 

opening and a special corps of police was required to 

handle the crowds. The mayor of the city was on hand 

STEEL kitchen unit with sink and dishwasher is quickly installed in Derby home. AT RIGHT, painter applying quality product. 

/ELDS 

below 

QUALITY LUMBER checked and inspected as delivered to job. National Sash and Door millwork used. AT RIGHT—CYPRESS SIDING 
being applied with joints and intersection painted with pure white lead and oil. 
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to cut the ribbon as the model house was opened. 
“In the conducting of our development,” says Roger 

Derby, “I have kept four principles in mind, depending 

upon them for the success which we have so far obtained. 
These are: 

“First, by building houses with identical floor plans, 
but different exteriors, we are able to approximate the 

assembly line method of mass production used in the 
automobile industry, and still not have homes too similar 
in appearance. 

“Second, by building in quantity, the cost of materials 

DETAILED DRAWINGS of the Derby built house by architect Rathbone Debuys, New Orleans, show attractive, economical layout with 
good cross ventilation, a screened porch, interesting attic vent built to look like a chimney to accommodate attic fan. Foundation details 

show hurricane anchor rods, metal termite shields and slate moisture barrier. Exterior view below. 

and of supervising becomes appreciably smaller. 
“Third, furnishing for people of small means, the 

comforts and luxuries owned only in the past by the rich— 

as the including of an electric dishwasher, sink and home 
laundry—is a selling point which carries great weight 

with people of moderate or small income. 
“Fourth, we build only homes designed by an able 

architect—in this case Mr. Rathbone Debuys.” 
A brief list of specification and construction details 

includes the following: 
CONCRET E—Ready-mixed concrete, water content 7 gals 

per bag of cement, in 1, 3, 5 proportions for plain concrete, and 
ae ae proportions for reinforced. 
SLATE COURSE—Insert 2 layers good slate well lapped 

in third brick course above final grade as moisture barrier. 
LUMBER—AIl framing lumber dense short leaf Southera 

yellow pine, kiln-dried or well seasoned conforming to grades of 
Southern Pine Association as follows: 

Sillsk—6 x 6—S4S—No. 1 Com. LL 85% heart 
Floor Joists—2 x 10—S2E—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Ceiling Joists—2 x 6—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Rafters—2 x 6—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Studs—2 x 4—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Plates—2 x 4—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Corner Braces—2 x 4—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Roof Sheathing—l x 6—T&G—No. 2 Com. DSL 
Sub Floor—1 x 6—S4S—No. 2 Com. DSL 

SHEATHING PAPER—15 lb. asphalt saturated rag felt. 
SIDING—A-grade Louisiana red cypress bevel siding, end 

(Continued to page 116) 
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How Free 

Service 

Sells Homes 

and Lowers 

Costs for 

California 

Building 

Company 

CREW of Standard Building Co. Free Service Department and their workshop on wheels. 

RE there unsuspected minor errors of construction 

in the homes you build? Is the new home owner 

as satisfied with his purchase a year later as he 
was the day he first signed the contract? Is he boosting 
your work among his friends? Is he acting as an un- 

official salesman for your new homes? 

Not many contractors know the answers to these 

questions, but The Standard Building Company, 1500 

Judah Street, San Francisco, does. A workshop on 
wheels solved these problems, and a dozen more like them. 

Established twenty years ago, The Standard Building 

Company is a well known institution to thousands of 
San Francisco home owners. And the workshop on 

wheels, a little grey truck that rambles around the Beach 

section in this city, servicing homes, is steadily building 
ustomer satisfaction. 

About five years ago Fred and Carl Gellert, who own 
The Standard Building Company, did some careful think- 

ing on the matter of building low cost homes. Nearly 
every other type of manufacturer maintained a service 
lepartment for his product, but, once a home was sold, 
that was usually the last a contractor knew about it. 

So there and then a service department was born. The 

Gellert brothers had always kept a careful check on their 
work, but now a systematic effort was made to eradicate 

anything that might cause dissatisfaction. Business was 

growing so fast that two years later the truck was added 
to the department, and now The Standard Building Com- 
pany employs four men whose sole job is to keep home 

owners happy. 
Few contractors realize that there are dozens of little 

things that annoy the owner of a newly built home. The 

workshop on wheels is a real trouble shooter. It is vir- 

tually a rolling hardware store, carrying everything from 

a screw to a ladder. 
Is the stucco dirtied by the gardener? The service 

crew touches it up. Does a window stick? The service 

crew waxes it, makes it open easily. Has the paint been 

scratched by furniture movers? The service crew takes 

care of that. 

They hang clotheslines, put new wallpaper on spots 

soiled by owners’ children. They repair stucco that has 

been damaged when installing the telephone. They adjust 

locks and doors. Sometimes they install new washers in 

leaking faucets, even after they have been in use for two 

years or more. (Continued to page 118) 7 

BY MAKING small adjustments and repairs as shown above Standard's Free Home Service pays for itself in owner good will. 
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HREE years ago Smith & Dawson, Chicago builders 
and developers, saw an increasing demand for the 

homestead type of project consisting of an acre or 

more of land, and a well built, modestly priced home. 

Starting in a small way, this project, known as Prospect 

Heights, has blossomed into one of the largest develop- 
ments of its kind around Chicago, and now there are 

almost 150 of these plots with homes on them sold, and 

the entire development has been spread to cover 360 acres. 

Originally, the raw farm land was cut up in checker 
board fashion having houses located near the main road 
on plots with 100 foot of frontage. As plans have de- 

veloped, however, winding roads through the newly ac- 
quired acreage and dead end streets provide more inter- 

esting home sites without traffic hazards. The original 

sites were of more than an acre, but it was found that 
lots of slightly less than an acre were equally or more 
salable than the larger ones; the present sites are still of 

100-foot frontage and over 300 feet deep. 

The houses are individually designed by Architect Carl 
J. Kastrup. Numerous styles have been tried, but this 

Smith & Dawson Develop 360-Acre Project; 

American Builder, October 1939, 

Model Homestead Community Grows Near Chicago 

Sell Over 140 Low-Cost Homes in 3 Years 

year it was found that variations of a Cape Cod design 

were the most popular. Two of these are shown, one on 

the next page and one on the two pages following, with 

variations of exterior details. Most of the houses are 

planned for a utility room instead of a basement, and 
almost all have an attached garage, with a kitchen in a 

a portion of the connecting wing. It has also been found 

that by placing one bedroom on the first floor and leaving 

the second floor to be finished later, there is a greater 

appeal to younger couples. The other popular style is with 
living room, dining room, kitchen and utility room on the 
first floor and two bedrooms upstairs, finished. 

This unique community of home owners with modest 

incomes has now been developed to a point where all 

facilities are available. A community shopping center 
and school were added this year. Buses connect with 

train service to the city, and both electricity and gas are 

available. A low spot in the center of the development will 

be transformed into a small lake surrounded by a play- 

ground for the children. All these advantages, together 

with the large plot of ground where owners can follow 

their gardening and other hobbies, has made Prospect 
Heights increasingly popular. 

Newspaper advertising has been used to some extent as 
sales promotion, a reproduction of one of these ads being 

shown on this page. The large head above and to the 
left of this is part of the newspaper’s own promotion 

which appeared page length and told how the small Smith 

& Dawson ad had attracted 3,000 people the day on which 
it appeared. Besides selling four homes, numerous mail 

and telephone cails added to the prospect list and made 
the results most gratifying. Another opportunity for 

promotion was used to best advantage when one of the 

Smith & Dawson houses was awarded first prize in the 

Public Service Company of Northern Illinois’ home build- 

ing and modernization contest. 
Prices of these houses with one acre of land range 

from $4,250 to $5,750. They are financed with FHA 

insured 90 per cent loans. 

One of 100 Newly Built Homes 
Now Open for Inspection 
Also 4 to 6 Room Houses 

from $4,250 to $5,750 
Well insulated solid brick home—com- 
plete plumbing. Plastered walls, hard- 
wood floor, air conditioned, gas or oil 
heat. Steel kitchen cabinets. One acre. 
Nicely landscaped. Take Northwest 
Highway to Mi. Prospect. Turn North on 
Route 54—2 miles to Prospect Heights. 

FREE 

PUBLICITY 

ABOVE: A reproduction of the 

heading used in the Chicago 
Tribune's own promotion ad tell- 

ing of the success of the Smith 
agen ALT Ris. “ yuo OORING Thos. 

183 W. Wacker D sep, Witven, He BARRETT ROOFING is N La Salle St 

Fr n A neaue 

& Dawson advertisement at the 5e19'W. chicago Aver oi Glee Ce 
° e . RICK 710 Mi ta A Ave. 
right. The Tribune promotion 1414 Diversey Ave ge 4 

CRUSHED STONE ah Elmhurst Chicago Stone Co. Elmhurst. Li three columns wide and 
page length, detailing how four Migiaaen Bee igual Service 

home sales totaling $19,800 were nee 

made by Smith & Dawson in six "7 
days at an advertising cost of 

less than I'/2 per cent. 

was iw Catcere Ave 
Associated Air C 38 

1 — a Fam I 24 Core St "Des 

1 WN. La Salle St. 

See This Model Home at Beautiful 

PROSPECT 

HEIGHTS 
New 5 Reom Cape Cee Home 

Co-operating to Make Possible 

Mortgage 

HEATING pop ae rL .ASTERING 
Western Are. 

SMITH & DAWSON 

$5,750 

Includes one acre 
of lend. 

per month, 
$35 ir.ccn 
principal, interest, ter- 
es ond fire inserence, 

F.H. A. 

PAID 
: ADVERTISING 

LEFT: 255-line advertise- 

These Splendid Values Are: ment which attracted 3,000 

ur wes ASTER. CEMENT = PLUMBING FIXTURES people to inspect this 
1d aensnuacnantt — Rescate‘ Smith & Dawson Cape Cod 

soi home at Prospect Heights. 

Besides selling four homes, 

it furnished a large list of 

prospects and brought in 

H. He eteler Lbr. Co. Elston Av 
MILLWORK Harris Brothers Co. coent wer be WORK 1349 W. 35th ®t ng & Venti- 
PAINT ati Louton Paint, Varnish Co 4830 'W. Division Des Plaines. ‘Dll. STEEL KITCHEN CABINETS St Charles Mfa. Co 1 N. La Salle St 

one Maywood 

Setocted br i 

VANUATU 

Maines siz .. Ki! patricks Ave ins Tne iehicnaas Outen innumerable requests by 
mail and telephone for 

edd a further information about 
velo r . 4 

sn na cummcememmmmememmmme this homestead project. 
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THE exterior at the 
left fits the plan as 

detailed below. These 

Smith & Dawson home- 

steads are independ- 

ent of municipal im- 
provements; each has 

its own well and au- 

tomatic electric pump 

and septic system. 

Five-Room Prospect 

Heights Cape Cod 

Homestead 

THIS Smith & Dawson house is one of the popular 

models having a five-room plan and several exterior 

variations, two of which are shown on this page. 

Like most Prospect Heights houses, it has a utility 
room instead of basement. The kitchen is located 
in the connecting wing to the garage, allowing cross 

ventilation. There is a good sized closet underneath 

the stairs. Two bedrooms and bath on the second 

floor are finished. 
Walls are of solid brick construction with plaster 

furring. Roof is Barrett asphalt shingles. Equip- 

ment includes St. Charles metal kitchen cabinets, 

«l winter air conditioning, either gas or oil-fired. 

(One acre of land is included in the purchase price. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
ment Walls, 0 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 156 lin. ft.; Basement 
r, 80 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 210 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep. 

yds.; Outside Walls, 19.20 sqs.; First Floor, 6.50 sqs.; Second 
r, with fin. fig., 4.70 sqs.; Ceiling, 8.60 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 12” 

er ft. run; Roof, 12.34 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 16 lin. ft.; 
nice, C & F, 258 lin. ft.; Partitions, 173 lin. ft.; Inside Finish 

S Walls, 210 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear 
Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors 
Cased Opgs., 10 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 16 opgs.; 
ney, 26 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .24 sqs.; Porch 

lings, .10 sqs.; Porch Beam, 11 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post 
Newels, 4; Porch Roof, .14 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 11 lin. ft.; 

h and Deck Rail, 4 lin. ft. 

CHAMBER No.| 
1-8" X12'-6" 

Roof 

SECOND. FLOOR PLAN 

i ie 12-4" 
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——o os, —. 

| TT] “Beftey Sind “J 
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ba LivinG Room §Clos ictal: 
Pes 8° 2454" 

| [——4_ Dininc Room I 
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| | == iW 

i 
First FLoor PLAN 

ONE 
variations of the above 

of the exterior 

pe os 
— 

plan is shown at the 

left. Floor plans have 

been reversed and 

slightly different ex- 

terior details used, 
including brickwork, 

front entrance, roof 
over garage and con- 

necting wing and color 
of the roof and trim. 
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THE exterior at the 

right is shown in plan 

and side elevation on 

the opposite page. It 

has a front entrance 

porch which is a much 
appreciated feature. 
The variation immedi- 

ately below was award. 

ed first prize in the 

Public Service Co. of 
Northern Illinois Home 
Building Contest. The 
one at the bottom of 

the page more close- 

ly resembles the ex- 
terior at the right 

except that the plan 

has been reversed. 

$e ARS ATE a Serge * 4 gt tg * 

Basementless 

Economy 

Design for the 

Country 

THREE exteriors on_ this 
page are variations for the 

plans and details on the op- 

posite page. This arrange- 

ment has been found very 
salable because, for a young 

married couple, the second 

floor can be left unfinished 

until a later date, there being 
one bedroom and bath on the 

first floor. The use of a front 
projecting gable set to one 

side instead of two dormers 

varies the appearance greatly. 

Ww 

| | 

WE sg 3) 
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RIGHT SiDE ELEVATION 

Plans and Details of Prospect 

Heights Suburban Homestead 

Smith & Dawson, Builders 
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ABOVE: The compact kitchen in the prize winning home 
shown directly opposite is well lighted and cross ventil- 

ated; clever planning makes this possible, as shown in 
the floor plans to the right. The utility room is handily 

located next to the kitchen; section detail indicates eco- 
nomical winter conditioning installation, the main supply 

duct being located in a furred-down portion of the 

ceilings in the hall and adjacent closet. 

- “TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS HOUSE: 
Trer Walls, 170 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 55 sq. ft.; Garage 

10 sq. ft. Excavation per ft. deep, 34 cu. yds. ; Out- 
Walls, 21.70 sqs.; First Floor, 7.15 sqs.; Second Floor, 

t fin. fig., 5.30 sqs.; Ceiling, 9.15 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 
e per ft. run; Roof, 15.50 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 30 

ft.; Cornice, C & F, 200 lin. ft.; Partitions, 107 lin. ft.; 
e Finish Os Walls, 114 lin. ft.; Front and OS French 
s, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 2 Opgs. ; re Door 

t. wide, i; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 90 ; Win- 
ows and Casements, 12 opgs.; Gable Sash and , an 5 

Chien. 26 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, 
35> 818-5 Pe rch Ceilings, .12 sqs.; Porch Beam, 8 lin. ft.: 

t nd Balcony Post and Newels, 3; Porch Cornice, 7 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

CHAMBER No.2 
10-11" X 13.0" 

11"-O"X17-8" 

1} Q' Hi Boyd 11-0" X16". 9" 
|| 

Metal Duct 

First FLoor PLAN 

SECTION THRU UTILITY Room, 
CLOSET & HALL 

Unexcavated 

CHAMBER No.1), 
9-4°X10'8 1] 

LiviING ROOM 

2°K8-1Z OC a+Cem. Platform 
. 

Unexcavated 

BASEMENT PLAN 



BEFORE 

ABOVE: The before and 
after views show how 

an old Victorian row 

house in Manhattan 
built in the 80's was re- 
styled with a Georgian 

exterior; interior changes 

are indicated in the ac- 
companying floor plans. 

RIGHT: In changing the 
interior layout, import- 

ant rooms now face this 
pleasing rear garden 
instead of overlooking 

traffic on the street. 

Old “Brownstone” 

Modernized Wins 

$500 Prize Award 

Herbert Lippmann, New York Archi- 

tect, Restyles Manhattan Row House: 

Points Way for Salvage of Others 

HE modernization of this old New York pro; 

erty is of great interest because it shows what 
can be done to salvage thousands of similar 

buildings. The fact that this project was among 
the prize winners in the A.G.A. Builders’ Competi 

tion, receiving one of the $500 awards, indicates the 
practicability and thoroughness of the undertaking. 

One of Manhattan’s awkward Late Victorian row 
houses, built in the 1880's, it was altered by Herbert 

Lippmann, New York architect, into a modern plan 
in Late Georgian style; “‘a country house in town,” 

the owners call it. The “stoop” was removed and 
an inviting random flagstone entrance was arranged 
on the ground floor. The numerous ugly carved 

ornaments and clumsy mouldings and the dormers 
were removed, and the front changed into this 

Georgian type facade with imitation stone and a few 

iron railings. 

The kitchen was placed on the street front, so 
that the dining room and porch-like breakfast room. 
as well as the living room and the chief bedrooms. 
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FLOOR plans show the 

modernized arrangement of 

old Manhattan row house; 

dotted lines indicate old 

work that has been re- 

moved. There are six 

floors, including a cellar 

and basement, the former 

not being in evidence from 

the street elevation, but 

having windows in the rear 

where the grade is lower. 

SOME of the materials 
used in this modernizing 

are: P. Aguado Co. imita- 

tion brownstone; USG 

blocks; Covert fireplace 

dampers; Wheeling | tile; 
Ketcham shower door; 
United Metal Box Co. medi- 

cine chests; Kohler and 

Standard Mfg. Co. plumb- 

ing fixtures: Bryant winter 
air conditioner; Elkay stain- 
less steel sinks; Reading 
hardware: Lightolier elec- 
tric fixtures; Loeffler phones; 
Murtha dumbwaiter. 
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now face south away from the street and look out 

over a charming rear garden. The enlarged living 
room and its alcove card room are spaciously ar- 
ranged for large gatherings ; there is a special service 

bar pantry. The owners have a fine bedroom suite 

with separate dressing rooms and baths and a ki- 
brary-living room. 

In the “brownstone era” the domestic help were 
obliged to climb to the top floor to their rooms; in 

replanning, this top floor is used for the owner’s 

carpentry work shop, a guest suite, and the laundry; 
the latter r separates the visiting laundress from other 

daily services, and is served by dumbwaiter. Bed- 

rooms for the domestics are conveniently close to the 

kitchen and service entrance—a necessity in compet- 

ing with the convenience offered domestics in mod- 
ern apartment houses. 

The broad entrance hall and circular stairway 
give a graciousness to the interior that suggests a 

country house, particularly in connection with the 

view of the garden seen looking down this hall and 
across the dining room. 

The materials such as brick and timber, hardwood 

floors, etc., existed and remain; new plastering is 
on expanded metal lath, and modern flexible electric 

wiring, interior telephones, brass water pipe, and 

modern tiled bathrooms were installed. Extent of 

structural changes is shown on the floor plans. 

VIEWS OF PRIZE WINNING 

MODERNIZED INTERIORS 

ABOVE: A large mirror in the entrance hall reflects the fine 
circular stairway and entrance doors to the living room of 

this house modernized by Architect Herbert Lippmann. 

Right: The butler's pantry and kitchen located in the base- 
ment have plenty of built-in cupboard space. 

ABOVE: The Bryant winter air conditioning unit was set in a 
pit in the cellar floor to provide necessary headroom for the 
ducts. Note the supply line for the conditioner humidifier. 
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FHA 

1S THE NEW FHA chart for computing monthly payments on 4!/2 per cent loans now being insured by the 

Simply lay a straight-edge across the three lines in the chart, crossing Scale A at the face value of the loan, 
crossing Scale B at the term in years, and the reading on Scale C will be the monthly payment required for interest 

6nd principal on a 4!/> per cent mortgage. 

| oe 
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How to Make Winter Building PAY 

A Brief Outline of Cost-Cutting Cold 

Weather Methods, Including Data on 

Uses and Advantages of Calcium Chlo- 

ride, High Early Strength Cements, 

Proper Protection. War Expected to 

Bring Higher Costs Next Spring 

CIENTIFIC advances in materials, methods and 

equipment have taken winter building out of the red 

and into the black. Winter building has been proven 
profitable, providing the builder takes advantage of the 

factors making for lower costs but at the same time de 

vises ways to get around the well known difficulties that 

tend to increase costs. 
It is common knowledge that labor is cheaper and more 

plentiful, materials more easily available and prices all 

along the line lower during the cold weather season. One 
important factor is that subcontractors, anxious to keep 

at least a part of their crew busy, will figure on lower 

overhead and profit. Likewise, with fewer jobs to go 

around, architects’ fees tend to be lower, financing costs 

more reasonable and services of all kinds easier to obtain. 

The secret of success, therefore, is to make the most of 
these lower cost factors but devise ways and means to 

offset the difficulties of freezing temperatures, snow, sleet 
and difficult weather. 

Recent improvements in the technique of winter build- 

ing rather conclusively demonstrate that the high cost 
factors can and are being brought down while the low 

cost factors still remain. 

Proper Organization Important 

Chis year, with war raging in Europe, the situation is 

particularly favorable to profitable winter operations, 
since it is generally predicted that by spring a considerable 

SETTING TIME CuT 50% 
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rise in building costs will have taken place meanwhile 
Of paramount importance in profitable winter opera 

tion is a better thought out plan of operations, which 

should be carefully scheduled with an eye to the probable 
weather conditions that will be prevailing. It is obvious 

that, if possible, foundations should be gotten in before 
the ground is frozen and the house enclosed before really 
bad snow and cold. However, even after the worst has 

happened work can go ahead successfully and at lowet 

cost than in the summer time. The order of operations 

may be changed somewhat—that is, the heating contractor 

may be called upon to set up the heating unit while the 
house is still rough-enclosed. Once it is in operation, all 

interior jobs can go ahead satisfactorily. 

Protection of Materials 

All kinds of materials must be protected against snow 

and moisture, and here again care in planning the job and 
ordering the materials is important. Deliveries must be 

arranged so that good dry flooring and trim, for example, 
are not delivered and stored inside the house before the 

plaster has dried and the moisture conditions return to 
normal. 

Concreting in Cold Weather 

The oldest and most difficult problem of winter 

construction—concrete work—has been largely solved 
through technological improvements. All cements, due to 

their finer grinding, now harden more rapidly. Increase 
in knowledge of the use of better proportioned water- 

ratio mixes that attain a safe strength more quickly has 

taken place. The use of high early strength cements has 
radically cut down the hardening time of concrete and 

thereby reduced the time of protection required. For 

Eerect oF I EMPERATURE CHANGES 

3000 

Average of Standard Portland 
—— With Ca Cl, 

TABLE |—Effect of addition of calcium chloride on length of time 
required for concrete to attain 2,500 lb. per square inch compres- 

sive strength is shown based on National Bureau of Standards studies. 

TABLE Il—Adverse effect of falling temperatures on concrete is 
largely offset by addition of calcium chloride, tests by the American 

Road Builders’ Association portrayed in the above chart indicate. 
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PER CENT INCREASE IN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH PER CENT INCREASE IN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

OF CONCRETE WITH 2 PER CENT ADMIXTURE OF MORTAR WITH 2 PER CENT ADMIXTURE 

OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE 

Mix 1:2:4, 6/2 gal. water per sack of cement, Mix 1:2:6 by weight, 6!/, gal. water per sack of 

70 deg. F. damp curing. cement, damp curing. 

Increase in strength at 

Age at Increase in strength Age at curing temperature indicated 
test per cent of plain concrete test per cent of plain mortar 

ia 128 40 deg. F. 70deg. F. 90 deg. F. 

3 days 64 | day 300 145 90 

7 days 31 3 days 117 68 4| 

28 days 13 7 days 75 32 23 

3 months 9 28 days 20 12 15 

| year 8 3 months 10 14 16 

example, a 6-gal. high early mix will attain full service Another scientific development that has had a large 

h of 2,000 Ibs. or over in 24 hours. Protection that bearing on simplifying cold weather concreting is the use 
vil intain a temperature of 60 to 70 degrees is re- of calcium chloride. Recent tests by the National Bureau 

for only 24 hours with high early cement of this of Standards (see Table I page 68) throw new light on 

ibove-freezing temperature. When the thermome- _ the effects of calcium chloride on portland cement mixes. 

down to between 20 and 30 degrees, protection is In a report on these tests the Portland Cement Association 
| for only two days; below 20 degrees only three (Bulletin No. ST 23) presents the above tables. 

’ protection is required. Careful cost analyses indi These National Bureau of Standards tests substanti- 
t the use of high early strength cements reduces ating the results of many earlier tests show that the 

heating and protection costs by 60 to 70 per cent. addition of calcium chloride to either standard or high 

NTIFIC PLANNING OF WINTER WORK, taking advantage of the latest developments in 
Taterie's and equipment that prevent delays, put this business in the profits-earning class. 

¢ a SCIE 

early strength portland cement 

reduces by approximately one 

half the time required to reac} 

the same compressive strength at 

temperatures ranging from 40 t 

90 degrees. A similar increase in 

flexual or bending strength is se 

cured. 

The action of calcium chloride 
is especially valuable in con 

crete poured at low temperatures 

While it is common knowledg: 
that the normal hardening of or 

dinary concrete is greatly retarded 

by cold weather, these tests bring 

out the extent to which hardening 
is delayed. They showed that the 

one-day strength of portland ce 

ment when placed at 40 degrees 

F. was 91 per cent less than a 

similar concrete mix at 70 de 

grees. Three days were required 

for the Bureau specimens stored 

at 40 degrees to reach the strength 

attained by the 70 degree speci 

mens in one day. 

With the addition of 2 per cent 

of calcium chloride the concret: 

develops a marked degree of 

higher early strength which serves 

to protect it against a drop in tem 

perature. The adverse effect of 

falling temperatures is largely 
offset. 

Of considerable important to 

residential builders is the effect 
of calcium chloride on portland 

cement mortars. The National 

(Continued to page 124) 
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Glass-Faced Structural Unit Developed 

HE evolution of building materials in the past quar- 

ter century has been progressively toward lighter, 
more artistic and more durable load-bearing con- 

struction units. Recent introduction of a new light-weight 

concrete block faced with colored structural glass makes 

possible the architectural use of glass at heights hereto- 

fore thought impossible. 
The new structural unit, called glastone, although only 

recently placed on the market by Libbey-Owens-Ford 

Glass Co. of Toledo, already has been used in several con- 

struction jobs in Michigan, and forms the walls of a two 

and one-half story office building erected at Charleston, 

W. Va., for the company. It has already been accepted 
as a load-bearing structural unit by the Detroit Building 

Commission, and is up for adoption in other cities where 
building commissioners expressed interest in it when it 

was first publicly introduced at their recent national con- 

vention in Detroit. 
Glastone is composed of vitrolite bonded to haydite, 

a light-weight concrete, well known in the building trade 

for its strength and resistance to fire and moisture. A 

layer of mastic binds the colored glass and concrete into 

a solid masonry unit. The glass is further anchored to 

the concrete by a hidden, rust-proof metal binder. 

Made in a variety of colors, glastone is especially suit- 

able for commercial and public buildings, offices, service 
stations, store front bulkheads, theater facades, corridor 

walls, lobbies and swimming pools. It may be installed 

by any mason competent to install limestone, terra cotta 
or similar building materials. 

Glastone has been used in the exterior construction 

of Lynch and Sullivan furniture store, Wyandotte ; Farm- 
ington Dairy, Detroit; Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company 

Super Market, Ann Arbor, and Main Grocery, Ann 

Arbor, all in Michigan. 

As an example of what can be done with glastone, the 

Libbey-Owens-Ford two and a half story building at 

Charleston is of special interest to the building trade. In 

that building, the glastone is in units 4 inches thick, but 
it may be used in units from 1% inch thickness for 

remodeling work, to 8 inches for solid wall construction, 

Each unit is composed of a vitrolite colored glass facing 
supported in a cork lined metal frame which is cast into 

haydite to make a firm bond. Metal dowel holes in the 
concrete provide a ready means of anchoring. Spaces 

between the units are closed by caulking, and the mortar 
bed is confined to the concrete backing. The glastone js 

joined to steel frame wherever possible. 

All glastone units must be made to specification and 

may be cast in various shapes and in sizes up to 12 square 

feet. Special shapes may be cast to fit window sills, 
curves or other unusual surfaces. 

In the Charleston building, glastone units up to 4 

feet by 3 feet were used. The large blocks were provided 

with slots to allow handling by block and tackle. Glastone 
varies in weight from 90 to 100 pounds per cubic foot 

and is tested to a strength of 1500 to 2000 pounds per 

RIGHT: Cross sec- 

tion diagram shows 

metal edge around 

vitrolite cast into 

block for 

anchor- 

age. BELOW: Lib- 

bey-Owens-Ford of- 

fice building, 

Charleston, W. Va., 

constructed entirely 

of new glastone struc- 
tural masonry unit. 

concrete 

permanent 
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square foot over the gross area. Aluminum or other 

metal ornament may be cast into glastone. The completed 

building shows true and plumb walls, with perfect align- 

ment. Dirt and mortar is easily cleaned from the vitro- 

lite surface. 

This first full size glastone building is distinguished 
by harmony of color. There is a sun tan field, Van Dyke 

brown base and columns, and special green spandrels with 

accents of sun tan, brown, red and aluminum. A heavy 

rain cleans the walls of dirt and grime, quickly restoring 

the natural beauty and light reflections to the polished 

glass surfaces. 
Each glastone unit is designed to bear its share of 

weight. The metal binder is not exposed on the face of 

the glass after installation, as it covers only the rear edge 
of the glass extending to within 1/16 inch of the face. 

It is completely concealed after pointing. 

The form of the metal edge is important and its special 

(Continued to page 120) 

LEFT AND BELOW: Two examples of store construction using glas- 

tone units; brilliant and attractive color combinations are possible 

with the vitrolite facing used on this newly developed material. 
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ABOVE LEFT: Glastone may be laid up like any other 
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load-bearing masonry unit. RIGHT: Rear view of units. 
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How to Estimate Accurately 

In This Article of the Estimating Series 

Walls, Cornice and Roofing Are Discussed 

By J. DOUGLAS WILSON 
Head, Building Trades Dept., Wiggins 
Trade School, Los Angeles, Calif. 

of exterior finish; the other three units, namely, 

walls, cornice, and roofing, are considered below. 

The materials considered are siding, shingles, water table, 

belt course, and corner boards. 

Wall Unit 

Te last article of this series discussed the frame unit 

SIDING: Siding is finish lumber nailed horizontally on 
the exterior of a frame building. Sometimes it is called 

rustic, ship lap, channel rustic, beveled siding, novelty 

siding, etc., each term being applied to some special shape 

of material. Figure 1 shows some of the more commonly 

used patterns. 
A piece of siding will not lay or cover as much space 

as is indicated by its size. A 1” x 8” board will cover 7” 

of space, a 1” x 10” covers 9”. This is because the rab- 

bett in the bottom edge of siding laps over the board be- 

low it. This rabbett will average 4%” in width. Another 

3g” is lost in making a rough piece of lumber into siding. 

A third factor is shrinkage, as a rough piece of lumber 
will shrink from %” to %”. There is also considerable 

end waste caused by cutting siding to join on the studs. 

A certain fractional part must, therefore, be added to 

the net area to allow for these losses. 
It is necessary to know whether the wall surface is a 

solid one, without openings, or if it has window and door 
openings. Gable areas are considered as a solid surface, 

although occasionally there may be a small ventilator or 

louvre frame in a gable. 
Two rules are used when figuring siding. If the area 

to be covered is a small one, such as the side of a garage, 
then a convenient way is to figure the material by the 

piece, as follows: 

Rule 1: Divide the wall height by the amount one 

board covers (see figure 2). Result equals number of 

boards. Count a part of a board as a whole one. The 

length of the stock is the same as the length of the wall 

which must be considered in even foot lengths. Repeat 

for each wall. 

Siding Table 

The following table indicates the amounts to add for 

various widths of siding. The explanation below the 

table shows the application of the table to walls without 
openings ; gable areas and walls with openings. 

eee | Coverage Milling | — | Constant 

lx 4 3” 33-1 /3% 5%, 1.40 
1x6 5” 20%, 5% 1.25 
|x 8 * 15% 5%, 1.20 
1x10 9” > py A 5% BF 
1x12 WW” 10%, 5°, 1.15 

To Find Wall Area: The wall height is found | 

measuring from the lower edge of the bottom board oj 

siding to the top edge of the top board. In other words, 

add to the wall height measurement from the underside 

of the mudsill to the top of the doubling plate the amount 
of stock which would be wasted off the top board. (See 

figure 2.) The perimeter of the building equals the total 

wall length. Increased wall height times perimeter 
equals wall area. 

Rule 2: a. For a wall without openings: find wall 

area and multiply by a constant selected from the table 
above. 

b. Fora gable area: multiply roof rise by one-half the 
span, (see figure 3). Then multiply this result by a con- 

stant selected from the above table. Then add an addi- 

tional 20% to allow for the waste incurred due to the 
slope of a roof. 

c. For a wall with openings: find the wall area ; deduct 
all openings 10 square feet in area, or more; then mul- 

tiply the difference by a constant selected from the table 
above. 

SHINGLES ON WALLS: Occasionally a building 

will be designed with exterior walls to be covered with 
shingles. 

There are two kinds of lumber used, cedar and red 
wood, the former being preferable. Both are used o1 

account of weather resisting qualities. 
The thickness of the butt end of a shingle will vary, 

this thickness being stated in terms of the number oi 

shingles that will measure 2”. To illustrate: shingle: 

ordered 5/2 will measure five shingles to 2” ; 6/2 means 

6 shingles will measure 2”. Shingles are sold by the 

bundle, assuming 250 four-inch width shingles to : 

bundle. 
When estimating shingles allowances must be made 

for door and windew openings. Deduct all openings 

whose area is equal to or in excess of 10 square feet. 

Shingle Table 

Shingles will cover the identical amount of suriac 

whether laid on a wall or a roof. The table on the next 

page indicates the square feet of surface covered b) 

one bundle of shingles for varying exposures and differ 

ent length shingles. 
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FIGURE |: Some of the more commonly used siding patterns. 
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— Kule: To find number of shingles for the exterior 
walls of a building: 

Figure the wall area by multiplying wall height by 

building perimeter. 

Figure gable areas by multiplying roof rise by 

raiter run (see figure 3). 
7 Combine results to get total wall area. 

ad Deduct combined area of all openings ten square 

r more in area. 
. Divide remainder by a constant selected from the 

aa iingle table based on shingle length and exposure. 

sult equals number of bundles of shingles. Count 

rt of a bundle as a full one. 

= ATER TABLE: This is a piece of finish stock 
— used for architectural effects at either the mudsill line of 

the house or at the same height as the sill line of the 

vindow frames. 

= ule: The perimeter of a building, plus 12” for every 

rns. le corner for miters, equals the linear feet of water 
able required. 

9, = 
. overhonde== 

a 

BELT COURSE: lf an architect desires to make a 

break between a foundation and the exterior face of the 

outside walls, a continuous band known as a belt course 

is sometimes placed at the sill line. Occasionally, a belt 

course will be placed at the second floor line of a two 

story residence. The size of the stock used for this belt 

course will vary according to the architect’s detail. 
Rule: The perimeter of the building plus 12” for 

every corner equals the number of linear feet of ma- 

terial to order. 

CORNER BOARDS: Corner boards are pieces of 

finish stock sometimes required on exterior corners of a 

house finished with siding, as shown in figure 4. They 
provide certain architectural effects and also eliminate 

the necessity of making mitered joints on the siding. The 

size will be given on the blueprint or in the specifications. 

One piece should always be 1” wider than the other. The 

wide one is then lapped over the narrow one, so that both 

appear to be of the same width. The kind of lumber is 
usually redwood or similar weather-resisting material. 

Rule: Allow two pieces of stock for every outside 

corner of the building. The length must be measured 
on the elevation sheets of the blueprint. 

Cornice Unit 

The cornice is that part of a roof which extends beyond 

the outside walls of a house. There are two types, open 

and closed or box. In an open cornice the rafters and 

sheathing are exposed. In a box cornice the rafters and 

sheathing are not seen and additional cornice materials are 
required. 

OPEN CORNICE: The open cornice is divided into 

two parts (see fig. 4). 

1. The overhang, the cornice which extends beyond 

the roof at the top plate line and forms the eaves. 

2. The gable projection, that part of a roof which ex 
tends beyond the face of a gable wall. 

The gable projection is often finished with a verge 

rafter which is supported by rafter lookouts or brackets. 

Sometimes only a moulding is used to form the finish. 

The cornice area is covered with various materials, the 

one most commonly used being T & G ceiling stock. 

VERGE RAFTERS: Verge rafters are pieces of 
finish lumber that form the finish of a gable end of a roof. 

The lumber is usually a better grade than used for rafters 

and generally S4S. The size is indicated on the elevation 
sheet or in the specifications. 

(Continued to page 128) 
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Who Builds What in the Building Business? 

Survey Shows the Large Volume, Variety, and Value of 

Buildings Erected by Typical American Builder Readers 

OST building statistics merely show how many 

buildings of a certain kind and value were erected 
over a selected period of time. Such figures give 

no indication as to how buildings are planned, erected, 
sold, or who controls buying—in other words they tell 

nothing about the men behind the buildings. American 

Builder has conducted another nation-wide survey among 
its readers that throws new light on the operations of 

typical active building men. 
Information for this study was furnished by 3,110 

active building men. Returns came from all states. Each 

reader reported the number, type, and value of his resi- 

dential and non-residential projects erected during 1938. 

These data, combined with information regarding voca- 

tional classifications of those who furnished information, 

and the sizes of towns in which they are located, give 

quite an interesting picture of their operations. 

The 3,110 building men covered in this survey were 

responsible for $152,958,125 worth of construction during 

1938, an average annual volume of $49,182 per American 

Builder reader. Of these 3,110 concerns, 2,572 (82 per 

cent) erected 17,692 new houses, valued at $95,788,707, 

an average of 6.8 new homes per American Builder read- 

er, and an average annual residential volume of $37,242. 

In addition, 2,211 of these concerns were responsible for 

$57,169,418 worth of other construction, including com- 
mercial, industrial, and public buildings, an average an- 

nual non-residential total of $25,856 per American 

Builder reader. 

Many Types of Buildings Erected 

A surprisingly large variety of work was reported by 

the building men who furnished information for this 
survey. Residential projects, in addition to the 17,692 

single-family dwellings previously mentioned, included 

new apartment buildings, conversions of houses into 

apartments, building of combined apartments and stores, 

apartment and hotel remodeling, building of camps, cot- 
tages, cabins, residential remodeling, private garages. 

Commercial activity included new stores and commer- 

cial buildings, offices, business blocks, store fronts, store 
modernization, and service stations. Public buildings in- 

clude a large volume of municipal, county, state, and 

federal structures; theatres and theatre remodeling, 
churches and additions, schools and additions, such as 

auditoriums and gymnasimus. Industrial building ac- 
tivities listed new factories and industrial buildings, ware- 

houses, factory additions and repairs. Public works 

ranged from pumping stations, reservoirs, sewage disposal 
plants, and a coast guard station to a penitentiary cell 

block. Farm buildings included barns of all kinds, sheds, 
elevators and cribs, and miscellaneous farm remodeling. 

Considerable concrete and masonry work was reported, 

with roofing and siding, various types of marine struc 
tures or projects, and miscellaneous contracting. 

Volume by Sizes of Towns 

Changes in building volume occur in long cycles that 
average 18 years from peak-to-peak, or valley-to-valley. 
Volume is expanding at present, and a building boom is 

on the way. This American Builder survey shows that 

the annual volume of individual building men varies ac- 

cording to changes in national totals, and according to 

sizes of towns in which they carry on their building 
operations. 

An accompanying table shows variations in annual 
volume according to sizes of towns. Nine different 

population groups are shown, ranging from towns of 

less than 2,500 to cities of more than 500,000 population. 

The number of replies received from building men in 

towns of each population group is shown, together with 

the total volume of business reported, and the average 

annual volume per reader. Note that 733 replies were 

received from towns under 2,500 and that the total volume 

reported was nearly 21 million dollars. Two hundred 

and four replies were received from cities of more than 

500,000 population, and here again a total volume of 
slightly more than 20 million dollars was reported. The 

average annual volume of building concerns in the 

smallest towns is slightly over $28,000, while that of 

builders in the biggest cities is nearly $100,000. The table 

shows that between these two extremes the average 

annual volume of business increases in direct proportion 

to population, and that the larger the town or city, the 

(Continued to page 120) 

NUMBER OF REPLIES, TOTAL VOLUME, and AVERAGE 

VOLUME PER READER BY SIZES (Populations) OF TOWNS 

Total Total Volume Average An- 

Populations Number Per Popula- nual Volume 
of Towns of Replies tion Group Per Reader 

Under 2,500 ee $20,885,446 $28,493 

2,500 to 5,000 332 9,595,681 28,902 

5,000 to 10,000 324 12,162,972 37,540 

10,000 to 25,000 436 19,681,959 45,142 

25,000 to 50,000 299 19,120,661 63,948 

50,000 to 100,000 247 16,852,515 68,228 

100,000 to 250,000 279 25,757,270 92,319 

250,000 to 500,000 179 8,711,600 48,668 

Over 500,000 204 20,190,021 98,970 

3,033 $152,958,125 

Reported no 

building 77 

3,110 

THIS TABLE shows the number of questionnaires received from 
“American Builder" readers located in towns and cities of various 

sizes, together with their average annual volume of business. Note 

that with a single exception, average annual volume grows larger 
with each increase in size of town. 
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New Building Materials and Equipment 

Balsam-Wool Sound Insulation System 

ANEW type of sound deadening for standard methods of con- 
struction, called the Balsam-Wool sound insulation system, 

has been announced by the Wood Conversion Company, St. Paul, 
\Minn., manufacturers of Balsam-Wool and Nu-Wood. This 
system is easy to apply, economical and efficient. All that is 
ieeded for complete installation are Balsam-Wool, Balsam-Wool 
clips and wood strips. The Balsam-Wool is placed over the area 
iy be insulated, acting as a stop or absorption agent against noise 
that would ordinarily pass through the wall, floor or ceiling. The 
lips are then fastened at intervals of 24 inches on the underside 
{ sleepers at right angles. This clip unit consists of a flat piece 
{ spring steel and four nails, two of these nails holding the spring 

steel clip to the sleeper, and the other two, cushioned in felt 
washers, fastening the sleeper to the floor, wall or ceiling. The 
interior finish is then nailed to the top of the sleepers, as shown 
below 

Because of the special design of the Balsam-Wool clips, no 
movement or creeping is allowed in the horizontal direction, but 
sufficient free action is allowed vertically. Therefore the system 
ucts as an insulator, and also gives the floor a resiliency or softness 
which is highly desirable. Due to the fact that the sleepers are 
supported continuously, there is no sagging under heavy furniture 

plano loads. 
Balsam-Wool sound insulation clips are sold as an individual 

artoned in packages sufficient to treat approximately 1,000 
square feet of area. Balsam- 

: Wool sound insulation is not 
exper Paces ny meee shipped as part of the unit, 
EaTO STEEL CLIP f ° but is available 33 inches 

: == wide, %-inch thick, and pack- 
aged in rolls. Standard 
Balsam-Wool in % and 1- 
inch thicknesses may be used 
as a sound deadener with this 
system. 

CMA LETT 
H BALSAM. WOOL 
A ABSORBS SOUND, 

CUSHIONS FLOOR, 

FELT WASHERS BALSAM WOOLY CROSS SECTION of new 

sound deadening construction. 
STOP DIRECT MET STEEL CLIP IS FLEXIBLE 
ALLIC CONTACT. AND RESILIENT 

Stainless Steel “Lumber” 

NEW stainless steel lumber was recently placed in production 
the Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, 

through its Ludlite division, in Watervliet, N.Y. 
These lumber panels, known as Ludlite Bord, consist essentially 

i thin sheets of 18-8 stainless steel, permanently bonded to an 
inert mineral backing material to form strong, rigid panels of 
onvenient building size. 
rhe mineral backing material is relatively inexpensive, con- 

sisting of asbestos fibres, Bentonite (volcanic clay), portland 
ement and calcined magnesite. This material is processed 
der great pressure and bonded to the stainless steel facing by 
means of a special pressure-cementing process to form semi-rigid 
ind extremely flat lumber panels. 

_ Some of the outstanding features of this new product are as 
lollows: It is fireproof and fully weather-resistant; the perma- 
nent and highly reflective steel facing reflects about 90 per cent 

1 all heat rays directed at it; in addition, backing material has 
ugh thermal insulating value; and while it will absorb moisture, 
such absorption does not cause the product to warp or distort, thus 
making it immune to high humidity and equally suitable for 
doors or outside applications; it is acoustically a sound absorb- 
ng material; the surface has excellent resistance to denting or 
marring by impact. 

Ludlite Bord is made in two standard size panels—2 x 4 feet 
nd 2 x 8 feet, the 4-foot length being especially suitable for 
va ting and the 8-foot length for wall surfacing. It comes 
7 standard thicknesses—% and %-inch, weighing 1.54 and 
- pounds per square foot respectively. The %-inch panel is 
flexible enough to be bent 180 degrees to suit the requirements 

a job, without losing any of its flatness. The %-inch panel is 
ely rigid and possesses high load-bearing strength 

The material is available in two finishes—standard No. 4 (satin) 
and pebbled (embossed face). During manufacture, the satin 
finish panel is given a special film coating to protect the surface 
finish. Coating is readily removed with a damp sponge on the 
job. The pebbled surface does not show dents or scratches, and 
is used where surface wear of an unusually abrasive nature may 
be encountered. Because of its light-reflective qualities, it is 
suitable for such applications as signs, displays, etc. 

Ludlite Bord is easy to fabricate, requiring no special know! 
edge and only ordinary tools such as found in any carpenter's 
chest. Sawing this product does not cause excessive wear of saw 
teeth as elements in the backing provide lubrication. 

On wall surfaces, the panels may be varied with other materials. 
Doors may be built up with a wood frame and covered with 
Ludlite Bord, giving the massive appearance of solid stainless 
steel. Building trim can be built up by using a combination of 
stainless lumber and moulding, joined by soldering or welding. 
Unattractive columns may be faced with the paneling. 

Marketing plans have been worked out so that the board will 
be available to industrial consumers, architects, builders and 
contractors through either Allegheny Ludlum's own district sales 
offices and warehouses or those of selected distributors. 

RIGHT: Slipping moulding trim in 

place over new stainless steel Ludlite 

Bord used as wainscoting. 

BELOW: Cold storage locker plant 
surfaced on outside with stainless steel 

panels. 

New Hollow Core Flush Door 

HE M and M Wood Working Company, Portland, Ore., has 
announced a new “Sturdibilt” hollow core flush door, available 

in unselected birch, unselected gum, vertical grain fir and Philippine 
light and dark red mahogany, with which woods natural fin 
ishes, stains and bleaches, as well as paint finishes, can be 
achieved. Smooth, easy painting surfaces of birch and gum give 
the newest in modern appearances. Hardwood face veneers, 
1/16-inch thick, assure ample depth for decorative routing ii 
desired. “Swing touch” balance is obtained by rigid construction 
and elimination of all excessive weight. Features are three-piece 
glued-up stiles, and ventilation system; by securely gluing the 
three-ply panels to the core, a rigid “bridge girder” unit is made 

Vertical Grain Fir Ribbon Mahogany ‘Lauan) Unsciected Birch Unseles ted Cum 

NEW hollow core flush doors available in above woods. 
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NEW PRODUCTS-— 

(Continued from page 75) 

Garage Door with New Lock and Sash 

FREE-SPINNING cylinder lock, to be included as standard 
hardware equipment on the Craw-Fir-Dor, and a new sash 

design, known as Craw-Fir-Dor No. 39, have been announced by 
the Fir Door Institute and the Crawford Door Company, manu- 
facturers of the hardware and holders of the patents on the door. 
The new lock, which is similar in design to quality automobile 

trunk locks, replaces the original handle locking device and is 
included at no extra cost. 

Garage door Design No. 39, a companion door to the standard 
8-panel model, is a 16-panel layout and comes beaded for glass in 
the two upper inside panels; glazing will be done by distributors 
or dealers. This durable Douglas fir door, manufactured accord- 
ing to the rigid specifi- 
cations of the Fir Door 
Institute, will fit any 
house or garage style 
since its layout conforms 
to current design trends. 

LOCK and sash design of 
new Douglas fir garage 

door. 

Boiler for Small Houses Uses Any Fuel 

NEW boiler which is especially designed for the small house 
market, and which can be used with coal, oil or gas, has been 

announced by the National Radiator Company, Johnstown, Pa.; 
it is known as the National No. 1 Series heat extractor. 

This boiler can be used on either steam or hot water heating 
systems, and can be installed on the first floor when a basement 
is not available. It is made in four sizes, with net load ratings 
for the hand-fired models ranging from 170 to 350 square feet for 

steam, and 275 to 550 square feet 
for hot water. The ratings for 
the oil-fired model range from 230 
to 430 square feet for steam, and 
from 370 to 680 square feet for 
hot water. It operates with ex- 
ceptional efficiency, due to the in- 
termediate sections with extended 
heating surface, flues being broken 
up into five passages, and the “wet 
bottom” design which permits the 
boiler to be set on wooden floors 
without danger from overheating. 

The boiler is very compact, be- 
ing 20 inches wide and 55 inches 
high overall, and is shipped from 
the factory with the sections com- 
pletely assembled to reduce instal- 
lation time. 

NEW, efficient boiler for small 

houses burns coal, oil or gas. 

Turn-Over Hardware for Garage Doors 

OBURN Trolley Track Co., Holyoke, Mass., has developed a 
set of Turn-Over hardware with which a carpenter can easily 

transform a pair of swinging garage doors into a smooth-operating, 
one-piece upward-acting door. 

Features of this hardware set for converting doors at low cost 
are as follows: New doors are not necessary; the door opens 
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itself, and closes easily and quietly; adjustable pivot arms can be 
attached directly to the side walls with jamb space up to 12 inches: 
overhead position provided with strong horizontal pipe support: 
simple adjustment, ease 
of weatherstripping, out- 
side padlocking are in- 
corporated. 

RIGHT: Hardware set 

easily converts swinging 

garage doors into up- 
ward-acting type. 

Complete Upward-Acting Garage Door 

ACOMPLETE upward-acting garage door unit consisting of 
door panels and operator has been announced by the Carr, 

Adams & Collier Co., Dubuque, Ia. It is known as the “Carr-dor” 
and is designed with narrow line, sturdy construction and simple 
streamline operator. Snow, ice or wind will not affect the easy, 
smooth action or the positive closing. Because of simplicity in 
construction and operation, there is nothing to get out of order. 

The “Carr-dor” consists of two matched units, each unit being 
made with six divided panels. White pine stiles and rails are 
thoroughly kiln-dried. Panels are 3-ply laminated fir, made in 
134-inch thickness. The door is prefitted for an 8 by 7 foot open- 
ing with ample allowance for satisfactory operation, and is bored 

for hardware join- 
ing the two units 
Installation instruc- 
tions, which are in- 
cluded with. the 
package of hard- 
ware, include di- 
rections for mount- 
ing hardware on 
door. 

SIMPLE _ streamline 

operator on garage 

door. 

Swiveling Chop Saw 

AFPOPULAR priced swiveling chop saw that is adaptable for 
use throughout the building trades has been placed in the 

hands of dealers by the Hollywood Manufacturing and Supply 
Co., Glendale, Calif. The saw has an exclusive swiveling base 
which permits any mitre cuts to be made in a 90 degree range 
It is equipped with quick stops which are set at the factory for 
making 45 degree mitres and 90 degree right angle cuts without 
trial, and other intermediate positions can be mitred by setting 
the handy adjustment in the base. The saw cuts any wood up to 
3 x 4 inches in one operation and with such precision that sanding 
is unnecessary. The saw 
is equipped with a 10- 
inch Atkins’ combina- 
tion blade running at 
6,000 rpm. and the 
spindle is equipped with 
dust-proof ball bearings 
for long life. A 1/3 
h.p. motor operates the 
saw through a V-belt. 

ACCURATE mitre cuts 

quickly made on new 

chop saw. 
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PRACTICAL JOB 

POINTERS 

A READERS EXCHANGE of tested ideas and methods, 

taken from their own building experience. Two dollars 

or a year’s subscription to American Builder is paid 

for each item when published. State business con- 

nection or trade. 

Stud Cutting Rig 

E have found that the simple template made of odd pieces of 
scrap (as shown below), when used with an electric hand saw, 

makes possible worth while savings in framing a group of houses. 
This stud cutting frame takes 16 pieces of 2x4 at one time and 
serves as a guide for cutting all members of the same length. Two 
men can cut between 300 and 400 studs on it in an hour’s time by 
merely laying the material on the base (Fig. 1), turning down the 
hinged guides of the frame Fig. 2, and running the power saw 
along both sides. It will be noticed that one side is adjustable for 
different lengths —H. C. FONDE & SON, Knoxville, Tenn. 

FIG. |. Lengths of 2x4 are laid on the cutting frame. 

FIG. 2. Guide is turned down and electric saw cuts studs to length. 

Nailing Wallboard Panels 

| HAVE an idea that may be good for some one along the line. 
Your December issue had a lot of 3-ply building materials and 

wallboard ads in it, and so my pointer will work in just right. 
You will have to think of this as a sheet of wallboard or 3-ply 

being nailed to a partition. With the studding 16 inches o.c., there 
will be two studs in the center of the sheet, and it is sometimes hard 
to hit the studs when nailing. So if you hang a plumb bob on the 
rst nail at top, you will have the exact place to nail without mak- 

a line of the wallboard—ROY NILES, Carpenter, Syracuse, 
in 
ig 

Ind. 
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IF STUDDING has been 
framed carefully so that 

it plumbs, a plumb bob 

hung from a nail driven 

through top of wall pan- 

els into the stud will in- 

dicate line for nailing. 

Figuring Concrete in Walls 

SHORT cut for calculating the cubic yards of concrete in walls 
or floors is to multiply the length by the width or height and 

divide by the number corresponding to the thickness of the wall, 
as listed below: 

For 3 in. walls divide by 108 
For 4 in. walls divide by 81 
For 6 in. walls divide by 54 
For 8 in. walls divide by 40.5 
For 10 in. walls divide by 32.4 
For 12 in. walls divide by 27 

Thus, for a wall 48 ft. x 5 ft. high and 8 in. thick—48 x 5 
240; 240 ~ 40.5 = 5.92 cu. yds. of concrete required—OSCAR 
WEST, Bryan, Ohio. 

How to Repair Used Corrugated Sheets 

T IS a laborious task to solder nail holes in used corrugated 
sheet metal. 
An easy and effective method for mending these holes is by 

means of the use of BB shot or ordinary air rifle shot. It not only 
saves time and energy as well as money, but it is much easier on 
the patience of the builder using used tin. 

Place a two-inch pipe in the corrugation under the hole. Place 
a BB into the hole and rivet it down with a hammer. It forms a 
perfect seal. Unnecessary pounding should be avoided. This is 
also a very effective way to mend new tin in case of necessity 
ALWIN L. TOEWS, Angwin, Calif. 

,Corrugated Sheet Metal 

lace an Air Pipe 

Rifle Shot in 
hole and Rivet into 
Place. 

LEAD SHOT rivetted into nail holes 
easily mends corrugated metal sheets. 
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SECTION - 

THE BASIC DATA contained in this section will be found useful in starting a file of 

reference material; other up-to-date information to be found in later issues can be added. 

Closet Planning for Economy and Convenience 

pe THIS Reference Data section, as well as basic information, 
tables, etc., two major problems of planning are considered— 

closets and bathrooms. Basic plans and arrangements for both of 
these are shown. 

In closet planning, the recent trend to cut down the number 
and size of these storage spaces has made it imperative that they 
have the maximum capacity for the cubage allowed. General 
practice has been to equip closets with a hook rail or moulding ; 
and an added shelf with perhaps a cross bar considered as full 
equipment. In some of the more expensive houses, a shoe shelf 
and mirror door complete the furnishings. It has been found, 
however, that like the kitchen, the closet can be dressed up to 
give added sales appeal to homes. 

Like any other portion of the house, careful planning and 
adequate equipping of closets can produce more house for the 
money. For instance, while planning closet features and acces- 
sories which will fully utilize closet sizes, the actual usable 
capacity can be increased to a point where the space saving will 
more than pay for cost of equipment. 

Manufacturers are now offering well designed and _ sturdily 
built fixtures for use in closets. For example, Knape & Vogt 
Manufacturing Company have a complete line which was de- 
signed to cover all closet needs, and is called K-Veniences. Other 
builders’ hardware manufacturers, such as Stanley, have indi- 
vidual items of closet equipment. 

Fixtures for Better Closet Planning 

Some of the more important closet fixtures for equipping space- 
saving, convenient storage space are illustrated below and are 
as follows: 
CLOTHING CARRIER attaches under the shelf and slides in 

and out of the closet on ball-bearing rollers. This is ideal jour 
closets of great depth. A slight pull forward on the handle oj 
the Carrier brings the whole wardrobe out into the light, in ful! 
view, making clothing accessible for easy selection; keeps clothes 
closets orderly, protects the clothing, reduces cleaning and press- 
ing bills, and virtually doubles the amount of hanging space. It 
is made in a wide variety of sizes. 
ADJUSTABLE EXTENSION CLOSET ROD is a pleasant 

relief from the old, rough wooden or unfinished iron bar. This 
is especially adaptable to shallow closets where the clothing car- 
rier cannot be used to advantage and is perhaps even more 
adaptable to the average closet. This Rod is also made in an 
assortment of sizes, the sliding extension feature making it ad- 
justable to the full width of any closet. It is substantially built, 
will hold a full quota of clothing without sagging, and is at 
tractively finished in chrome and nickel, permitting hangers t 
slide easily back and forth over the rod. 
10-INCH GARMENT BRACKETS hold six suits or dresse: 

on hangers in the space formerly taken up by one—on a singk 
hook. 
SHOE RACKS attach to door or wall and hold many pairs « 

shoes in orderly array off the floor. 
TIE RACKS provide for dozens of ties. 
SWINGING TROUSER HANGERS hold four pairs iull 

length in crease, flat against the door or wall, out of the way 
except for selection. 
HAT HOLDERS with large, rounded knobs to protect the 

hat, attach to either the closet shelf or to door or wall, and kee 
hats off the shelves in the same way as the attachable Shoe Rack 
keeps shoes off the floor. They are made individually, as well 
as in combination units holding up to six hats and in addition 
providing a place for ties or scarfs. 

LEFT: Example of | 

narrow and deep | 

closet equipped with 

proper fixtures to 

give maximum capac- 

ity, convenience and 

proper storage of va- 

rious items. The fix- 

tures are described in 

text above. 

MINIMUM Size 

4:0" to 6-0" 

Aue 

thy ors 

SMALL WALK-IN 
6-0" Minimum 

4-6" to 5-0" 

(= 

SHALLOW 4 WIDE 

RIGHT: Basic plans 

for six closet ar- 

rangements covering 

most of the problems 

found in closet de- 

sign for homes. The 

drawing at the left 

and the descriptions 

above identify equi p- 

ment shown in plans. 

Shelves at 

' 
ouser or Skirt 
Hangers 

56" Minimum Dressers 

My; 

NaRROw & DEEP WALK-IN WITH Dressers 
le 
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BASIC PLAN A 
Lavatory and closet on one 
wall—tub on opposite wall. 
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Six Basic Bathroom Plans and Six Special Baths for Unusual Conditions 

BASIC PLAN B BASIC PLAN C 

Lavatory. closet and tub all Lavatory and tub on one wall 
on same wall. —closet on opposite wall. 

BASIC PLAN D 
Closet and lavatory on op- 
posite wall—tub on adjoining 
wall 

rHE RUSH HOUR 
SPECIAL 

Here's a bathroom plan that 
provides a complete bath 
which is accessible both to the 
master bedroom and to the 
hall —-with an additional lava- 
tory and closet that can be 
used with privacy at the same 
time. In some installations a 
closet and lavatory are in- 
stalled in one room—a bath- 
tub and lavatory in the other. 
This arrangement requires lit- 
tle more room than a conven- 
tional bathroom. 

THE TOILET STALL 
From England comes the idea 
of taking the toilet out of the 
bathroom proper and putting 
it in a separate little compart- 
ment by itself. A hall door to 
this little room gives a double 
service feature by providing 
both privacy and accessibility. 
A second lavatory might be 
added providing extra con- 
venience 

THE HALF-BATHROOM 
Tucked away on the main 
floor, beneath a stairway, or in 
a emall clothes closet, a room 
equipped with a lavatory and 
closet is a worthy addition to 
bathroom facilities in any 
home. Small size lavatories and 
inexpensive toilets, plus some 
individual color selections can 
make your half-bathroom 
charming, as well as useful. 

BASIC PLAN E BASIC PLAN F 
Lavatory and closet on one 
wall. Tub on adjoining wall Lavatory and tub on one wall; 

closet on opposite wall. 

FOR THE UNUSUAL 
SPACE 

In remodeling it is often pos- 
sible to wall off the end of a 
bedroom or part of a hall and 
have the comfort of an addi- 
tional bathroom. The Neu- 
vogue Receptor Bath makes it 
possible to have a full-length 
bathtub with a shower even 
in this narrow space. 

TWO LAVATORY 
COMBINATION 

If space does not allow you to 
have more than one bathroom 
in your house, think about 
putting two lavatories in that 
bathroom. That's a way to 
beat convenience at its own 
game. Or perhaps you would 
prefer to have the extra lava- 
tory in the hall or in a bedroom 
—at any rate its modest cost 
will prove a worth-while in- 
vestment in relieving 
congestion. 

THE PARTITION BATH 
Another “rush hour” idea is 
the partition bath which uses 
only the space ordinarily re- 
quired for one bathroom. The 
floor area is divided by a parti- 
tion—a toilet and a lavatory 
occupy each section of the 
space, and the tub is accessible 
to both. Ideal for homes that 
have adjoining bedrooms. 



Number of Gallons in Round Cisterns 

and Tanks 

Depth 
in i —_— — Diameter in Feet — 

Feet 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
5 735 1,060 4 2,38( 2,925 3,550 4,237 
6 881 1,270 7 2,855 3,510 4,260 5,084 
7 1,028 1,480 3,330 4,095 4,970 5,931 
s 1,175 1,690 3,805 4,680 5,680 5 
9 1,322 1,900 4,280 5,265 6,390 7,625 

10 1,469 2,110 4.755 5,850 7,100 8,472 
11 1,616 2,320 5,250 6,435 7,810 9,319 
12 1,762 2,530 5.705 7,020 8520 10,166 
3 1.909 2,740 6,180 7,605 9,230 11,013 
14 2056 2,950 6.655 8,190 9,940 11,860 
15 2203 =3,160 7.130 868,775 10,650 12,707 
1 23256 3,370 7,605 9,360 11,360 13,554 
17 2 497 3,580 8,080 9,945 12,070 14,401 
Gee res 2,644 3,790 8,535 10,530 12,780 15,248 
ae -aehe ues 2.791 4,000 9.010 11,115 13,490 16,095 
20 938 4,210 9,490 11,700 14,200 16,942 

Depth 
in aes" pam -——— Diameter in Feet ————————_ 
eet 13 14 15 16 18 20 22 24 
Db ........ £950 5,765 6,698 7,520 9,516 11,750 14,215 16,918 
© vavvcenw Se 6918 8,038 9,024 11,419 14,100 17,059 20,302 
eee 8.071 9,378 10,528 13,322 16,450 19,902 23,680 
S ........ 7,986 9,224 10,718 12,0382 15,225 18,800 22,745 27,070 
9 ........ S928 10,377 12,058 13,536 17,128 21,150 25,588 30,454 
_ Rae 9,920 11,530 13,398 15,040 19,031 23,500 28,431 33,838 
11 ........10,918 12,683 14,738 16,544 20,934 25.850 31,274 37,222 
12 ........11,904 13,856 16,078 18.048 22,837 28,200 34,117 40,606 
13 .-12,896 14,989 17,418 19,552 24,740 30,550 36,960 43,999 
14 ........13,888 16,142 18,758 21,056 26,643 32,900 39,803 47,374 
15 ........14.880 17,295 20,098 22.260 28,546 35,250 42,64 58 
16 ........15,872 18,448 21,488 26,064 30,449 37,600 45,489 54,142 
17 ..» 16,864 19,601 22.778 25,568 32,352 39,950 48,332 57,520 
1 . 17,856 20.754 24,118 27.072 34,255 42.300 51,175 60,910 
19 ........18,848 21.907 25,458 28,576 36,158 44,650 54,018 64,294 
DP waxes 19,840 23,060 °26,798 30,080 38,062 47,000 56,861 67,678 

To find the number of gallons in a tank of unequal diameter 
multiply the inside bottom diameter in inches by the inside top 
diameter in inches, then this product by 34; pone off four figures 
and the result will be the average number of gallons to one inch 
in depth of the tank. 

Weights and Measures of 

Concrete Materials 

Sand weighs from 80 to 100 pounds per cubic foot, dry and 
loose, and from 90 to 115 pounds dry and well shaken. 
Gravel weighs from 100 to 120 pounds per cubic foot loose, and 
about 20 pounds more when well rammed. 

Crushed limestone weighs about 90 pounds per cubic foot. 
M i= eee either way with the size and the proportion 
0 ne dust. 

Copper slag, which has been used successfully where weight 
is wanted in concrete, weighs 120 to 125 pounds per cubic foot. 

Quicklime weighs 64 pounds per cubic foot. 

Portland cement, loose, weighs 70 to 90 pounds per cubic foot; 
packed, about 110 pounds per cubie foot. 
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Weights of Building Materials—Dry Woods 

Pounds Pounds 
Bd. Cu. Bd. Cu. 
Ft. , » Weet . a 

" erican White.3.9 4 zarch, eee ‘ 
Birch ™ miiod aiken a ieee 3.9 47 Mahogany, Honduras..2.9 35 
PD icteaveceeedus deat 3.7 44 Mahogany, Spanish....44 53 
ee Ree ere 5 60 ee Cr 1 49 
Cedar, American ...... 2.9 -35 Maple, s0ft...........+- 3.5 42 
Cedar, Pt. Orford......2.6 31 Ge: Bicscvcsceveeeke 4.9 59 
Cedar, Incense ........- 2 24 ae eer es 3.9 47 
Cedar, Western Red....2_ 24 Oak, White..........--- 4.3 52 
DEE Kepeweneesoe0eoed 3.5 42 Vine, Southern......... 3.7 44 
er 3.4 41 Pine, Sugar............2.2 26 
DE sceeteneesesdcncadal 1.3 16 Pine, Western White..3.3 40 
eee 2.9 35 y Se OE ae 2.1 25 

Fir, Douglas........... 2.8 34 Pine, Yellow........... 28 34 
OS rrr 21 25 Pine, Western Yellow.2.4 29 
Hemlock, Pacific....... 2.6 31 Oe 2.1 2 

RT _ 4 | ca MD. cccucccend . 2 
Per errr er Sycamore ........ececes 4 

eee 3.2 38 

How to Make Watertight Concrete 

Concrete made from properly selected aggregates, combined 
with portland cement in suitable proportions, when thoroughly 
mixed to the right consistency carefully placed and adequately 
protected during early hardening, will be watertight under all 
ordinary conditions. 

Watertight concrete means good concrete. A few fundamental 
principles of good construction should be carefully observed. 
These can be summarized as follows: 

1. All portions of the structure should be strong enough to 
resist the head of water, either internal or external, to which the 
concrete may be subjected. 

2. Use clean, well graded aggregates. 
3. Use a relatively rich mixture, a 1 :2 :3, or better 1 :1% 33. 
4. Use the minimum amount of mixing water that will give a 

workable, plastic consistency; not over 6 gallons per sack of 
cement. 

5. Mix the concrete thoroughly, at least 14% minutes per batch 
mixer. 

6. Place the concrete carefully in layers 6 to 12 inches deep, 
spading or rodding it thoroughly to prevent the formation of 
stone pockets or voids. 

7. If possible place the concrete in one continuous operation to 
avoid construction joints. If gn) is interrupted, be sure to 
get a good bond between the fresh concrete and that placed 
previously. 

8 Keep the concrete warm and damp for the first ten days. 
In tests conducted by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, thin slabs 

of a lean (1:6) portland cement mortar and 1:14%4:2 concrete were 
subjected to a water pressure of 60 pounds per square inch. 
This pressure is equivalent to a 138-foot head of water. Although 
water penetrated through 1%-inch limestone slabs in periods 
ranging from 20 seconds to 20 minutes, it took 3% hours for 
water to penetrate through a 2-inch slab of 1:6 mortar, while at 
the end of 24 hours, when the test was terminated, the 2-inch 
slab of 1:1%:2 concrete was still dry. 
Hundreds of concrete tanks are being used for the storage of 

fuel oil, which is lighter than water, and these tanks are oil- 
tight. and of course watertight. Concrete basements, pits, 
bridges, and tanks will also be watertight if proper care is taken 
in their construction. Experience and tests have shown that 
proper practice will make watertight concrete. 

Number of U. S. Gallons in Rectangular Tanks 
For One Foot in Depth. 

Width a Length of Tank in Feet 
in Feet 2 2.5 3 3. 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 

SS 9.92 37.40 44.88 52.36 59.84 67.32 74.81 82.29 89.77 97.25 104.73 
2.5 SERRE ERE a PEER 46.75 56.10 65.45 74.80 16 93.51 102.86 112.21 121.56 130.91 
D bacdsereness sewsees selene 67.32 78.54 89.7 100.9 112.21 123.43 134.65 145.87 157.09 
DP cbecneebiee tee ee. oceisse:> “sueae 91.64 104.73 117.82 130.91 144.00 157.09 170.18 
Die upieee tee eakkc uae. ij. <Aawaw jo. “d@eate-  “lJawiees 119.69 134.65 149.61 164.57 179.53 194.49 209.45 
Di Ggekercuaaebiegeens go “@ehee #6300 4. “omen | Sauce 151.48 168.31 185.14 201.97 218.80 235.63 
Duele Seiactentesees i. W@6ens meas dues i -‘eaeme. @ ene 187.01 205.71 224.41 |. 243.11 261.82 
DCCs caso ce ates ~~ 60€U€~ Se ||!|€|€~€~«~*«~ ||(U(«( Gas ((«‘“C ee | CU || ete 226.28 246.86 267.43 288.00 
MO sce aeeaseaCeN Ghee ‘aawe seach!  /whteer wandwo -  “ambee. | Meme seamen 269.30 291.74 314.18 
Deere torn Gree eetait Ol Naican:  d» “aia  ~ @ Sages oo jo Seen jo” “anes 316.05 340.36 
| Lee ech. ne ek Seka. 6620 tueages oc bts © Boe” Caigeee S486, —“3ea4 366.54 

Width Length of Tank in Feet —-—— $F 
in Feet 8 8.5 9 9.5 1 10.5 11 115 12 
2 119.69 127.17 134.65 142.13 149.61 157.09 164.57 172.05 179.53 
2.5 149.61 158.96 168.31 177.66 187.01 196.36 205.71 215.0% 224.41 
3 179.53 190.75 202.97 213.19 224.41 235.63 246.86 258.07 269.30 
3.5 209.45 222.54 235.63 248.73 261.82 274.90 288.00 301.09 314.18 
t 239.37 254.34 269.30 284.26 299.22 314.18 329.14 344.10 359.06 
4.5 269.30 286.13 302.96 319.79 336.62 353.45 370.28 387.11 403.94 
7 299.22 317.92 336.62 355.32 374.03 392.72 411.48 430.13 448.83 
a9 329.14 349.71 370.28 390.85 411.43 432.00 452.57 473.14 493.71 
6 359.06 381.50 403.94 426.39 448.83 471.27 493.71 516.15 538.59 
6.5 388.98 413.30 437.60 461.92 486.23 510.54 584.85 559.16 583.47 
‘ 418.91 445.09 471.27 497.45 523.64 549.81 ’ 575.99 602.18 628.36 
7. 448.83 476.88 504.93 532.98 561.04 589.08 617.14 645.19 673.24 
s 478.75 508.67 438.59 568.51 598.44 628.36 658.28 688.20 718.12 
DE cbveiacdiestne Qe ateeee- i ‘tetaieate 540.46 572.25 604.05 635.84 667.63 699.42 731.21 763.00 
9 — Cakde) SaewOeeenmanhe wawees j§§ whew |  “weaanare 605.92 639.58 673.25 706.90 740.56 74.23 807.89 
9.5 Sr ee nn oS nn Se 675.11 710.65 746.17 781.71 817.24 852.77 

10 Vr 748.05 785.45 822.86 860.26 897.66 
= R24.73 864.00 903.265 942.56 
11 - ee 905.14 946.27 987.48 
4 5 alors 989.29 1032.30 

1077.20 

Example—To find number of gallons in a rectangular tank that is 7.5 feet by 10 feet, the water being 4 feet deep: Look in 
extreme left-hand column for 7.5, and opposite to this in column headed 10 read 561.04, which being multiplied by 4, the.depth of 
water ip the tank, gives 2244.2, the number of gallons required. 

iz 
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2 EASY TO APPLY... PROFITABLE TO SELL 
).91 
7.09 

x Barrett VB *Batts are made just the right size for a snug fit 

$2 between 16” or 24” framing. 

38 And the waterproof paper backing makes an overlapping 

” flange 114"’ wide on all four sides. 

— Result: You can stock both the full and semi-thick VB Batts 

we for all types of jobs —no need to carry rock wool batts in 

Lis different widths. 

3.04 Here is a saving that means money to you. And remember, 

sis too, that important plus factor —the Barrett name. Home- ROCK WOOL 

3 owners expect the best and get it when they see that familiar 

5 00 Barrett trade-mark . . . which is now the pattern theme on 

ot the paper backing of all Barrett VB Batts. 
i 4 ° BATTS 
7.43 
2m THE BARRETT COMPANY BLOWING FIBRE 

40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
of 2800 So. Sacramento Ave., Chicago, IIl. Birmingham, Alabama LOOSE WOOL 

* Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 
NOW, MORE THAN EVER, IT'S BARRETT ‘‘BETWEEN THE WORLD AND THE WEATHER’’ ie 
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THE BUILDING INDUSTRY 

hundreds of All-GAS homes like these 

TYPICAL A.G.A. PRIZE-WINNING HOME DESIGNED FOR “BETTER LIVING” 
One of the five $1,000 Prize Winners in the A. G. A. All-Gas Home Builders 

Competition. R. W. Bramberg, Oak Park; Ill., builder, built this delightful home for Mr. 
Richard Jones at 1101 Fair Oaks Avenue. 

This home has a con- 
veniently arranged all- 
gas kitchen — featuring 
a modern, automatic 
range and silent, 
trouble-free gas refrig- 
eration. 

With gas for automatic 
house-heating and 
water-heating, there are 
no coal bins, fuel tanks 
or ash cans. Spacious 
basements like this 
make fine game rooms. 

e Now, more than ever, home-seekers are looking for homes that 

offer most for their money in living comforts and conveniences. That 

is why leading builders all over the country are now installing 

Gas equipment for the 4 Big Jobs — Cooking —Water Heating — 

Refrigeration—House Heating. 
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ore being built throughout the country 

ANOTHER A.G. A. PRIZE-WINNING HOME FEATURES SUMMER AIR-CONDITIONING 

This delightful modern home belongs to J. T.M. Knox, Jr., at 16 East 26th Place. Built by 

Farmer & Duran, Tulsa, Okla., it is one of the $500 prize-winners in the A.G.A. All- 
Gas Home Builders Competition 

Gas is used in today’s con- 
venience-designed kitchens 
—because only gas makes 
possible silent sollinemelen 
and 100% heat control for ef- 
fortless, automatic cooking. 

Not only for house-heating 
but also for winter and sum- 
mer air-conditioning, gas 
assures greater convenience, 
greater comfort and greater 
economy of operation. 

® For full information and detailed specifications of the new 

gas ranges, refrigerators, water heaters, and house heating 

equipment, consult your local gas company. ee 
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Covering Capacity of Shingles 

Number of 
Square Feet of Roof 

Covered by 1,000 - 
4” wide 6” wide 

Number of 
Shingles Required for 
100 Square Feet of Roof 
4” wide 6 

Exposure 
to 

Weather 

111 167 
118 177 
125 188 
139 208 
153 230 
167 250 
194 291 

333 

900 
847 
800 
720 
650 
600 
514 
450 

Some allowance must be made for waste but as no two jobs 
are identical in this respect, the builder must add his own 
allowance for waste. 

Number of Lath in Plaster Work 

14 lath are required per square yard. 

Working Strength of Various Building Materials* 
Compression (Direct) 
STEEL AND IRON 

The safe carrying capacities of various building materials 
(except in case of columns) are as follows: The strength given 
being the working strength in pounds per square inch of section. 
Rolled steel 
Cast steel 
Wrou n 
oe re rrr 
Steel ribs and rivets (bearing) 
Wrought iron pins and rivets (bearing) 

TIMBER 

Yellow pine 
White pine 
Spruce 
Locust 
Chestnut 
Hemlock 

CONCRETE 
Concrete pt ee cement, 1; sand, 2; stone, 
Concrete (Portland) cement, 1; sand, 2: stone, 
Concrete (Rosedale, or equal), cement, 1; sand, 
Concrete (Rosedale, or equal), cement, 1; sand, 

STONEWORK 
Rubble stonework in Portland cement-mortar 
Rubble stonework in Rosedale cement-mortar 
Rubble stonework in lime- and cement-mortar 
Rubble stonework in lime-mortar 

BRICKWORK 
Brickwork in Portland cement-mortar; cement, 1; sand, 3 
Brickwork in Rosedale, or equal, cement-mortar, cement, 1; 

* The stresses given in these tables are those recommended by 
the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 
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Nails—Size, Gauge and Number Per Pound 

Length, 
Inches 
1 

it 
1 
1% 1 

No. per Lb. 
(Varies) 

876 
600 

wd 
Standard lengths are the same for wire and cut nails. 

Safe Loads in Tons of 2,000 Pounds for Square 

Wooden Columns 

Unsup- 
ported 
Length 
of Col- ; 
umn in Size of Columns in Inches 

8x8 10x10 12x12 14x14 16x16 

WHITE PINE OR SPRUCE 

ACOA. - 
On Som: :: 

: DSRSESRS: > NDOUMNWOR.: 

ry > 

eR RSmeg: : O-1¢ an as se SSRESS: :: : SOlOmom::* + 53 5 ee RON PSO: NoeanwDor- - 

WHITE OAK 

41.0 
39.1 
36.7 

NNNNNeww, 
: BBESSSKE: : INO RO: ONIN | SRSLRSS: : : DS at et et DOD iets + 

3-3-1 : 

RSISAZ: : : CW Wun > 

YELLOW PINE (Southern) 

: SBBRSSE: + MDONIBDMDOS- 
SRESES: :: : oaoeaaco . 4 

Safe Loads Uniformly Distributed for Rectangular Spruce or Pine Beams One Inch Thick 

The following table has been calculated for extreme 
stresses of 750 pounds y? square inch correspondin 
—— values for moduli of rupture recommended by 
Viz: 

fibre 
to the fol- 
rof. Lanza, 

1” thick 
Span 

For oak increase values in table by 
increase values in table by 2/3. 

1/3 For yellow pine 

The safe load for any other values per square inch is found 
by increasing or decreasing the loads given in the table in the 
same proportion as the increased or decreased fibre stress. 

Depth of Beam —— 
11 12 

eng sae 5 

Ins. 
2,400 
2 
1,710 
1,500 
1,330 
1,200 
1,090 
1,000 
930 
860 
800 
50 

710 
670 

328 222! 

P+ > 

bat et fet ph hl fh DDO C9 py ESEe 538 

S2g82 S8993 ESSBE SE: 
500 
490 

To obtain the safe load for any thickness multioly values for 1 inch by thickness of beam. 
if To obtain the required thickness for any load ivide by safe load for 1 1 nen. 
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Pil take .. this house 

Mr. Builder! 

It has Mesker 

easy-opening 

windows 

85 

ha 

. a 

A 

s- a At ~j 
Aig a 
Fh ir {\ . 

™. Byala 

Read What These American 
Housewives say about the 
advantages of Mesker 

Guildhall Casement + P 

Wind ; ° 
indows ; = ake a tip 

from Mrs. America, your No. 1 prospect! The 

trend in windows is towards Mesker Steel Guild- 

hall Casements with their smart Solid Bronze 

Hardware, slender daylight-giving frames, 

satin-smooth operation, and inside easy-to- 

reach screens and storm sash. 

See your nearest Mesker Dealer for complete prices 

on the entire Mesker Steel Window Line 

Mesker Guildhall Casements Mesker Pivoted Sash 

Mesker Wicket Casements Mesker Projected Sash 

Mesker Basement Sash Mesker Utility Sash 

Mesker Steel Doors 

CAC Ey 

SINCE 1879 

MESKER BROTHERS... SAINT LOUIS, MO, 
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Architectural Reference Plates of Sam eee 5; 

DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD PANELING | 
te * 

~, 3 

PREPARED BY CARL F. GOULD, F.A.LA. Sy 

These details are intended as suggestions to the builder a, 

and architect as possible ways of using Douglas Fir Ply- — 

wood for walls and equipment items in modern room design. A 

—_—s 
EXPRESSING the typical modern trend of room design, details shown. A warm gray stained effect is suggested ~~ 

these details show both the walls of a bedroom and the as a finish for the woodwork. An alternate finish might IF 
furniture designed for effective use of Douglas Fir Ply- be a single priming coat tinted to give desired effect. —, 

wood. For the room walls, standard lengths and widths MATERIALS: Walls may be of 4” wallboard grade (a: 

of plywood are advantageously employed, with a beaded of Douglas Fir Plywood, or of a good 1-side grade for the | 
moulding at the joints to emphasize the horizontal effect. highest quality of finish, nailed directly to studs with 4d | 

Particular attention is directed to the ease with which finishing or casing nails. Since stock panels are available inte 
wardrobes and closet doors can be concealed if desired. in even-inch widths from 12 to 32 inches, and also in 36, = 

The head boards and foot boards of the beds can be made 42 and 48 inch widths, it will usually be possible to design vA 
an integral part of the room design by following the with, and to utilize, standard widths without cutting. 

DETAILS 

Y2 FULL SIZE AND 1%2"sI'o° 

te A=, 

[OCR PEE TE (- ‘77 be 

f bee r ; {pl , y 1s 

\ s I f rit Le 

»,”* En a . Y 

/\ . 4 Ww é ; is | J 

't “PLE¥MOGD'? . = 
vo 4M, 4 ih - 4 \ \ ; a , 3 

is ee pif | / S a 

DETAIL AT HEAD ! > 

OF BED Zz 

a i, 

(nak : | 
. SECTION §$ ECTION 

| *C-- Cc’ SAA’ 

U Ie *7175 : SCALE ONB HAL® FuLL SIZt 

ott PBs 7174 Wi | | 
0 x pita An ae 
IN 1 v r 

” POX ; \ — 

a} WS / PLYWOOD | ‘ 
3 N es ‘ 

a ; 7 = 

iN 

” b 
N A | 7 ROUTING, 3 “~~ | 

HW re 2 ; 

\\ 
ae 

/ = 
\\\ , 27073 rs a . ine PLAN AT *B- Sa 

~ AL. — a Scarce ¥ Furr Sizt Be 

WALL SECTION DETAIL AT 

Scace v2 Furw Size FOOT OF BED 
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Table of Treads and Risers 
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° ‘ t 
ha nl nna inl nl a nol Bink En nnn hn hn in fad a fiance 

fnjft. in.jf\ init, imit, im.ift. o inj, oin.ift, injit. to.) fh ft. in.jft io.jft. in.ft. im.jft, in jf in.ift im.jft., in.jft. in. in.j{t. in, 

1 6% 6% 6% 7 ™ % 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% ~ 8% 8% 9 9% 10 1% ufiililsia 
alae 1 o% 11 1 3%} 12 1 2%] 1 2%] 1 2x) 13 1 3%] 2 3%) 1 3%) 1 4 1 4%) 15 5a389 1s/;i9 wisaisese 
8/16] 1 6x 1 7%) 1 8%) 1 9 1 9%] 1 9%) 1 10%] 110%) 110%) Lai] 111%] 2 0 2 0%) 21% 23/2 4%) 26)2 %) 29/3 Si 3e 
4,20 21 22 23 24 2 4%) 26 2 5%) 2 6 2 6%) 2 7 2 ™%\ 2 8 29 210 30/;332 34 36 Z3ei4a4eai¢ea 
6] 26 | 2 7%) 2 8%] 2 9%) 211 | 211%) S O%) B ON) 3 1%) 3 2%) 3 2%) 3 3%) 94 | 3 5K) 3 6%) 3 9 | ZII%) 4 2) 4%) 47) SB] 520 

6; 30]; 8 1%) 38 |] 3 4%) 3 6 | 3 6%) 3 7%) 3 84} 3 9 | 3 OK S10%] SIIKw) 40) 41% 43/46); 49)/560)}/5 8156} B66 70 
7| 36] 3 7%) 3 9%) 311%) 41 | 41%) & 2%) 4 35%) & 4%] 4 5%] 4 6M) 4 7%) 4 8 | 4 9%) 211%) 5B 8 | & 6%) 510] 6 1%, 65177182 
Bi4o,42/)44 46/48 /|)49 410 4 §0;61 §2/;65°s8 5 4 §6;58|;}60;64 6s/70 74;8 8/904 
9/46) 4 8%) 410%) & 0%) 56 3 | & 4%) & 6u) & 6%) S&S 7%) & 8%) & OK] 510K) 6 O | 6 2%) 6 4%) 6 9 | 7 1%) 7 6 | 710%) 8 3199 |G 

10; 65 0 | & 24) 6 & | & 7%] $10 | 611%) 6 O%| 6 1%} 6 3 | 6 4y%] 6 5%] 6 6%} 6 8 | 610%) 71/76/71 | 84} 89] 9 2/10 | 8s 

11} 5 6 | & 8%} 511%) 6 2%) 6 & | 6 6%) 6 7%} 6 9%) 610%) G611%| 7 1%) 7 2%) 7 4 +) 7 6%) 7 9%) BS | B 8%) 9 2] 9 7%) 10 1 | MLM | 1210 
12;60 6 3 66 69 70 71%| 738 7 4%) 7 6 77™%179 710%) 8 0 8 3 8 6 90;96/;0 0/10 6 |11 O [18 0 | MO 
18/ 6 6 | 6 9%) 7 O% 7 3%) 7 7 7 8%| 710%/ 711%) 8 1%] 8 3's} 8 4%) 8 6%) 8 8 811%} 9 2%) 8 9 | 10 8%| 1010 | 11 4%) 1111 | 144 1 115 2 
14| 70] 7 3%/| 7 7 710%| 8 2 8 3%] 8 5%] 8 7%) 8 9 8 102;} 9 0%) 9 2%) 9 4 9 7%| 911 | 10 6 | 11 1 | 11 8 | 12 3 [1210 | 16 2 | 16 «4 
15| 7 6 7 9%) 8 1%) 8 5%) 6 9 810%) 9 0%] 9 2%) 9 4%) 9 6%) 9 8%) 910%) 10 0 | 10 3%} 10 74/11 8 | 11.10%] 12 6 | 13 1%/13 9 | 16 3 |17 6 

16;80/;84 8 3 90 94 96 98 910 |10 0 |10 2 | 10 4 | 10 6 eeinelu « 20/12 8}|18 4/40/14 8/17 4/8 8 
17) 8 G6 | 810%) 9 2%| 9 6%) 911 | 10 146] 10 3%] 10 5%! 10 7%) 10 95) 10.11%) 11 1m) 11 4 | 11 8Kl 12 OF 12 9 | 13 6%) 14 2 | 1410%/ 15 7 | 18 & | 1910 
18; 90/9 4%) 9 9 710 1% 10 6 | 10 8%' 10 10%) 11 OX) 11 3 | 11 5%) 11 7%} 11 9%) 12 O | 12 4%) 12 9 118 6 (4 8 116 O 116 vy f 16 6 18 6 Alo 
19/| 9 6 | 910%) 10 3%/ 10 8%) 11 1 | 11 8%) 11 5%/ 11 8%!) 11 10%! 12 O%| 12 3%) 12 56%) 12 8 | 13 0%) 13 5%) 14 3 | 16 0%! 18 10 | 16 7%) 17 5 | 20 7 | 2 2 
20/10 0 {10 6 | 1010 | 11 F | 41 8 | 11 10%) 12 1 | 12 3%] 12 6 | 12 8%] 1211 | 13 1%) 13 «4 [13 9 | 14 2 | 18 O | 1610 | 16 8 | 17 6 | 18 4 | 21 8 1s 

21 | 10 6 | 10.11%) 12 434) 11 9%) 12 8 | 1B 556) 12 8%] 12 10%) 13 1%) 13 44s] 13 6%) 13 9%) 14 O | 14 5%) 14.10%] 18 9 | 16 7%) 17 6 | 18 4%4/ 19 3 | 22 9 | M6 
22/11 O [11 6%] 1111 | 12 4%] 1210 | 18 0%) 18 8%] 18 6%! 13 9 | 1311%] 14 2%] 14 54) 14 8 | 15 1%) 15 7 116 6 117 5 | 18 4 | 19 8 | 2 | 2310 | 8B 
23 | 11 6 | 11 11% 12 5%/ 12 11%) 13 & | 13 7%) 18 10%] 14 1%] 14 4%4| 14 7%] 1410%) 15 1%) 15 «4 | 15 9%] 16 3%) 17 3 | 18 2%) 19 2 | 20 1% 21 1 | 2411 | B10 
24/12 0 |12 6 |130/}/138 6/40/48 (146114 9 118 O 116 8 1166 116 9 11 Ob G6 LITO |W OW oO Modo leo eo Ole 8 
25 | 12 6 | 13 O%| 18 6%! 14 0%) 14 7 | 14.10%) 15 1%] 16 4%] 15 7%! 16 20%] 16 1%] 16 4%} 16 8 | 17 2%| 17 8%/ 18 9 119 9%) 2010 | 21.10%) 2211 | 27 1 | 2 

26/13 © | 13 6%) 14 1 | 14 7%) 16 2 | 18 6%) 15 8%] 18 11%! 16 3 | 16 6%| 16 9%) 17 0%) 17 4 | 1710%| 18 6 | 19 6 | 20 7 | 21 8 (22 9 | 2310 |e 2 | ww 4 
27/138 6 | 14 0%) 14 7%) 15 2%) 15 9 | 16 OX 16 3%] 16 7%| 16 10%) 17 1%] 17 5%] 17 8%| 18 O | 18 6%) 19 1%| 2 3 | 21 4%) 22 6 | 23 7%| @ 9 (29 3 | 81 6 
28|14 0/14 7 | 15 2 | 15 9 | 16 & | 16 7%/ 1611 | 17 2%) 17 6 | 17 9% 18 2 | 18 4%) 18 8 [19 8 |1910 | 21 0 | 2 |B 4 6 |B 8 4 Bs 
20 | 14 6 | 16 1%) 16 8%) 16 3%) 1611 | 17 2%| 17 6%! 17 9%] 18 1%! 18 5Y%| 18 8%) 19 OX%| 19 4 | 19.11%) 20 6%) 21 9 | 22.11%) 2 2 | 2 4%) 26 7 | 31 6 | 3310 
30/15 © | 16 7%) 16 3 | 1610%) 17 6 | 17 9%/ 18 1%| 18 5%] 18 9 | 19 0%] 19 4%! 19 8%) 20 0 20 74/21 3 | 2 6 Brimoliwmes i Meiwe |B 

wide, then 25—10 7% inches. 

Furniture Dimensions 

i eee eee rere ee 4'9”x5'3” 
Pe csc ec edanebekabe ee de mb aehane ede aebbaen 5’3” x2’6” 

EERSTE a ere Pn nen pene ene greENNe pT SP ri 7x3" 
ESE NOOO er OE ON I ee 3’x3’ 
i el os La blac a sae a alia whe i abe 2’x2’6” 
ii oh oa eh en db lah ook oe eee tees 66s ee ee 3°09” diam. 
I gh ice cach Ge ac osu a ang eee ie ier ah RG *x1'6" 
EE ia sharin hice Gwe adlada aww eb wacen aw hin keewanel 4'9”x6'10” 
ED ors cnc bic desde eeceein wkbised-ecaeenened 3'2”x6'10” 
RG oh a wisse ee Gna b ede EE PSCACRERS AW KARED KAD A NCE ODS OEE 4’x2’ 
PT inde ie cdes toda ab ebawky sehen san hennnweneenagee cael 3’6”" x2’ 
i a aia oe kd a an a eh ash Rea Rahn oh oe eK wae AM Tie 
Dressing tit cce weds wnghashtasdiatacn<eacdeomanaen’ 4’x1’9” 
nc ok gee GG OEs Kae ei hee eae a sene bie eee ie © pe 
i a6 a eR wk Ghee PEEK MEee SOS SRR OES 2'6"x4'10" 
Seen Bo. We. TOWNS CIATHO BINS) occ ccccccccccvcccscscecsen 5’ diam 
Se sede ees wed ere 6o-< ee sees end ee ennw oul 5/3” x3’9” 
Ey cnt cara eed okie iad ne ee Sa eaawhe sd bewe ewe 3°3°=1°6" 
DE hae RdGdd cad eeedNagadekesECAb RCo ser eeneecareteaes 5’4"x1'9” 

Painted and Galvanized Roofing 

NUMBER OF SQUARE FEET IN ONE CORRUGATED SHEET 
(100 square feet—no allowance for laps) 

Multiply the number of squares by the number set opposite 
length of sheet desired in the column for the material wanted. 
The result is the number of sheets required. 

V Crimp 
1% In. 3 V Crimp 

2% and %& in. Corrugated and Pressed 
Corrugated 3 V Crimp Standing Seam 

Feet 26 In. Wide 25% In. Wide 24 In. Wide 
>. exeseeasenweean 9.231 9.412 10. 
 Kuenadansekonee 7.692 7.843 8.333 
w ess0edensesesee 6.593 6.723 7.148 
© sxhatnnavneadan 5.769 5.882 6.25 
at “ea henehek cee 5.128 5.229 5.556 
— errr. 4.615 4.706 5 
Beers 4.197 4.278 4.545 

MD éaviecdécuseeus 3.846 3.922 4.167 
For Pressed Brick, Rock Face Brick and Stone Siding Sheets 

28%x60 inches, multiply number of squares by 8.5. 

Weights of Building Materials, Stacked 

Lbs. Per Lbs. Per 
Cu. Ft. Cu. Ft. 

Brick—Pressed .......... 150 Glass—Window .......... 157 
Brick—Common Be | ED osccoscese 170 
Brick—Soft ....... 100 Lime—Quick ............. 53 
Cement—Portland .. 100 Plaster of Paris... 70 
Cement—Rosedale .. 56 Spee 90-106 
Cinders—Dry ....... ae 72 Sandstone .. 151 
Cinders—Packed ........ 90  siv06ee<s 162 
Earth—Dry, Shaken...... ‘82- 92 | eae 175 
Earth—Rammed ......... BOE = - BON TROGE cc ccccccccscccs 187 

Rule for Calculating Proportioned Width and Height of Treads and Risers of Stairs 

Subtract the a of goons ‘~~ = inches and the result will be twice the height of the riser. Thus: if the tread is 10 inches 

To Find Weights of Bars and Plates 

Iron. me ef contents in cubic inches by .27777. Result 
will be weight in pounds. 

Steel. ultiply contents in cubic inches by .28332. Result 
will be weight in pounds. 

Copper. Multiply contents in cubic inches by .32118. Result 
will be weight in pounds. 

Brass. Multiply contents in cubie inches by .3112. Result 
will be weight in pounds. 

Lead. ultiply contents in cubic inches by .41015. Result 
will be weight in pounds. 

Zine. Multiply contents in cubic inches by .25318. Result 
will be + = ht in pounds. 

Tin. ultiply contents in cubic inches by .26562. Result 
will be wa in pounds. 
Aluminum. Multiply contents in cubic inches by .09375. Result 

will be weight in pounds. 
Bar Steel. Find area of one end, add a cipher and divide by 

3 to get weight in pounds per lineal foot. 

Capacity of Storage Tanks (For Domestic Use) 

As a basis for figuring the size of storage tank required, take 
the average amount of water used daily by one person, which is 
as follows: 

Gallons per 
Person Daily 

EE, SN oknc van oekaksieeee bene sasexewakeee 
i x Ss di bs euneedeane aed. eee s/s en ee eee ee 
Washing clothes 
Tes WOOO BOG DPOGNI. 2 oc cccccvccccssacevses 
PE, cb60 sede eeeN Sh ON ere eKEd Cee sneneseneEe® $ 
EE KBD hades deb PE SERS ERE ENE OOSER ONS EO OOO ee 

ARES ONES ALERTS: otf Water closet 
Total average of 25 gallons per person per day. 

Dimension and Capacities of Round Wrought 

Steel Tanks 

Length or Average 
Height Diameter Capacity Weight 
in Beet Inches Gallons Pounds 

By aches uar eed aaa 24 120 300 
— 7a re jeeaneen 24 145 330 
erate 24 170 ,360 
7: Shdpemewae eae eeee 24 200 420 
-. cssteersnd enteasael 30 1285 50 
EO 30 220 500 
- she ketbeeeeeew nie 30 257 550 
Dt: sic wewrencheeoamae ee 30 4 600 

10 ee 375 7 
ere 36 5 700 
7, Wseeseensd Sena 36 375 800 
Mt seecaveodecbunaeae 36 426 900 
2a ee 36 530 1,000 

_ BARR eee 42 600 1,250 
10 p-vedienek cell 42 725 1,500 
Ot sibsaaesnnnreaee 2 850 1,750 
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= the Best Houses of Any Year 

Are Those with BALSAM-WOOL Insulation! 

gm enn 
mith, Niagara ; ‘ . , . are ieere,  @ Since 1922, thousands of the country’s best houses 

— best protected from heat, from cold, from wind, from 

condensing moisture within walls . . . have been 

insulated the SURE way: with Balsam-Wool SEALED 

Insulation. 

Regardless of changing construction styles—of 

changing needs—these houses have stood staunch 

against the elements, giving their owners a full mea- 

sure of lasting comfort. For Balsam-Wool is one insu- 

Architect-Mr, ation that has never had to change its basic principle; 
S. Harold Fenno, ° ° 

Kenmore, New York never has been found wanting in the tests of actual use. 

In the houses of yesterday—of today—and of to- 

morrow—Balsam-Wool SEALED Insulation demon- 

strates on the job that it meets every insulation require- 

ment...answers every insulation problem. The proof 

is yours for the asking—write us. 

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY 

119-10 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 

Atviouse and Jones, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 
Mansfield, Obio 

BALSAM -WOOL—NU-WOOD—PRODUCTS OF WEYERHAEUSER 



stripped, 

a ee % 
BALANCES 

U. S. Patent Nos. 1743454—1838402—(Listed in Sweet’s Catalog) 

WINDOW CONSTRUCTION IMPORTANT 

IN MODERATELY PRICED HOMES 

vel heating costs and freedom from mainten- 

ance expense are more important to the 

owners of modest-priced homes than these same 

factors in more expensive dwellings. 

The First Completely Assembled Double-Hung 

Wood Window—Sold as a Unit Since 1929 

NON -STICK WINDOWS, being completely weather- 
sash counterbalanced without leaky weight 

pockets, and delivered as an assembled unit, effect sub- 
stantial savings over conventional windows. 

NON-STICK WINDOWS cost the owner no more than 
weatherstripped weight-and-cord windows, yet add a de- 
cided appeal in ease of operation, weathertightness and 
beauty. 

See the Non-Stick Window at Your Dealer or Write Us. 

N.S.W. COMPANY, 2137 Gratiot, Detroit, Mich. 

CLIP COUPON- MAIL TODAY 

Gentlemen: AB 109 | 
Please send free literature 

Name 

Address street 

City State 
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Rules Relative to the Circle 

To Find Circumference: 
Multip] diameter by 3.1416, 
or di ivide 0.3183. 

To Find Diameter: 
Multiply circumference by 0.3183, 
or divide “i = 3.1416. 

To Find Radius: 
Multiply circumference by 0.15915, 
or divide ” ‘ 6.28318. 

To Find Side of an Inscribed Square: 
Multiply diameter by 0.7071, 
or multiply circumference by 0.2251, 
* divide 4.4428. 

To Find Side of an Equal Square: 
Multipl , oe by 0.8862, 
or divi 1.284, 
= multiply circumference by 0.2821, 
“ divide 3.545. 

Square, 
A side multiplied Dy 1.1442 equals diameter of its circum 
scribing circle. 
A side multiplied by 4.443 equals circumference of its circum. 
scribing circle. 
A side multiplied by 1.128 equals diameter of an equal circle. 
A - multiplied by 3.547 equals circumference of an equal 
circle 
Square inches multiplied by 
equal circle. 

To Find the Area of a Cirele: 
Multiply circumference by one-quarter of the diameter, 
or multiply the square o diameter by 0.7854, 

“ circumference by 0.07958, 
% diameter “* 3.1416 

To Find the Surface of a Sphere or Globe: 
Multiply the diameter by the circumference, 
or multiply the square of diameter by 3.1416, 

four times the square of radius by 3.1416. 
To Find the Weight of Brass and Copper Sheets, Rods, and Burs: 

Ascertain the number of cubic inches in piece and multiply 
same by weight per cubic inch— 
Copper, 0.3212. 
Brass, 0.2972. 
Or multiply the —~ > by the breadth: (in feet) and product 
by weight in pounds per square foot. 

1.273: equal circle inches of an 

“ o “ “ 

Table of Square Roots 

No. Sq. Root No. Sq. Root No. Sq. Root No. Sq. Root 
2 5 . 42 50.99 

8.66 27. 73 52. 

125 1118 850 29.15 1600 40.00 3000 5477 
150 12.25 900 30.00 1650 40.62 3200 56.57 
175 13.23 950 30.82 1700 4123 3400 58.30 
200 1414 1000 3162 1800 4243 3600 60.00 
250 15.81 1050 3240 1900 4359 3800 61.64 
300 17.32 1100 33.16 «2000 «= 44.72 4000S 63.24 
350 18.70 1150 33.91 2100 45.82 4200 64.80 
400 20. 1200 34.64 = 2200 46.90 4400 66.32 
450 2121 1250 35.36 2300 47.95 4600 67.82 
500 22.36 1300 36.06 2400 899 4800 69.28 
5023.45 0 1350 36.74 «= 2500 50.005 70.72 
G00 24.49 

Surveyors’ Square Measure 

GE COURTS TABRD  cccccccvccsscece = square mee. 
16 - od : chain. 
10 “i : 1 acre. 
CD cL cacduddtensceeeeesene ne ==1 square mile. 
36 square miles or 6 miles square —1 township. 

Surveyors’ Long Measure 

SD si cencnneewes cocccces MBL Tak. 
25 LIMKS 2... cece eee eeeecceeeeee = pole. 
DD  ster¢enscew ees eeesanees =1 chain. 
EE. cies cacadeeesereen mae = 1 furlong. 
REE ceasacckeesanaudencad =1 mile. 

Used by surveyors, civil engineers, ete., in measuring distances 

Life of Parts, and Depreciation, in a 
Wood Frame House 

Average Annual 
Life Depreciation 
Years Per Cent 

NS ie Kearny sae ie sien seukend 20 5 
EE, iv.on:6:5 dino he ao ws dans 5 20 
i ED, 60 4.s:n 6 dana baeeesne eae 14 
ET ere 6 
EE. cee tee coer ade nsuecelinanaw a 40 3% 
Weatherboarding eecbveresessecceeseae 3 
RE cheb bsUN so 6060600004 60060000 0 2 
ee rere — 5 
Flooring (entirely carpeted)... ace rth 
PE, MEE weececseeecnce sss sees : 
Windows, complete ............. aaa 3% 
Stairs and newels.............. ‘ae 32 
th. tie eee eed <6 44 66-40 50 ewes 40 2h, 
Building Hardware ............-.-.-. 20 5 
ere 16 5 
ED GUY SUED ccccccccceececses 15 4 
DS PE 6cncccecsececeveces 50 2 
POTCRSS cccccccccccce beceaes eaednaeees 20 5 
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GETTING A 

BUILDING CONTRACT 

Ten and twenty percent down payments— 

single amortizing mortgages—monthly pay- 

ments like rent, that include everything— 

these things have changed the thinking of the 

man who wants to buy or build a home. 

Especially the monthly payments that include 

everything. This idea starts him thinking 

about the extra expenses that might come 

along later when he is least expecting them. 

He thinks about re-painting, re-roofing, ter- 

mites and the cost of heating—the very things 

that Carey Building Products are designed to 

protect him against. 

CORK-INSULATED SHINGLES . ROCKTEX HOME INSULATION * 

“AIN'T WHAT IT 

USED TO BE" 

Yes, getting a building contract ‘‘ain’t what 

it used to be.”’ It is now an easier job for the 

builder who recognizes this new situation and 

recommends insulating roofs; attic and side- 

wall insulation for comfort and economy; per- 

manent and fireproof exterior walls that cut 

expenses and reduce the greatest hazard of all. 

Building contracts that show savings for the 

home owner from the start and that also pro- 

vide against extra expenses in the future, 

naturally come easier and help build a per- 

manent business. 

BUILDING PRODUCTS 

CAREYSTONE SIDING 

enable builders to provide the modern comfort, longer life and lower upkeep that prospective home buyers 
want. That is why they find the use of these products enables them to close contracts easier. Write for 
information about these Carey Products—address Dept. 10 

tection; cork underside for 
insulation. Provides roof and 

and termite proof. 
Available in Bat, Wool, and 
Vermin 

CAREY CORK-INSULATED SHINGLES CAREY ROCKTEX HOME INSULATION 1 a a CAREYSTONE 

The Shingle with outside min , Provides maximum control of room fy it "I i SIDING & SHINGLES 
eral surface for weather pro eye oF a ney —— \ Made of asbestos 

and cement. Fire- 
proof, rot-proof, 

roof insulation for roof cost. Granulated forms, to meet all wear-proof. Never needs paint protection o1 
Keeps homes warmer in winter installation conditions in new or other upkeep. Available in Thatch Butt and 

cooler in summer. Saves fuel old homes. Wave Line Units, in random widths. 

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY - LOCKLAND - CINCINNATI, OHIO 



BIG MONEY 

The American Way 

BIG PROFITS 

Here’s your chance to make some big 
money—be your own boss and get into 
something for yourself. There is no reason 
why you should not be a big success in the 
floor surfacing business—you already know 
a lot about the building game, so you natur- 
ally have a head start on the other fellow. 

EFFICIENT ONE-MAN MACHINE 

An American Floor Sander is easy to run 
—no skill is required to operate and within 
a few hours you can run one as well as 

an “old timer.” American 
floor sanders are easy to 
take from job to job. You 
don’t need any helpers. 

GET DETAILS 

Find out more about 
this interesting money- 
making work today by 
signing and sending in the 
coupon below for free de- 
tails. 

CUT OUT COUPON AND RETURN 

“AMERICAN | 

FLGDR SURFACING MACHINE COMPANY 

511 So. St. Clair Street + Toledo, Ohio 

\ yentlemen: I am checking the following for free details on your machines 
without cost or obligation. 

Am a building contractor and want a machine for my own use 
I want to get into something for myself. | 
I already own one. Make... years old Quote trade-in allowance 

Name 

Street 

City Sta 
as ae ee ss es es as a es es ke 

1 hair's breadth 
3 barleycorns (lengthwise)...... 

American Builder, 

Mensuration Tables, Etc. 

October 193 + 
Am 

Linear Measure 

Be ED whbsbeecnsdbeecedeoeses 
12 PE CLetcCbsecdiSetbueeh ashe 
i are 
Te Le bee tcheres sete buns se as 
DOEOE GE BOO TMB ee cc ccccccccs 

10 DD 266 no0e0On0056.066000004 
S BUPIOMSS cccvccsvcccsscscvecess 

3 miles (nautical).......... 
DS Sl agbsenenecdbebedeescesceeve 
1 nail (cloth measure)...... 
SL Bt actawecdaaberkecées 
1 hand (used for height of 
DD gcidvi¢unsedrkkaven 

S OO kcnsieses 
ff  _= 
1 pace (military) 
1 pace (common) 
1 Scotch ell ...... 
1 vara Sosnioh) 
1 English ell ... 
1 fathom err 
1 cable's length 
& yr 
1 degree of equator... 
1 degree of equator... 
1 degree of meridian.. 
1 degree of meridian. 
1.1527 statute miles.... 

6086.07 feet ' 

5280 feet 

60 seconds ... 
60 minutes 
30 degrees . 
12 signs 

144 square inches 

| | — et ae 

43 inch. 

foot = 0.3048 metre. 
yard = 0.91438 metre. 
rod, perch, or pole. 
chain. 
furlong 
mile = 1.6093 kilometres — 
5280 feet. 

1 league. 
1/12 inch. 
2% inches 
3 inches. 

4 inches. 
9 inches. 
18 inches 
2% feet. 
3 feet 
37.06 inches. 
33.3 inches. 
45 inches. 
: feet. 
120 fathoms. 
6082.66 feet. 
69.1613 statute miles 
60 geographical miles 
69.046 statute miles. 
59.899 geographical miles 
1 geographical mile. 

=-1 minute of longitude =} 
nautical mile. 

1 statute mile. 

Circular Measure 

-1 minute 
.1 degree 

sone 1 sign 
-l circle or circumference 

Cubic Measure 

hb. FY 8 errr reer errr re 1 cubic foot 
eS ee rere ee --1 cubic yard 

Square Measure 

9 square feet ....... 
380% square yards.. 
40 square rods 
i. [=a 
ey eee 
36 square miles 

1 square foot 
..l square yard 
..l square rod 

1 rood 
1 acre 

ry l square mile 
_ township 

Decimal Equivalents of Common Fractions 

14 = 0625 
iyg= 125 
\4= 1875 
tig= 25 34 = 3125 
‘a= 375 
lo= 4375 
iig= 5 

1/12= .0833 
2 /12=. 1667 
3/12= .2500 
4 /12= .3333 
5 /12=.4167 
6 /12= .5000 

Description 

TWELFTHS 

“= 5625 
4 = .625 
Lig = .6875 
34 =.75 
Nig= 8125 
% = .875 

S46= 9375 

7/12= .5833 
8 /12= .6667 
9/12= .7500 
10/12= ,8333 
11/12= 9167 

Miscellaneous Data 

FORCE OF THE WIND 

IIlardly perceptible... 

Just perceptible... 

Gentle breeze... 

Pleasant breeze.... 

Brisk gale... 

High wind... 

Very high wind.. 

J | Hurricane or cyclone...... 

Miles 
per hour 

1 

2 ( 3 

4 
45 

§10 
(15 

,r0 
(25 

{30 
(35 

j 40 
145 

50 

j 60 
| 70 

so 
100 

Force in 
Feet per Feet per Ibs. per 
minute second sq. foot 

88 1.47 0.005 

176 2.93 0.02 
264 4.4 0.044 

352 5.87 0.079 
+40 7.33 0.123 

SSO 14.67 0.492 
1,320 22 1.107 4 

1,760 29.3 1.968 
2,200 36.6 3.075 

2,640 44 4.428 
3/080 51.3 6.027 

3,220 58.6 7.872 
3,960 66 9.963 

4,400 73.3 12.300 

5,280 88 17.712 
6,160 102 24.108 

7,040 117.3 31.488 
8,800 146.6 49.200 
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FORD FEATURES 
FOR 1940 

New styling ° Increased engine accessibility 

Increased chassis accessibility ¢ Choice of 

power —95, 85, 6
0 hp « 42 body and chassis 

types > New Sealed-Beam Headlamps + Big- 

to- 

ger batteries, larger generators with au 

matic voltage regulation °¢ Big hydraulic 

brakes « Full-floating rear
 axle with straddl

e- 

mounted pinion and ring gear thrust plate 

Two-speed axle (optional at extra cost) 

Ford Engine and Parts Exchange Plan. 

The big new 1940 Ford Truck line gives you value 

in construction, performance and economy that 

means “the outstanding truck for the money.” 

Three eight-cylinder engine sizes—95, 85 and 

60 hp. Six wheelbases. 42 body and chassis types. 

There’s new styling. New engine and chassis 

accessibility, making it easier to check the oil, 

service the distributor and other engine acces- 

sories, as well as clutch, transmission and rear 

axle. New, softer, more comfortable seats in Reg- 

ular cabs. These and many more improvements 

join a host of time-tested, time-proved Ford 

features in 1940. 

See the new Ford Truck at your dealer’s. Com- 

pare it with any other truck. Arrange for an “‘on- 

the-job”’ test and know the difference before you 

spend another truck dollar. 

Ford Motor Company, Builders of Ford V-8 and Mercury Cars, 
Ford Trucks, Commercial Cars, Station Wagons, Transit Buses 
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“We eall it our 

Hollywood dining-room!” 

Here’s Why! Last summer in Hollywood we saw 
them making a movie on a dining-room “set.” The prop- 
erty engineer told us the walls were Masonite Tempered 
Presdwood. He said they use that board because they can 
get so many beautiful effects with it. And it’s so durable 
they can use it over and over again. 

Back Home— Our builder recommended Masonite 
Tempered Presdwood for remodeling our dingy old 
dining-room. That board certainly goes up easily. It’s 
a dry material—there’s littke muss or fuss. And it has 
given us an opportunity to get lots of unique ideas into 
the whole room. For example, the Tempered Presdwood 
walls, painted light blue, are offset from the old walls 
to provide indirect lighting. The built-in buffet is made 
of Tempered Presdwood and painted grey. The built-in 
window table and shelves are the same moisture-resisting 
material, white enameled. Properly applied, it will not 
warp, chip or crack. And they say it will last as long 
as the house stands. e 

THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES 
SOLD BY LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

MASONITE 
o06. ©. & net, Orn, 

CLIP AND 

Yet it costs little. 

COPYRIGHT 1939, MASONITE CORPORATION 

MASONITE CORPORATION, DEPT. AB-2 
111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Illinois 

Please send me a free sample and full details about Masonite 
Tempered Presdwood. 

Name- 

Address 

City- —State 

~- 7-7-7 - 

J 
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Number of Common Brick (8” x 2}” x33") Re- 

quired for One Square Foot of Brick 

Wall of Any Thickness 

Thickness Number 
of wall of bricks -——— Thickness of Mortar Joints in inches 
ininches thick % in. % in. a in. _Y, in. % in. 
4or 4% 1 7% 7 61% 61¢ 5% 
8or 9 2 15 14 13 121% 11% 

12 or 13 3 221% 21 19% 18% 17% 
16 or 17 4 30 28 26 24% 23% 
20 or 21 5 374% 35 32% 3056 2934 
24 or 25 6 45 42 39 37 35% 

Quantity of Mortar Required to Lay 1,000 

Common Bricks 

—_——————-Thickness of Mortar Joints in inc hes- 
% in. % in. 3 in. Y% in. % in. 

4%cu.ft. Ocu.ft. Wheu.ft. 18 cu. ft. 20K, cu. ft. 27 cu. ft 
4 i 

Brick Required and Weights of Ideal Hollow 

Brick Walls 

Number of brick Average weight 
per sq. ft. 

Type of wall— of wall 
I st ats ws 5 wd 94.0:8.010 58 9.03 
12%” All-Rolok, Type 1.........:.. 13.28 
12%” All-Rolok, Type 2............. 14.30 
A Rolok-Bak, Headers, 3rd Course 10.78 

” Rolok-Bak, Headers, 6th Course.. 10.52 
12%" Rolok-Bak ............... : 15.44 

Materials Required for One Cubic Yard of Brick 

50.36 
74.02 
80:22 
62.45 
60.85 
87.638 

per sq. ft. of 
wall, pounds 

Mortar Showing Both Lime and Portland 

Cement Mixture 

—Mix by Volume— 
Lime Cement Sand Lime Cement 
Pct. Pet. Ratio Lbs. Lime Lbs. 
100 0 1:4 182Q 1 Bbl. 0 

1:4 29711 6 Sacks 0 
100 0 1:3 243Q 1.35 Bbls. 0 

1:3 396H 8 Sacks 0 
100 0 1:2% 292 Q 1.62 Bbls. 0 

1:2% 475H 9.5 Sacks 0 
100 0 ee 3822Q 1.8 Bbls. 0 

1:2 528H 10.5 Sacks 0 
90 10 1:3 219Q 1.22 Bbls. 9S 

1:3 356H 7.12 Sacks 98 
80 20 1:3 194Q 1.08 Bbls. 196 

1:3 3171 6.34 Sacks 196 
70 30 1:3 170Q 0.95 Bbis. 294 

1:3 277H 5.5 Sacks 294 
60 40 1:3 146Q 0.51 Bbls. 392 

1:3 238 4.76 Sacks 392 
50 50 1:3 122Q 0.68 Bbls. 490 

1:3 198HI 4 Sacks 490 
40 60 1:3 97Q 0.54 Bbls. 588 

1:3 158H 3.16 Sacks 588 
30 70 i3 73Q 0.41 Bbls. 697 

1:3 119H 2.38 Sacks 697 
20 80 1:3 49Q 0.27 Bbls. 784 

1:3 80H 1.6 Sacks 784 
10 90 1:3 24Q 0.13 Bbls. 882 

1:3 40H 0.8 Sacks 882 
0 100 1:3 0 981 

10 100 1:3+ Yo 24Q 0.13 Bbls. 981 
10 100 134% 44H O88Sacks 981 

Q Represents Quicklime. 
H Represents Hydrated Lime. 

Sand 
‘u. Yds 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.0 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
100 

Amount of Mortar Required for a Cubic 

Yard of Masonry 

-— Mortar, Cu. Yd. — 
Maximum Kind of Masonry Minimum 

Ashlar, 12-in. courses, %4-in. joints........... . .0.06 
Ashlar, 18-in. courses, 4%4-in. joints..........¢... 0.03 
Ashlar, 12 to 20-in. courses, % to %-in. joints...0.07 
Ashlar, 20 to 32-in. courses, 4% to %-in. joints...0.05 
Brickwork (bricks of standard size, 8x244x3% in.) 
2, Pn cceiés cae rs ebenaredicenisenseceaaadl 0.10 
I go un 6000s se4cese sapwnewid 0.25 
ccs teen cnn ones ee eene Gun 0.35 
I I OU 55 cc h0 0 a0s06c0seseravead 0.50 
ee ee 0.33 
Pe, DE MINE gsc dncvwdcccsennsadenscind 0.25 
Squared-stone masonry, 12-in. courses and %-in. 
DE wikvenrehenacdbaad wea aw dea eeesed wees eae 0.20 

Squared-stone masonry, 18-in. courses and %-in. 
re reer Te TT eT TT errr Tree 0.12 

0.08 
0.04 
0.08 
0.06 

0.15 
0.35 
0.40 
0.55 
0.40 
0.30 

0.25 

0.15 

“Or 

tha 

ins 

fas 

wil 

Shi 

usl 
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u. ft 
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imum 
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04 
68 
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15 
30 
40 
55 
40 
30 

“On bleak, cold Fall days nothing sells our houses quicker 
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"TO CLOSE-IN JOBS QUICKER AND CLOSE-UP SALES EASIER 

WE INSULATE WITH C-S-I 

SAYS MR. R. HILLMAN, HEMPSTEAD LAKE PARK HOMES, LAKEVIEW, L. lI. 

than C-S-I Insulation, with the fuel-saving, weather-tight 

insulation it gives us to talk about. 

“Not only that, but the big sheets of C-S-I Sheathing go up 

fast, let us close-in the job quicker. We can finish up inside 

without losing days on account of bad weather. 

“The cost of a house insulated with C-S-I Asphalted 

Sheathing is less than $50.00 more than uninsulated houses 

using ordinary sheathing material, building papers, etc.” 

Whatever price-class homes you build, you will find C-S-I 

Certain-teed Structural Insulation) a complete line for every 

insulation need ... inside as well as outside. For insulation 

plus a perfect plaster base use C-S-I Key Lap Lath or C-S-I 

\sphalted Key Lap Lath. For insulation plus an attractive GET THIS FREE BOOK 

celf-finish use C-S-I Decorative Plank and Tile Board. C-S-! Interior Finish 
id ‘ " : Application Manual 

Wherever it’s used, C-S-I does double-duty . . . adds insulation PP 
C-S-!| Decorative Plank and 

and structural strength or insulation and decoration. Sided three coleinend 

’ : “13: three textures, hold - Here's another profit tip for Fall building: For the extra ee ret, NO ae 
: 2 © : bilities for a wide range of 

sales-appeal of roofs with cheerful color and animation, use attractive modern interior 

\ood-Tex Shingles to get the strong contrast of shadow lines Emenes. The new &-5-! 
. , . ‘ : Application Manual is a 
irom a grain that is actually built-up on the thick butt. prattical handbook on 

erection well worth having 
Use the coupon below for practical informative literature. Tae coupon for FREE copy! 

Certain-teed 

QUALITY MADE Certain 

SATISFACTION GUARAN-leed 

CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION + GENERAL OFFICES, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORP. 
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Without obligation please send 

|C-S-I Interior Finish Application Manual. 
Also send me informative literature on 

|] WOOD-TEX BESTWALI 

Na rite 

Address City State 
Reem meee eee eee eee aeee: 
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U-S PRODUCTS 

Help Sell Homes! 

THE HEATING 

EQUIPMENT 1S 

GUARANTEED BY U- 

OU can make strong statements, selling state- 

ments, about U. S, heating equipment. U. S. 

guarantees its products for workmanship and material 

and to heat the published net radiator load if in- 

stalled to meet U. S. specifications. This means cus- 

tomer satisfaction. Homes equipped with U. S. prod- 

ucts sell faster. 

UNITED STATES PADIATOR (ORPORATION 

General Offices: Detroit, Michigan 

Branches and Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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Table of Weights of Pine Joists, Studs and 

Rafters Based on a Weight Per 

Board Foot of 2.8 Pounds 

Weight per 
Sq. Foot Size 

2” x6” 
“ 

Weight per Weight per 
Sq. Foot Size Sq. Foot 

2”x8” 3.74 
Spacing Size 
13° 14” 
16” 
18” 

@ 

“ 

NY Sod adsad sal dah aa RSSSSERERSESA Seleletalal mim etbind SSasseaugr* 2 29 we Hm ER CODON PO PO Co YSSSSRILSSS 

Weights of Partitions 

Gypsum partition blocks 3” 
" : 
itd 6” 

Plaster on brick, tile 
Partition Tile a thick 

“ 

Weights of Ceiling 

Lath and plaster, 2 coats 
Lath and plaster, 3 coats 
Suspended ceiling (metal lath and steel ties) 

Weights of Sheathing, Flooring, Etc. 

Lbs. per 
8q. It. 

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Poplar, Redwood, per inch thick 
Chestnut, Maple, Birch, Oak 

and Hot Water Heating in Residences 

and Other Buildings 

—— Direct Radiation®* ———, 
Steam Water Round 

- (Sq. Ft.) Diam. In. Square 
400 8 8x 8 
500 8 8x 8 
700 8 8x 8 
850 10 8x12 

1,000 10 8x12 
1,200 10 8x12 
1,350 F 12x12 
1,500 . 12x12 
1,700 : 12x12 
2,100 12x12 
2,400 12 x16 
2,700 12 x16 
3,000 12 x 16 
3,400 12 x16 
3,700 16 x 16 
5,100 16 x 16 
5,900 § 16 x 20 
8,500 Ss 16 x 20 

Size of Flue ———— 

*NOTE—When a considerable amount of “indirect” radiation 
is to be used, inereased boiler capacity is necessary; and in 
many cases such demands require a larger chimney fiue for the 
same number of square feet of radiation used. 

Safe Bearing Loads on Masonry 

Lbs. per 
Material sq. in. 

Granite— 
Cap Stone 
Squared Stonework 

Sandstone— 
Cap Stone 
Squared Stonework 
Rubble Stonework, lime mortar 
Rubble Stonework, cement mortar 

Limestone— 
Cap Stone .... 
Squared Stonework 
Rubble Stonework, lime mortar 
Rubble Stonework, cement mortar ., 
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HAPPENS OWZY'IN A 

FACTORY 
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2. 
2. 
2 
2: 
6 
5. 
4 
4 
3 
3 

ABOVE, you see the exclusive, patented process of 

graduated heat treatment, which gives Mack axle HROUGH many exclusive processes of manufacturing and 

Ce SURETY SURES ne See methods of testing, it is made certain that every Mack part 

and every complete Mack provide the most dependable, most 

economical hauling job money can buy. Through 39 years of 

specialization, Mack has held to a policy of rigid control of 

quality—right from the selection of raw materials. This control 

is maintained through the largest research and engineering 

facilities ever devoted exclusively to truck manufacture. 

MACK TRUCKS, INC. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

LOWEST-PRICED MACK! At upper left, the new Mack ED, 8,500 

lbs. gross vehicle weight, priced at $675.00, for standard chassis 

f.o.b. Allentown, Pa. Cab, body and taxes extra. 

AT LOWER LEFT, Mack Model BX—one of the big Macks for use 

in the heavy hauling field. 

- 

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF TRUCKS IN THE WORLD...1 TO 30 TONS 



>> IF WOMEN 

BOUGHT CASEIN PAINT 

@ Thrifty Housewives Buy 

Flour= Not Dough 

® Thrifty Paint Users Buy 

Powder Casein =Not Paste 

MRS. HOUSEWIFE: I want to do a little decorating and I 
understand that casein paint gives an attractive effect at 
low cost. 

MR. PAINT DISTRIBUTOR: Yes—it does. We have it in 
two forms, paste and powder. 

MRS. HOUSEWIFE: What's the difference? 

MR. PAINT DISTRIBUTOR: There's no difference as far as 
the finished product is concerned—both have to be 
mixed up. Both meet the same Federal Specifications. 

MRS. HOUSEWIFE: Then, I suppose paste and powder are 
the same price? 

MR. PAINT DISTRIBUTOR: No—casein paint in powder 
form costs about 25% less than the paste. 

MRS. HOUSEWIFE: Why is that? 

MR. PAINT DISTRIBUTOR: Well, the paste contains water 
and has to be packed in expensive metal containers. 
The powder is concentrated. 

MRS. HOUSEWIFE: I'll take the powder casein paint then. 
When I bake a cake I buy flour not dough—I wouldn’t 
think of paying for water! 

The Lady is Right! Anyway you look at it 
—savings in cost; ease of mixing; fresh 
paint for every job— powder casein paint 
is the “buy ”’ and the call is for MODEX. 

fwaswaece 

SS ae 

stu 
& Uset gS ctw 

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

Name 

Address 

The Reardon Company, 2200 N. Second Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
Please send me your new illustrated folder on Modex, the con- 

centrated powder casein paint. 

Number of Pieces of Lumber Required for q 

American Builder, 

Full Thousand Feet 

Length in Feet 

2x4 
Pieces 
and 
Exact 

Amount 

2x6 2x8 
Pieces Pieces 
and and 
Exact Exact 

Amount Amount 

2x10 
Pieces 
and 
Exact 

Amount 

1008 
63 

1008 
50 

1000 

54 43 
100314 

34 

Octobe: 

8 : 
101344 

193 

Wt. of Fresh Fallen Snow 

5 to 12 pounds per cubic foot. 

Costs of Oak Flooring Per Square Foot 

of Floor Area 

B. M. Price Per M 
Sq. Ft. 

Cents Per Square Foot 

%x1% 3x2 4x1 | 

| ER eee 3%e 3%e 3%{c 
aed 4c 3%c 4c 
— RRERERE A A ee: 424c 43%c 5\e 
40.. 54gc 5 c 6 ¢ } 
45.. 6 ¢ 5c 63{c | 
5... 634c 6%c Thee 
55.. 7c 6%e 8c 
6... 8 c The 9c 
65... 82¢c 8c 93%{c | 
70.. 9c 8%{c 10%c 
78... 10 ¢ 93%c | 11\%e | 
80.. 1024c 10 ¢ 12 c | 

11%e 105%c 12%c 
2... 12 ¢ we 134 
95... 12%4c 11%e 14\%c 
100... 13%e 124c 15 ¢ 
105... 14 ¢ 13%e 15%e 
110... 143¢c 13%c 164%c 
115... 15c 143%c 17\e 
120... 16 ¢ 15 c¢ 18 ¢ 
126... 1624c 155c 183{c 
130... 17%ec 16\4%c 1914c 
135... 18 ¢ 16%c 20%e 
| la 1834c 174%c 21 ¢ 
145... 19¥gc 18¥c 21%c 
158... 20 c 183c lec 
155... 203¢c 193%c 23\%e 

a 21Ke c 24 c¢ 
165.. 22 c 24%c 
Re 2234c 21Ke 
175.. Bike 21 26Y%e 
4 Euan eames eae aie Ze 

abeiaae c 23 27%c 
190. 25360 238%4c 2854c 
aa 2% c 24%%c 29\%e 
EES 2634¢c¢ 2 c¢ 30 c 

27%e 25%c 30%{c 

Sie ete aia aa 39%e 
ses 

Died wien 403¢c 
41%e 

315.. 42 ¢ 
320. 4224c 

Note: 

38 4c 
39%%c 
40 ¢ | 

3 

Allowance should be made for any tevegularitiee ip 
shape of rooms, also for floor-layer's cutting waste. 
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This new Johns-Manville 

Insulating Board Plant 

S Jarratt, Va., says:—— — 

YOUR RESPONSE TO THE NEW J-M LINE 

HAS BEEN SO GREAT I'VE ALREADY 

HAD TO INCREASE MY CAPACITY... 

8 en new J-M Insulating Board was introduced 

less than 90 days ago. Yet thousands of dealers 

and builders have already learned that it is exactly 

what their customers want. 

This quality wood-fiber board has the new smooth, 

durable Glazecoat Surface in an attractive Ivory color 
which reflects light beautifully. There is a full line of 

bevel panels and planks in four pastel colors, and 

equipped with the famous Lightning Joint which con- 

ceals nailing. And rounding out the complete line there 

is Asphalt-Coated Weathertite Sheathing, J-M Insulat- 

ing Lath and J-M Service Board, a new low-cost prod- 

uct. No wonder the most modern and best equipped 

insulating board plant in the world is already adding 

new production equipment to meet the demand! 

NO EXPOSED NAILS MAR THE BEAUTY 

OF DECORATIVE UNITS... THANKS TO 

EXCLUSIVE J-M LIGHTNING JOINT! 

J-M Bevel Panels and Planks go up easily and quickly 
because of the new J-M Lightning Joint. Simply nail the 
tongue. The adjacent panel fits snugly into the groove and 
stays firmly in place. Nailheads are completely concealed! 
Only the new J-M Insulating Board has this important 
feature ... yet it costs no more! Get samples and details at 
once. Write—Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40th St., New York City. 
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Amount of New Air to Be Supplied Per Person 

-——— Cubic Feet Per Minute —~_ 
Without With Hu- 
Humid- midification With Hu- Number 
ification but With- midification of Air 

or Recir- out Recir- and Recir- Changes 
culation culation culation per Hour 

Schools— 
Cees MOOERD ccc ccccss 30 20 5 to 10 
Assembly Rooms..... 15 to 20 10 to 15 5 to 10 
Gymnasiums ......... 30 25 15 to 20 ah: 
MEE 6606000 rns Pein 10 to 20 
OS SS eee oan + incr 5 to 10 
Perea er 2268 eee 20 to 60 
Lunch Rooms......... seed on 10 to 

Theaters— 
Seating Space......... 30 to 50 20 to 30 10 to 15 

Hospitals— 
PE ne kebineee ede eus 30 to 40 20 to 30 s 

aa wade week ata 20 to 6 
Dining Rooms........ es sone oa 10 to 20 
Dy étttbbavtsnsees iio owen sean 10 to 20 

Hotels— 
Dining Rooms........ inks er ome 10 to 15 
eae per ane Kone 20 to 60 
I ee iets seee iets 5 to 10 
Work Space........... ane ee ae 5 to 10 
Assembly Rooms...... 20 to 30 15 to 20 10 to 15 ee 

NUMBER OF SQUARE FEET IN ONE CORRUGATED SHEET 
(Standard Lengths) 

V Crimp 
1% In. 3 V Crimp 

2% and %& In. Corrugated and Pressed 
erruqated 3V rer Standing Seam 

Feet 26 In. Wide 25% In. Wide 24 In. Wide 

Number of Slates and Nails for 100 Square 

Feet of Roof 

SAVES YOU 0 OPERATIONS Weight of 
Size Exposure Numberto Galvanized Spacin 

Inches when Laid 100 Sq. Ft. Nails of Lat 
14 x 24 10 98 1 10% 

ON EVERY DOOR---:- ee re 12 x 22 Hi 126 1% 914 | 
11 x 22 9 138 4d-2 my At 
12 x 20 814 141 2 R14 

One Phillips machine screw secures the combined rose and go tt s 2 Bi 
: : 10x18 71 192 21 7i key plate firmly to the mortise lock itself. You save the 9x18 ii 213 2 113 

time and labor required to center and drive eight wood $F ai a : 6% 
. ¢ 1 246 : 61h screws—and the annoyance and kicks that result when they 2s bi 217 3d-3% 8% 

don't “stay put" in the thin doors. You furnish a modern | tte 3% Fo 3% 5 

rose and key plate design that is authentic and always in gri2 4% 400 16 433 
x12 4 4 J 41, 

good taste. 6 x 12 414 533 6 4%4 

Unifast can be used with glass, metal or Patrician metal- 7x10 315 ass 84 ai, 
. . . . x Wy > 7 2 

and-plastic knob sets, and is available saga brush brass To determine the number of pleces toa square ‘ai any. sn 
H i i slate not given, first deduct three inches from the length; divide 

and chromium, and other hardware finis es. It's the ideal | fit by two; multiply by the width of the. slate; and divide the 
lockset for 134” stock doors—the ideal profit builder for | Tesult into 14,400. 

you. Write for further details or consult any Lockwood Window Glass—Sizes, Weights and Thickness 

Builders’ Hardware Dealer. GRADES 

“AA,” first quality; “A,” second quality; “B,” third quality. 
SIZES OBTAINABLE (U. 8S. Government Specifications) 

The maximum dimensions recommended are: 
For the modern ef- Each of these names BA@gAA Alay Widthin Length in 

: PLASTELLE inehes inches 
fects and latest im- presents an outstand- ON osc Sicnevckedasdadebnucews 40 50 

; , ‘ UNIFAST ee EDs cou ccecceseepeteesacesosenad 60 80 
eae oe ing Lockwood develop- PE TE S65 Kts0 0 sowabesnssedsvaoeecw same 66 90 

builders’ hardware— EQUIPOISE THICKNESS AND WEIGHTS 
ment or improvement Average 

see Lockwood. BORI-IN Number of weight 
. P 9 T 8 in builders’ hardware Qa waamaet) fy inch “ithidvaess) jer. 

Min. Max. Min. Max. sq. ft. 
Single strength........ .080 100 10.5 12.0 18.5 
Double strength....... .111 125 8.0 9.0 24.5 
26-0oz. glass....... oo0 ae -135 7.5 8.0 26.0 

- ~ = See 135 .148 6.5 7.0 29.0 
/ 34-0z. heavy glass..... .150 175 6.0 6.5 34.0 

39-oz. heavy glass..... 176 .205 5.0 5.5 39.0 

A J } 5 PLATE GLASS 

ine ee ot stock Biste since rere . 6 soehee Dy S peates. 
y even inches, to nehes by 200 inches or 1 nebes by 

HARDWARE MFG. CO. 208 inches. 

Division of ie 
a glace oa . yo ge ware waring from 4 x ‘ yom I} ‘ . . y even inches, to nches inches and wit eve 

INDEPENDENT LOCK CO., FITCHBURG, MASS. varying from 1 to 2 inches. . 
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Y/ KeSOnUS - 4 Preautif A SAeu L Decorative Ff cstqn 

for “se tn eosidential and Commercial PDuitdings 

HIs new, exclusive Insulux design—the ‘‘Circon,’’ No. 330— 

jee perfectly the demand of builders for a glass block with 

unusual decorative value. It harmonizes with almost any style of resi- 

dential architecture. It adds striking beauty to store fronts, restaurants, 

theaters and other business buildings. 

The design creates an all-over decorative pattern that gives unity 

to the glass block panel. It transmits a high percentage of light but 

maintains privacy. Like all Insulux Glass Block, it has high insulation 

value that helps to lower heating costs. 

The addition of this new decorative block emphasizes the unequalled 

variety of designs that Insulux offers to dealers and builders. Whether 

you sell building materials or complete houses, Insulux Glass Block 

will boost your sales and help you give owners the satisfaction that 

builds good will. Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Insulux Products 

Division, Toledo. 

INSULUX GLASS BLOCK HAVE BEEN USED IN MORE THAN 50,000 INSTALLATIONS 



Your Clients 

in Every Particular 

Builders will find in the complete Moncrief line 

a type and a size for every warm air heating 

and winter air conditioning need—all moder- 

ately priced and of the finest design, con- 

struction and appearance. Furnaces are made 

in both cast and steel; winter air conditioners 

in specialized types for either coal, oil or gas. 

For big value, high efficiency and low operat- 

ing cost, you can rely on Moncrief. Get in 

touch with the Moncrief dealer 

near you. 

Send for Literature 

Clearly written, profusely illustrated with 
cutaways, diagrams and charts. Of inter- 
est to every builder, architect and engineer. 

~ THE HENRY FURNACE & FOUNDRY CO. 

3479 EAST 49th STREET CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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Safe Loads in Pounds Uniformly Distributed for 

Common Sizes of Standard Steel I-Beams 

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16,000 pounds 
per square inch and include weight, of beam. 
Distance 
Bet ween ——————_—_—— Standard I-Beams— 
Supports 7-Inch 8-Inch 9-Inch 1-Tnet 
in Feet 15 Lbs. 18 Lbs 21 Lbs 25 Lbs 

4 a  0—té«é«é Kew’ 
D . 22,080 30,330 
6 . 18,400 25,280 
7 . 15,770 —— eee 
8 . 13,800 18,960 25,160 
9 12,270 16,850 22,370 

10 11,040 15,170 20,130 26,050 
11 . 10,040 13,790 18,300 23,680 
12 9,200 12,640 16,770 21,718 
13 8,490 11,670 15,480 20,040 
14 7,890 10,830 14,380 18.610 
5 . *7,360 10,110 13,420 17,360 

16 . *6,900 *9,480 12,580 16,280 
a - *65,490 *8,920 11,840 15,320 
18 . *6,130 *8,430 11,180 14,470 
19 . *5,810 *7,980 *10,590 13,710 
. a *5,520 *7,580 *10,064 13,0% 

*While safe at these spans, the deflection in each case will be 
greater than the allowable limit for plastered ceilings, which is 
1/360th of the span. 

Safe Loads in Pounds Uniformly Distributed for 

Common Sizes of Standard Steel I-Beams 

Safe loads below are figured for fibre stress of 16,000 pounds 
per square inch and include weight of beam 

Distance 
Between -- Standard I-Beams —— 
Supports 12-Inch 15-Ineb 
in Feet 31.5 Lbs. 42 Lbs 

10. 38,370 62,830 
oe : : ; 34,880 57,120 

7 , a 31,970 52.3% 
13. a 29.510 48,330 
14. - . 27,400 44 880 
me « Bsenioe ; .. 25,580 41,880 
16 ... 23,980 39,270 

‘ A ee ... 22,570 36,960 
18. Da ; 21,310 34,900 
19 . ; ' 20,190 33,070 
20 , . 19,180 31,410 
21 — cae ; 18,270 29.920 
22 ; aoa ; 17,440 28,500 

ee tee ; ; 16,680 27,320 
et. eon ' Rae 15,990 26,18) 
25 bod *15,350 25,130 

*While safe at these spans, the deflection in each case will b 
reater than the allowable limit for plastered ceilings, which is 
/360th of the span. 

Approximate Weight and Strength of 

Manila Rope 

Manila, Sisal, New Zeland, and Jute Ropes weigh (about) alike. 
Cordage will weigh (about) one-fourth more. 

(ab Tarred Hemp 
Manila is about 25 per cent stronger 

than Sisal. Working load about one-fourth of breaking strain. 

; : Strength o! 
Circumference | Diameter | Weight of | Number of Feet and |New Manila 

in Inches in Inches | 1000 Feet Inches in One Pound Rope in 
in Pounds Pounds 

| -_——_——_— | —— —_______ —_— —-— 
| Feet | Inches 

% M% 23 50 450 
1 vA 33 33 | | 730 
1% % 42 25 1000 
1% “6 | 52 19 1280 
1% | My 74 11 1760 
1% % 101 9 2400 
2 5% 132, | 7 3140 
24% yO 167 | 6 3970 
24% | 1% 207 5 4900 
2% % | 250 4 5900 
3 1 207-—CisiYI 3 6 7000 
3% 1% 349 2 10 8200 
3% 1k 405 2 4 9600 
3% 1% 465 2 | 1 11000 
4 | 1M 529 1 | 10 12500 
4% | 1% 597 1 | 8 14000 
4% | 1% 669 1 5 15800 
4% 1% 746 1 4 17600 

155 826 1 2 19500 
5% 1% 1000 l 23700 

eo 
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20% Saving 

1O3 

IN 

FUEL COSTS! 

That's A 

Selling Point for 

Your New Houses! 

Today's home buyer demands 

winter protection — and he knows 

that Storm Sash will give it to him. 

Winter Windows, properly applied 

with quality Storm Sash Hardware, 

yelo) Moyet h amy bbecbbevet(mlet-melt-lele) sebiobat) 

that come from drafts but tests 

show they save up to 20% on heat 

ing costs vo ME-1-) bb hele MB ole) bela gale! 

shouldn't overlook! 

In the complete Stanley line 

you'll find exactly the Storm Sash 

Made of 

heavy wrought steel in durable 

Stanley 

Hardware you need. 

rust-resistant finishes, 

Storm Sash Hardware will ‘stand 

up’ under the severest conditions 

A few of the items are shown here 

bGolbt am elosaeh cote Mme (-100(=) am olet-mmtel=see) 
A VOTKS ready for you. The Stanley V 

New Britain, Conn. 

qq 1714 7 

HARDWARE 

“[STANLEY 

FOR 

STORM SASH FASTENERS 

AND SETS 

1727 Wrought Steel. Durable friction element holds sash 
securely in any position for ventilation. Fasteners keep 
the window tightly closed and locked No rattling. 

1723) Similar to 
1727 above, but 
with high base 
and offset arm for 
use with sliding 
screens 

1732 Set. Wrought 1729 Wrought 
Steel. For sash Steel. Sash can 

eBe 

hung outside cas be held in any 
‘ing. Special flared position for venti- 

hook won't slip lation. Especially 
from eye. Wing- qood where slid 
nut fasteners hold ing screens are 
sash securely. used. 

< eat 

1718. Wrought Steel. Revers- 
ible. Locks sash when closed. 

1719 Wrought Steel. End slot 
in arm is shaped to make a tight 
wedge-fit in the quide 

STORM SASH HANGERS 

i
 

1713 Wrought Steel for light sash. 1714 
for heavy sash. Use where head casing 
will not permit use of surface hangers 

1716 Wrought Steel; 171614 Wrought 
Brass. For heavy sash hung flush with 
casing. Made of extra heavy metal 

1717 Wrought Steel. For sash hung flush 
with casing. Shape of hook allows sash to 

1716 be easily hung from inside 1716 

Trade Mark 

CAREFREE DOORS 
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NOW—ADD NEW PROFITS TO 

YOUR REGULAR VOLUME WITH 

INTERNATIONAL 

STEEL BUILDING MATERIALS 

Industries in your city are 
expanding ... outgrowing 
their old buildings ... 
looking for a quick and 
economical solution to 
their new housing prob- 
lems. 

With International's help, 
you can fill the building 
needs of the industries in 
your locality ... and add 
profitable new volume to 
your regular business. 

International Steel Build- 
State Office Building ings are individually de- 

All-Welded’ Construction signed to fill special indus- 
trial requirements, but are 
assembled from standard 
parts carried in stock. 
They are low in first cost, 
inexpensive to maintain, 
durable and fire-safe. 

Whether you want a steel 
building for an industrial 
plant, trusses for a garage 
or steel sash for an apart- 
ment, International can 
give you prompt delivery 

Ces Guage mae mer from its vast stock—at 
“i te competitive prices! 

on , — oe EE. Ae er EEE 
» ‘ he of 

' é +e 

SEE RE WW owe wenes 

Lf lelal 

Paramus Skating Rink, Park Ridge, N. J. 
220'x120’ floor area with clear span bowstring truss. 

WRITE TODAY for catalogs and prices of 
International Standard Steel Building Materials 
—including Structural Steel, Bowstring Trusses, 
Steel Doors and Windows, Steel Buildings, Lin- 
tels, Joists, Beams, Store Fronts, Airplane Han- 
gars, Deck and Roof Sheets. 

INTERNATIONAL 

STEEL COMPANY 

1342 Cleveland Ave. Evansville, Indiana 
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Safe Loads on Stud Partitions 

Weight and Strength Based on Actual Size Board Measure. 
Add Weight of Plaster or Ceiling. 

Single Plate Top and Bottom Included, Same Size as Studs. 
Safe Load Based on Studs Being Bridged at Center. 

Distance 
on Per Linear Foot of Partition 

Nominal Actual centers, Height, Safe load, Weight, Board 
size size inches feet pounds pounds feet 
2x4 15, x 3% 12 8 3723 16.30 6.66 

- - 10 3180 19.56 8.00 
ie yas 6s 12 2631 22.82 9.33 
on = 16 8 2793 13.04 5.33 
” - va 10 2385 15.50 6.33 
- ad - 12 1974 18.75 7.66 

2x6 1% x5% 12 ~ 5767 25.30 10.00 
~ pis - 10 4926 30.56 12.00 
pa - - 12 4076 35.42 14.00 
si 85 16 8 4326 20,24 8.00 
” = ve 10 3699 24.03 9.50 
. ye = 12 3057 27.83 11.00 

24%,x6 24x5% 12 8 9079 34.30 12.50 
26 - = 10 8250 41.16 15.00 
™ By = 12 7422 48.02 17.50 
we - 16 8 27.44 10.00 
- ve me 10 6187 32.59 12.00 
a ‘eg os 12 5566 37.73 13.75 

3x6 2% x5% 12 8 11823 42.00 15.00 
we - - 10 10992 50.40 18.00 
se = 12 10175 59.80 21.00 
” wa 16 8 88' 33 60 12.00 

. 7 10 8244 39.90 14.25 
” " ” 12 7630 46.20 16.50 

2x8 1% x7% 12 8 7692 33.80 13.33 
' - - 10 6570 40.56 16.00 

- - - 12 5436 47.32 18.66 
= wa 14 4315 54.08 21.33 

se 16 5769 27.04 10.66 
” ” 10 4927 32.11 12.66 
. Pe . 12 4077 18 14.66 

. sd 14 3236 42.25 16.66 
2u%x8 24%x7% 12 12382 46.80 16.66 

“te 10 11252 56.16 20.00 
F wi - 12 10122 65.52 23.33 
; : " 14 9008 74. 26.66 
‘ 5 16 9286 37.44 13.33 
: “ss 2s 10 8439 44.46 15.83 

” : -” 12 7591 51.48 18.33 
mi 14 6756 58.50 20.83 

3x8 2% x7% 12 8 16124 57.20 20 
is ate 10 1496 68. 24.00 
= 5 12 13877 80.08 28.00 
ra : 14 12743 91.52 32.00 
a : 16 8 12093 45.76 16.00 
= ™ 10 11242 54.34 19.00 
= . - 12 10408 62.92 32.00 
. * 14 9557 71.50 25.00 

Miscellaneous 

To Drill Hardened Steel. Cover your steel with melted bees- 
wax; when coated and cold, make a hole in the wax with a fine 
pointed needle or other article the size of holes you require, put 
a drop of strong nitric acid upon it; after an hour rinse off and 
apply again; it will gradually eat through. A mixture of one 
ounce of sulphate of copper, % ounce of alum, % teaspoonful of 
powdered salt, one gill vinegar and 20 drops of nitric dcid will 
make a hole in steel that is too hard to cut or file easily. 
A small hole drilled at the end of a crack in sheet steel will 

stop it from growing longer. 

To Sharpen Reamers. Use a stone on face and top of cutting 
edge, taking care to keep stone perfectly flat. 

To Temper Steel on One Edge Only. Dip the edge to be tem- 
pered into hot lead until proper color; then temper in ordinary 
fashion. 
Annealing Steel. For small pieces of steel take a piece of gas 

pipe two or three inches in diameter and put the pieces in It, 
first heating one end of the pipe and drawing it together, leav- 
ing the other end open to look into. When the pieces are of 4 
cherry red, cover the fire with sawdust; use a charcoal fire, and é 
leave the steel in over night. 

In Turning Steel or Other Hard Metal. Use a drop composed 
of petroleum, two parts, and turpentine, one part. This will 
insure easy cutting and perfect tools when otherwise the work 
would stop, owing to the breakage of tools from the severe strain. 

To Clean Rusty Steel. Mix ten parts of tin putty, eight parts 
of prepared Buck’s-horn and twenty-five parts of Spirit of Wine 
to a paste. Cleanse the steel with this preparation; finally rub 
off with soft blotting paper. Immerse the articles in kerosene 
oil for some time and the rust will loosen and come off easily. 
Ammonia Citrate takes rust and oxides off iron without attack- 

ing the iron. 
To Clean Zinc. Rub with a piece of cotton cloth dipped in kero- 

sene, afterwards with a dry cloth. 

TO COPPER IRON OR ZINC 
Brine water, three quarts; Sulphate of Copper, one pound. 

Mix, immerse the article, and let it remain till the color suits 
Then wash and dry in sawdust. 

TO LOOSEN A SCREW THAT IS RUSTED IN IRON OR WOOD 
Heat a piece of iron and then place it against the head of the 

screw: the heat will cause the screw to expand and break the 
rust; let it cool off, and the screw will contract again, and 
then be easily removed. 
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me © JUST WHAT DOES CALCIUM CHLORIDE DO FOR 

A COLD WEA HER CONCRE E 

feet 
6.66 
8.00 ‘ 

6.33 . 
7.66 
10.00 
2.00 
4.00 
8.00 

2.50 
 — Do You KNOW THESE FACTs: 
0.00 
ae @ The National Bureau of Standards tests show that the 

5.00 one-day strength of 40° F. concrete was 91% less than 70° F. 

“1+ concrete . . . that it takes three days for 40° F. concrete to 

re equal the one-day strength . . . that at seven days, the 40° F. 

6.50 concrete was still 50% weaker than 70° F. concrete. 

8.88 @ SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE IS A DEFINITE 

0.88 AID IN OFFSETTING THE EFFECTS OF LOW TEM- 

4.08 PERATURES. 
6. 
88 National Bureau of Standards tests prove that addition of 

3.33 calcium chloride to 40° F. concrete increased the one-day 

17} strength 300% .. . three-day strength 117% .. . seven- 

to day strength 75%. 

0.0 @ SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE USED WITH ALL 

8.0 PORTLAND CEMENTS—halves time with high early, as 

my well as standard, white and colored portland cements. 
19.00 
y @ BETTER CONCRETE, ADDED SAFETY, LOWER 

COSTS. 

@ Solvay Calcium Chloride increases final strength 8 

bees- to 12% . . . provides dependable curing . . . produces 

+o denser, more waterproof concrete. 

fone @ Early strength shortens cold weather danger. 
ul 0 

a will @ Total costs are substantially cut since delays are 

oe avoided, forms removed earlier, finishing speeded. 

atting GET ALL THE FACTS FROM THIS NEW BOOK 

-— New 44 page book, packed full of facts on the use of calcium 

linary chloride in concrete. Mail coupon immediately for your copy. 

f gas 
ef FF SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 

. of a Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by The Solvay Process Company 
>, and 
as 40 RECTOR STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

posed 
———<— 8 8=£h37 tet" ies 
work SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION | 

= 40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y. | 
parts | 
A Kindly send me a copy of your new booklet 

TRADE MARK A a oe “Calcium Chloride and Portland Cement.” 
oasily. : 

ttack- 
| 

Name | 

kero. | 

CHLORIDE ! 

ous l 

yooD Or BETTER CONCRETE 

| 
State of the 

a MAU TA MRUNY RM co comsscor Archie Phat Opeator Caines 
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FLOOR FURNACES 

IN LOW cosT 

HOMES 

BECAUSE THEY 

SAVE MONEY! Payne Gas Floor Furnaces elim- 

inate costly basement excavations, are quickly and 

easily installed. Scientifically designed and preci- 

sion-built for years of trouble-free service, Payne 

furnaces do away with expensive service calls. 

BECAUSE THEY 

GIVE Satisfaction! Payne Gas Floor Furnaces are 

the finest built — provide instant, healthful, circu- 

lating warmth. Homeowners are enthusiastic about 

Payne's unitized heating — warmth when and where 

it is wanted, at the right temperature, with no waste 

fuel. Profit by the prestige of Payneheat! 

Recirculating air system 
provides constant circula- 
tion at uniform tempera- 
ture. The air never comes in 
contact with the gas flame. 
No oxygen depletion. No 
sweating walls. No excessive 
dryness, Manual or automa- 
tic control. Eight sizes from 
15,000 to 80,000 B.T.U.'s per 
hour. 

... BUT DON'T STOP THERE... 

Finish up a good installation with the famous Payne 
“A” Vent — the safest, most efficient vent pipe you can 
buy! An inner tube of 99.6% pure aluminum, imper- 
vious to burned gas, produces a hot stack almost imme- 
diately, assuring perfect draft. Two layers of asbestos 
and an outer casing of galvanized iron give full insula- 
tion which prevents cooling of the inner tube — over- 
heating on the outside. 

Don't take a chance on inferior venting. Look for the 
orange-spiral stripe that marks Payne “A” Vent! 

PAYNE FURNACE & SUPPLY Co., Inc. 

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 
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News of the Month 

Building Activities and Meetings 
——— 

September Building Continues Upward 

Trend; 50 Per Cent Above 1938 Likely 

FOR the first half of September contract figures from F, W 
Dodge Corporation showed that residential building amounted 

$52,674,000 in 37 eastern states. Since this figure is almost 50 per 
cent larger than that for the same period last year, the foreign 
situation had not caused any adverse change in the upward trend 
of residential building during this first two weeks for whic 
figures are available. The statistics for the four classes of con 
struction, as recorded during August, are as follows: 

37 Eastern States August, 1939 August, 1938 
Residential ...$127,163,000 
Non-Residential 69,882,000 
Public Works 95,170,000 
Utilities 20,113,000 

$ 99,732,000 
87,316,000 
88,113,000 
37,980,000 

Sept. 1-15, "3 
$ 52,674,00 

41,670,00 
41,566,00( 
24,341,001 

Total $312.328.000 $313.141,000 $160.251,0% 

| NEWS BRIEFS- 

4 H. SIMMONS, advertising manager of the Crane Co., ha: 
* been promoted to manager of advertising and sales promo 

tion, succeeding Russell G. Creviston, who assumes a new position 
director of trade relations. ... JAMES A. STERLING, former) 
advertising and sales promotion manager of 
the Norge Div., Borg-Warner Corp., has 
been advanced to the position of general mer- 
chandise manager for all Norge products; 
George G. Whitney succeeds Mr. Sterling 
as advertising manager. BERGER 
Mig. Div., Republic Steel Corp., has been 
awarded the largest recorded U. S. order 
of kitchen cabinets to be used for Metro- 
politan Life’s Parkchester Development, 
which has 12.247 kitchens. 

H. H. SIMMONS 

* * * 

‘BUILDING BUZZ _ by Edgar Allen, Jr. 

ACLME- | 

LUN TRALTING 

| j 

4 

“| think you'd better put in an additional 
large closet—my husband insists on «0 den!” 

| 
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ROUGHING IN" 

tarts Snmediately 
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STEEL FLOOR AND ROOF SYSTE 7 . 
ote Pkn; 

Vhe Quick-UWelided Tireproog, Consleuclion 

HERE is no waiting for concrete to dry when 

- you build floors, roofs or ramps of Wheeling 

ma Long-Span Steel joists. Each unit is pre-fabricated 

of 12 or 14 gauge Wheeling COP-R-LOY to correct 

dimensions and is ready to put into position and 

weld to adjoining joists. No cutting. No fitting. And 

no chance of wrong assembly. Accuracy does not 

depend upon the skill of the workman. The com- 

pleted deck is instantly available for the supplies 

of steamfitters, electricians and 

i) ee H in” A crew of 6 men can place, weld and complete approximately 1,000 
yy) me \ , tradesmen. Roughing = pant of Long-Span Steel Floor and Roof System in one hour 

y” ity immediately. Write for full details. , 
cs 

\ LONG SPAN WELDED wre . RIGID DECK 
STEEL 
JOISTS 

WHEELING CORRUGATING CO. 

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA 

Offices in Principal Cities FOR ANY TYPE | OR BUILT-UP 

OF FLOOR/ING| ROOF/NG Ss ie gee Pee ae ry ’ : 



(hat KINNEAR means 

Quick and accurate estimates on all door requirements... 

accurate designs and working drawings ... the full cooper- 

ation, at the time of installation, of a trained construction 

crew ... relief from the responsibility entailed in speedy 

and proper installation ... these are a few of the reasons 

Kinnear Doors have won such wide favor among contrac- 

tors. They have learned that when they accept the Kinnear 

bid, they are money ahead ... and, at the same time, they 

protect their reputation for rendering client satisfaction. 

STEEL ROLLING DOORS 

Rugged, highly efficient and space-saving. Interlocking steel-slat cur- 

tain rolls upward in steel jamb-grooves, and coils compactly overhead. 

For manual, mechanical or electrical operation. The original door of 

this type—its efficiency proved over nearly half a century! 

Rol-TOP DOORS, ood or All-Steol 

Highest Quality, sectional, upward acting doors that operate on special 

ball bearing rollers in rigidly mounted steel tracks. Counterbalanced 

for easiest operation. Weathertight seal. The all-steel Rol- 

Top is exceptionally durable—can’t sag, warp, split or pull apart. Built 

in any size with provision for any number of light sections. 

“keystone” 

Kinnear also makes Steel Rolling Fire Doors and Shutters, Bi-folding 

Doors, Barrier Rol-TOP Doors, the famous Kinnear Steel Rolling Grille 

and other special types of upward-acting doors. Write for catalog 

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

1560-80 FIELDS AVENUE COLUMBUS, OHIO 

Offices and Agents In Principal Cities 
Factories: Columbus,Ohio; San Francisco, Cal. 

INNEAR 

ROLLING DOORS 
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LETTERS from Readers 

on All Subjects 

Facts, opinions and advice 

welcomed here 

Correcting Davison’'s Figures 

Washington, D.C. 
To the Editor: 

This letter will prove that I have not entirely forgotten my 
promise to send to you some material in reference to the relative 
bearing of interest rate and building cost reduction on the total 
expense to the owner in acquiring a house. 

The following example illustrates the effect of a 10% reduction 
in building costs as compared to a 10% reduction in interest rates, 
as prepared by our Research Division. 

Assuming a $5,000 house, a $500 down payment, a $4,500 
mortgage for 25 years, % of 1% FHA premium, a tax rate of 
$25 per $1,000 (the approximate national average), hazard in- 
surance premium of $30 per year, and water rent of $15 per year, 
the monthly payments based on a 5% mortgage would be: 
Monthly amortization payment to principal and interest 

($4,500 mortgage) 
Average FHA premium............ 
Average taxes 
Average hazard insurance premium aes geet 
Average water rent 

Total monthly payment a 
Based on a 414% mortgage, the monthly payment would be: 

Monthly amortization payment to principal and interest 
($4,500 mortgage)............. 

Average FHA premium.... 
Average taxes 
Average hazard insurance premium. 
Average water rent.................... 

Total monthly payment = $40.32 
Consequently, a 10% reduction in the ‘mortgage interest rate 

from 5% to 4%4% results in a reduction in the home owner's 
meaty payment of $1.30 or 3.12%. 

On the other hand, assuming that the $5,000 house can be pro- 
duced for $4,500 as a result of a reduction in material, labor, or 
land cost, and with the same down payment, the monthly payment 
would be: 
Monthly amortization payment to principal and interest 

($4,000 mortgage) 
Average FHA en 
Average taxes* 
Average hazard insurance premium* 
Average water rent.............. ; 

Total monthly payment 
*Based on the reduced value of the property. 

This is a reduction of $4.37, or more than 10%, in the month) 
payment. 

In other words, a 10% reduction in the original cost of the 
house is more than three times as effective as a 10% reduction in 
the interest rate. A 10% reduction in the interest rate results 
in a saving to the borrower over the entire 25 years of $390, but 
a reduction in any or all of the items entering into the original 
construction of the house, amounting to 10% of the original cost 
of the house, results in a saving over the entire period of $1,311 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION, 
By Miles L. Colean, Assistant Administrator. 

More About John T. Flynn's Article 

Wichita, Kans 
To the Editor: 

I am sending you a copy of a letter which I recently sent © 
The Reader's Digest, Pleasantville, N.Y. It reads as follows: 

“In the last issue of your magazine, there appears an article 
(Continued to page 110) 
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McKinney Forged Iron Sam- 
ple Boards tell a complete 

age oe sales story of authentic. de- 
/ sign, master craftsmanship 

and beautiful texture. 

Available in nine standard 
panels that make easier sell- 
ing for you and easier buy- 
ing for your customers. 

Write for Complete 

Details 

t j 

McKINNEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY : PITTSBURGH, PA. 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF GOOD HARDWARE FOR 73 YEARS 

ONE MAN CAN MORTISE 

400 DOORS PER DAY! 

Carter Lock Mortiser Makes BIG Profits for Contractors 

N one Ohio real estate de- 
velopment alone, a Carter 

Lock-Mortiser paid for itself in 
just five days... and then went 
right ahead piling up profits for 
the contractor. 

Quickly set up, the Carter 
Lock-Mortiser cuts a finished 
mortise in just 30 seconds — can 
be arranged to spot for knob 
and keyhole. In continuous 
operation, it will actually mor- : 
tise a door a minute. Four CLIP THE COUPON Now! 
simple adjustments change 
over from one size lock to 

6 ; | 
another in 90 seconds. Uniform a R. L. Carter Div., The Stanley Works + fend h t. And ‘ 133 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn 
ee vepaenarhes ovens er cul. - Please send complete literature and t 
every mortise is parallel with B prices on the Carter Lock-Mortiser 5 
stile and exactly centered. 7 —— f 

; i f 
Send coupon right now for §@ Address ' 

the facts on this money maker. t ; 
5 City State k 

CARTER  wakin 



(Controlled building 

controlled costs —— 

therefore profits assured 

That s what the contractor has 
—and gets—with Precision-Built 
construction! 
“TOMORROW’S HOMES” tells 

the full story of the Precision- 
Built method, shows you how 
to control building, control 
costs, use local labor and local 
materials, and be sure of your 
profits in advance! 

This book, written after 15 
years of research, tells exactly 
how to sell, fabricate and erect 
houses —in 17 30 days. It 
shows you how to cut costs. 
“TOMORROW'S HOMES” con- 
tains more than 300 pages and 
is profusely illustrated with 
photographs and full construc- 

tion details. It provides a com- 
plete, accurate and rapid esti- 
mating system—with area, lineal 
foot and cubic yard tables from 
1‘0" x 1'0” to 50’x 50’. 
The Precision-Built System of 

Construction is thoroughly 
proved. Some $3,000,000 of 
architect- designed, Precision- 
Built Homes have already been 
erected. The results of this 
experience are available to you. 

This valuable new book— 
normally priced at $10.00 per 
copy —is privileged to estab- 
lished builders at $5.00 per 
copy. Use the coupon below— 
mail it in today —to make cer- 
tain of getting your copy. 

Weatheraroof 

ASOTE 

Iniutating and Building Board 

HOMASOTE 

to 

OMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 

l enclose check money order to secure _ copies of 
TOMORROW'S HOMES ar $5.00 per copy 
( ) 1 would like further details about TOMORROW'S HOMES. 

Name 

Address 

Caty State Bi... 

| 

| 

| 

Wants “Collier's” to Apologize 

linerican Jctobe) Bruald - 

| Letters— (Continued from page 10s 

by Mr. John T. Flynn condemning the building industry {: ~ 

methods and practices and everyone who owns a home or pays 
as suckers. 

“It was a great surprise to me, as to many others, that 
magazine published this article. I have wanted to believe y 
I read in The Reader's Digest, and there is so much that [I know 
is untruthful in Mr. Flynn’s article 

“In our trade papers there have appeared many replies t: 
Flynn’s brain storm. 
“May I call to your attention an article by R. E. Sabers: 

the August issue of the American Builder. Mr. Sabersoi 
delved into the accusations made by Mr. Flynn, and points 
specifically where some of them are wrong 

“You will not be fair to your readers unless you also pul 
Mr. Saberson’s article. There are two sides to problems, ai 
this one you will agree, after reading Mr. Saberson’s artick 
that plain common sense makes his side the right side. 

“Be fair to one of our largest industries, be fair to all thos 
whom Mr. Flynn brands as suckers, as your readers do live 
house Saberson’s article.” 

DAVIS, The 
s, and publish Mr. 

BILL Long-Bell Lumber Compa 

Stafford Springs, Cor 
To the Editor: 
Pardon me if I suggest that the title of your editorial, pag 

August, should be “Building Industry Wants the Public to Have 
the Truth.” 

We poor lumbermen are tired of having this stuff taking 
valuable space in the trade papers. There should be brains a 
money enough in our industry to force Collier’s to apologize 
and retract some of the implications in Mr. Flynn’s article, an 
then to publish the truth, unadulterated by political propaga 
about this business of “home building.” 

C. H. MOORE, The C. H. Moore Co., 

me 

Building Materials 

Detroit Project Attracts Interest 

Grosse Pointe Park, Mi 
To the Editor : 

I think you and your staff did a wonderful job in your pres 
tation of the activities of our Association, the building business 
in Detroit, and our 1939 Project. This is an opinion whic 
apparently widely shared, if the evidence pointing to that con 
sion continues to pile up. We have already received numerous 
letters and inquiries originating in all parts of the country 
distinct indication of the reader interest in your magazine 

W. J. GUINAN, Builde 

Fighting Building Rackets in Detroit 

Detroit, Mic 
To the Editor: 

I am enclosing our letter to the Michigan Attorney Genera 
Lansing and his reply. Incidentally, it entirely coincided 
the opinion we had formed some four weeks ago. Our 
together with Mr. Read’s, merely complete one part ot 
record. But the matter is not finished. In the war whicl 
Greater Detroit Home Builders’ Association conducting 
decent government, especially where it touches the building 
industry, this exchange represents only a minor skirmish 

GREATER DETROIT HOME BUILDERS’ ASSOCIA 

wit! 
i¢ 

is 

By W. J. Guin 

Detroit, Aug. 17, 192 
Honorable Thomas Read, 
Attorney General for the State of Michigan, 
Lansing, Mich.: 

The activity directed toward convening a Grand Jur 
delve into the alleged racketeering in the building industry has 
assumed an ominous degree of immobility. 

3ut while official movement appears gradually to approac! 
dead stop, rumors grow and multiply. 

These rumors are not at all complimentary either to the 
enforcing officers of the State or to the present state of pol! 
morals (Continued to page 

law 
tica 
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS REDUCED 

Wiz UNITS 
MADE OW 

THIS MACHINE 

THIS AUTOMATIC MACHINE PRODUCES NOT 
ONLY DUNBRIK but also DUNSTONE in 16 sizes, 
offering savings of 1/3 in material costs, 4% in mortar and 
1/3 in labor, thus bringing permanent construction costs 
down to the level of good frame 
SOME DUNBRIK MANUFACTURERS, FOR 

MERLY CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS, recently 
established, have used or sold millions of units. One sold 
over three million the first vear. Another sold 39 out of 
45 home builders. Names furnished upon request 
THEY WERE EQUIPPED WITH EXCLUSIVE 

LINE PRODUCTION MACHINERY enabling them 
to manufacture at lowest cost. Their equipment costs were 
but a fraction of former methods of equal capacity. They 
were granted definite franchises protecting their market, 
business and future, including engineering and advertising 
service 
WE ALSO SUPPLIED THEM WITH PROVEN 

PROCESSES AND FORMULAS for producing 
DUNBRIK-DUNSTONE in over 40 colors, shades and 
textures. Products now being used by Government and 
City Building Departments throughout the country 
INVESTIGATE. LET US PROVE TO YOU THIS 

OUTSTANDING MANUFACTURING OPPOR 
TUNITY. Write today for free booklets. They tell the 
whole story. Prepare now to cash in on the coming short 
age in building materials and price advances 

W. E. DUNN MFG. CO. 

450 West 24th St., Holland, Michigan 

WEICHTS, 
CORDS OR 
PULLEYS 

The Most Perfect Window 

for any home is the double-hung window with 
Pullman UNIT Sash Balances. Pullman Sash Bal- 
ances assure perfect window control. They give you 
easy, quiet operation and entirely encased al!! 
pressed steel construction; light in weight and non- 
breakable. 

ADJUSTABLE BALANCES 
Tansion of inside coiled spring is quickly changed 
with an ordinary screw driver, without removing 
balances. Patented reg 7 
You can install a set in 10 to 15 minutes. This is 

the greatest improvement in Sash Balances in 50 ri a Write for FREE 
Guaranteed for the life of the building LITERATURE 

PULLMAN MFG. CORPORATION 
Established 1886 

PEERLESS MANUFACT A Half Century of Progress 

__ 1400 West Ormsby Ave. 1180 University Ave. Rochester, N.Y. 



PRICED — DESIGNED 

FOR SMALL HOMES 

* The Heat Extractor is especially 

designed and priced for small 
homes. Sections are assembled at 

the factory, the wet base reduces 
setting-up time and the amount 

of insulation around the combus- 
tion chamber. 

The water-backed base con-| 

serves heat that ordinarily escapes | 
through the base and floor, and | 

also permits the boiler to set on| 
a wood floor. 

Other features: Fingers on 
heating surface; long fire travel 
through five flue passages; beauti- 

ful red and black crinkle finish; 
plus a bond to guarantee ratings 
and materials. 

*% Model illustrated is for oil-firing. 
Burner can be placed at front or rear. 
Also available for coal or gas. Sensitive 
damper regulation, ash pan and other 
new features on hand-fired model. See 
your heating contractor for complete 
details or write for catalog. 

THe NaTioNAL Raoiator Company 

General Offices * Johnstown, Pa. 

| Letters— 
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(Continued from page 110) 

We can scarcely believe that anyone can be unconscious of the 
fact that there has been unceasing criminal activity during the 
past two years in the Detroit area, which has had as its ob- 
jective the demoralizing of the local building industry. 
We can scarcely believe that anyone can be unaware of the 

fact that such activity adds considerable to the cost of home 
building, and by the same token, lessens the opportunity 
home ownership. 

Nor can we possibly be convinced that Government, which has 
been in a constant state of (PUBLIC) anguish for the past five 
years over the condition of housing costs, and has constantly 
bewailed (PUBLICLY) this fact, can be unaware (PRIVATE- 
LY) that racketeering and criminal destructiveness add to the 
cost of housing. And that the subsequent burden falls on the 
small home owner and taxpayer. 
We cannot conceive of the possibility that the officials whose 

sworn duty it is to protect the lives, properties and rights of 
(ALL) the people can be ignorant of the fact that within the 
last two years 

1. Homes have been blown up and destroyed. 
2. Homes have been stained, damaged and wrecked. 
3. Workingmen have been threatened, intimidated and beaten up 
And finally, we cannot believe that Government (PRIVATE- 

LY) is ignorant of the fact that not one single constructive or 
effective step has been taken to correct this situation, and to 
eliminate such by convicting and _ punishing 
responsible. 

It is not strange that the air is filled with rumors; it would 
be very strange if the opposite were true. 

If the man in the street thinks the proposed Grand Jury in- 
vestigation has sunk in the cesspool of political expediency, 
who can say that his logic is bad? Racketeering and big money 
are evil twins, and who can blame the man in the street if he 
thinks these twins (PRIVATELY) exert more influence than 
the entire body of honest citizenry? 
Who can blame the man in the street if he is becoming skeptical 

of the (PUBLIC) Government concern in the matter of Housing, 
when events shape themselves to indicate that this concern 
(PRIVATELY) is only a (PUBLIC) display of empty lip 
service. 
We are, therefore, directing to you this injuiry, that these 

rumors, at least within the building industry, may cease to be 
rumors; that they may be destroyed or translated into fact. 

And we earnestly solicit your consideration of the following 
questions and respectfully request specific answers: 

1. Has the proposed plan for a Grand Jury Investigation of 
unlawful practices in the Detroit Building Industry been 
abandoned? Is so, why? 
If this plan has not been abandoned, what is the present 
position of the plan, and when may definite action be ex- 
pected ? 

THE GREATER DETROIT HOME BUILDERS’ 
ASSSOCIATION. 

of 

yractices those I 

Lansing, Mich., August 25, 1939. 
Mr. Edmund Kuhlman, 
Executive Vice President, 
Greater Detroit Home Builders’ Assn. : 

For your information, I wish to advise that during the last 
three months, with the limited facilities available, I investigated 
the alleged racketeering to the end that sufficient information 
would be obtained to warrant the calling of a grand jury. 

Under date of August 21, I filed with the Circuit Court for 
the County of Wayne a petition asking that a grand jury be 
convened for the purpose of investigating alleged building 
rackets, gambling, bribery and other crimes in the Detroit area 

This petition was denied by the Wayne circuit bench sitting 
en banc. At the time that my petition was denied, a prior pett- 
tion was before the court which was sufficiently broad to include 
all that I had hoped to bring before the grand jury. This petition 
was granted. Therefore, co-operating with the grand jury, we 
have today offered and made available to the grand jury all the 
information in our files pertaining to the alleged rackets in the 
Detroit area. I suggest that any information obtained by you by 
reason of your private investigation be turned over to Hon 
Homer Ferguson or his staff. 

THOMAS READ, Attorney General, State of Michigan. 
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One Room Paneled 

with GENUINE Woop 

in Every Modern Home! 

—yesterday, a designer’s dream; 

- «+ to-day, a reality 

DELUXE 

WELDBORD 

DECORATIVE HARDWOOD PANELS 

at 17} 

Per Sq. Ft. 

F. O. B. Warehouse 

abruptly take fine woods 

out of the luxury class and put them 

within the budget-reach of everyone 

who builds or re-models. 

WELDBORD panels come in 
economical BIG sizes—4'x8’, 4’x7’ and 4’x6’, 

in 14" thicknesses only. They are HARD- 

WOOD PLYWOOD throughout with faces 
of American Walnut, Plain White Oak or 

African Mahogany, all faces running the 
long way of the panel, and all are hot-press 

resin-bonded for unusual permanence. Pre- 

finished panels with matching moldings at 
somewhat higher prices. 

THINK OF IT! The paneling for 
a 12’x15’ living room costs less than $55.00. Compare 
this with the cost of any other type of wall finish— 
and the WELDBORD wall is far more durable, costs 
nothing to maintain and has all the aristocratic yet 
delicate charm which man has associated with fine 
woods since time began. 

For DRI-WALL Construction 

use Blue Label WELDBORD 

the hardwood plywood wallboard which takes 
paint or wall paper perfectly. Cross-grain con- 
struction for extra stiffness—check-proof sur- 
face—no grain faising. 

Wie¢ per Sq. Ft. in most localities 

Lumber Dealers! Write for details of our 

**We-Stock-It”’ Selling plan 

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

616 WEST 46th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Branch Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities 
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Man PLUS idea 

leads to another 

triumph for 

CONCRETE 

Concrete demonstration home erected by 
John D. Edwards, Milwaukee, Wis. Con- 
crete walls, partitions, floor. Good looks, 
big value and aggressive merchandising 
pulled in the crowds—and made sales! 

Builder John D. Edwards 

of Milwaukee builds and sells 

37 firesafe Concrete Homes 

in one year ! 

Mr. Edwards set out to offer buyers homes of 

such beauty, of such obvious and lasting struc- 

tural value that sales-appeal would be sure-fire. 

And he did it—by the same means that has chalked 

up a long list of successes in other Cities. 

Mr. Edwards built a demonstration home—of 

CONCRETE. Through newspaper advertising 

and sales literature, he featured the fact that con- 

crete won't burn. Concrete is firesafe and storm- 

proof... resistant to rot, rust, termites and decay 

... warm in winter, cool in summer .. . thrifty 

in upkeep. Prospects flocked in. He sold and 

built 37 concrete houses in 1938, and is having 

another big year in 1939. 

Test Concrete’s Appeal in Your Community 

There’s plenty of proof that builders and realtors 

can increase their sales and profits by becoming 

known as local builders of concrete homes. The 

first step is to get an attractive design. Then build 

a demonstration home. And feature the beauty, 

firesafety, long life and economy of concrete in 

sales calls and advertising. 

Write us for helpful information 

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
Dept. A10-3, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete. 



Temaeal insulates the residence of George RK. Johnson, Warren, O. East Ohio 
Warren, dealer. Interstate Sash & Door Cc Lumber Co Cleveland, wholesaler 

STEP UP SALES Toms , 

THE NEW, DOUBLE-SEALED SHEATHING! 

HERE’S plenty of good sales ammunition 

Ky you in Temseal—the new insulating 

sheathing made by Armstrong! This material is 

doubly sealed at the factory against both air 

and moisture infiltration. 

This double coating of asphalt and strong 

kraft paper reinforcement also gives Temseal un- 

usual strength. This makes buildings more rigid. 

Furthermore, the use of Temseal makes it un- 

necessary to use building paper or felt. 

the 

standard sheathing thickness of 259", and in 

Armstrong’s Temseal is available in 

large boards 4’ wide by 8’, 814’, 9’, 914’, 10’, and 

12’ long. Let us send you a sample and complete 

details about this new Armstrong’s Temlok prod- 

uct. Write today to Armstrong Cork Co., 

Building Materials Division, 979 Con- 

cord Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

Arms trong’s 

TEMLOK INSULATION 

De Luxe Interior Finishes 

TEMSEAL SHEATHING + LATH + MONOWALL 
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Letters— 

Social Security Funds for Home Financing 

Houston, Tex 
To the Editor : 

I have read the August issue of the American Builder wit! 
great deal of pleasure, especially the articles entitled, “The Build 
ing Industry Wants the Truth” and “The Building Industry's 
Ills Aired,” but neither article seemed to give any answer 
the problems of lower-cost housing that confront the buil 
industry. 

I own a lumber yard known as the “Texas Lay-More Tile & 
Lumber Company” at Three Rivers, Texas. Three Rivers is a 
small Texas town of 2250 population, agriculture and oil bh 
the business of the surrounding country, and we have the 
problems in lower-cost housing which apparently confront th 
rest of the country. Mr. B. J. Nelson is manager of my yard at 
Three Rivers and is a capable sales manager who thinks al 
and tries to overcome the obstacles that confront us. On 
numerous visits to Three Rivers we have discussed at lengt 
the problems of lower-cost housing for persons who can afi 
to pay no more than $10 to $15 per month for their home and 

| during these many discussions, we decided to use FHA Title | 
Class 3 Loans, which was apparently devised to meet this market 
however, we have been unable, thus far, to find a lending 
stitution that was willing to make this class of loan at 3% per 
cent discount with so little investment by the prospective owner 

The class of home purchasers interested in these small low 
cost homes will be the eventual recipients of the Social Security 
funds which are being amassed by our government, and the idea 
struck us that these funds could be put to exceptionally good 
use by providing homes now for the class of people who need 
them most and who will eventually be drawing from the Social 
Security funds when their earning days are over. Incidentall 
the interest returns on these funds would certainly build 
substantial reserves to be added to the tremendous amount of 
funds now accruing. We wrote to all the departments in Wash- 
ington that we could think of, including FHA, the Social S« 
curity Board, Old Age Benefit Board, and even to the President 
of the United States, and, of course, received courteous rej 
from each and every one of them explaining why it could 
be done, due to the present lack of legislation permitting the fu 
to be invested in that manner. In other words, the “buck passing 
was handled with extreme finesse each department. 
Nelson and I gave the job up as being one too large for us 
cope with. 

Last week I made one of my usual trips to Three Rivers 
found Mr. Nelson very much elated. He said to me, “Ger 
we had a very distinguished visitor in the yard this week. I was 
sitting at my drawing-board working on some plans and w 
dering how we could finance the job if we got it, when thre 
men walked in the yard. I walked over, extending my hand 
and said, ‘Nelson is the name.’ One of the gentlemen shook 
hands with me and said, ‘Garner is the name, John Garner fron 
Uvalde. My fishing partners and I are on the way to Corpus 
Christi for a little fishing trip. I saw your correspondence ir 
regard to the use of Social Security funds for small home finan 
ing and | think it is one of the best ideas that has been advanced 
Of course, you received the usual letters from the different d 
partments explaining why this could not be done; however, the 
proposition is not only entirely feasible, but extremely desirable 
and if you will proceed along certain lines to get the legislation 
inaugurated, I believe my office can be of help in seeing that 
the enabling legislation is passed.’” 

We have searched the length and breadth of the country 
funds to finance these small homes. The FHA has the setup { 
handling and insuring such loans, our only difficulty being 
secure the loan. I might add that we have no building and loa! 
association that we can turn to for this class of financial assistan 
and must depend upon outside funds. From our point of view 
we know what it will take to cure the ills of the building industr) 
in our small town and that is, money at a reasonable rate wit! 
which to provide homes for people in the low income bracket 

If your good office can stimulate a little agitation for the legis 
lation needed to turn loose Social Security funds for the purpos 
of building small homes, you will render a tremendously worth 
while service to the building industry as a whole. 

EUGENE C. TIPS, 
Texas Master Builders, I: 

by 
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Visit The 

Grench Pauilion 

at the New York World's Fair 
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Photo by courtesy of the French Government 

Salle des Fastes, Pavillon Francais, 

New York World's Fair 
Architects: Expert and Patout, with M. Chaume, collaborator, 

Paris, France 
Resident Architect: Dominique Berninger, New York 

General Contractors: James Stewart and Co., New York 
Plastering Contractor: J. A. Cuddihy Plastering Co., New York 

Hawk Spread White Finish Used 

3 . 

dich it Right! 

They insisted that only the finest materials 

be used in their building at the Fair. They 

were particular about the interior plaster 

work. So Hawk Spread White Lime Finish was 

used and the result is a thing of beauty. 

Hawk Spread White Finish and Ohio White Finish -- 
always packed in Zig Zag Bags for easy identifica- 

tion-- produce the finest plaster work. Write for 
booklet telling how they are made -- why they are 
better. 

The Ohio Hydrate & Supply Co., 

Woodville, Ohio 

PAPA PA NIN I ISS 
OHIO PRODUCTS SOLD EVERYWHERE IN FAMOUS ZIG ZAG BAGS 
Ohio White Finish—Hawk Spread White Finish—Ohio Rite- 
wall Fibered Lime Plaster—Ohio Sanlime Finish — Mastite 
Masonry Mortar—Ohio Masons Lime—Ohio Ground Lime. 

| | 

| | 
| 
| 
| | 

BUILDERS! 

Meet the Demand for 

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION 

| |! 

7 if oti hu’ 

SHEATHING SUAS PORCH COLUMNS 

By Protecting the Vital 20°. 

with QU PQND e . (haride 

PRESERVED LUMBER 

More and more home owners and investors are 

demanding protection against decay and termite 

damage—particularly for the ‘Vital 20%”—those 

sections of a building which are near the ground 

and foundations. 

Use lumber treated with Du Pont Chromated 

Zinc Chloride particularly for these vulnerable 

areas. It lasts 3 to 5 times longer than untreated 

lumber and it is: 

Decay resistant... termite repellent... 

fire retarding... readily fabricated... 

odorless... paintable... more resistant 

to abrasion ...clean... economical. 

Write today for complete details about Du Pont 

Chromated Zinc Chloride Preserved Lumber and 

the names of suppliers. 

E. |. pu Pont DE Nemours & COMPANY 
NCORPORATEDSO 

GRASSELLI CHEMICALS DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON (I|DIINT DELAWARE 
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"Tuere IS a “believe-it-or-not”’ 

difference in the two ends of this 

piece of wood. One is smooth, 

even, rich. The other rough, 

streaked and dull. Both were 

finished with the same stain, at 

the same time. BUT—the smooth, 

satin-like end was first given a 

single coat of LAUX REZ! Now 

note! That coat stops grain raise, 

provides a hard surface that 

finishes like hardwood. Try this 

test! See how REZ protects 

wood, gives a more beautiful 

finish. Write for free REZ sam- 

ple and additional information. 

LAUX SALES CO. 

(Division of I. F. Laucks,. Inc.) 

Seattle, Oakland, Los Angeles, Chi- 
cago, Minneapolis, Houston, Ports- 

mouth, Va.; Vancouver, B. C. 

Stocks available nationally: Harbor Ply- 
wood Corporation, distributors and ware- 
houses in 22 leading cities; Lumber Reserve 
Supply Co., Des Moines; Reserve Supply 
Co., Minneapolis; Minot Builders, Minot, 
N. D.; Building Service, Great Falls, Mont.; 
Kobler-McLister, Denver; Rust Sash & Door 
Co., Kansas City; 4-States Supply, Car- 
thage, Mo.; E. W. Camp, Cincinnati, 
Indianapolis; Lawrence R. McCoy, Worces- 
ter, Mass. 

RELLY Re DEE RACE TIO. ae: EPRI <n { 
4 \ 

The REZ Line 

(Synthetic resin finishes) 

REZ 
synthetic resin 
sealer, primer 

REZITEX 
exterior resin 
plastic paint 
REZICOTE 

stucco, brick, 
cement paint 
PLASTEREZ 
interior resin 
plastic paint 

h » mi 
cooette CES Sam wee 
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Letters— 

Likes New Home Design Book 

New Orleans, La. 
To the Editor: 

I have received my copy of “Buyer-Approved Homes of Known 
Cost.” I have also received the previous years’ issues of the 
similar book and have found them exceedingly valuable in con- 
nection with house designing. I believe, however, that this year's 
book is the best of any of them, and if possible, I would like to 
get another copy for my office use. 

W. H. SCALES, 
Architectural Engineer. 

Wants “Man Hours” Data 

Pawling, New York. 
To the Editor: 

I have received my first copy of your fine magazine. I am sure 
I will enjoy and benefit by reading it regularly. 

I honestly tell you that the “TruCost” section will be appreci- 
ated by me. However, it could be more useful and helpful if 
you would include in your article the “man hours” for each 
square, section or piece of work. 
a great extent. 

I don’t believe labor varies to 
If you would give us an average, it would be fine, 

JOHN F. RICE, Carpenter. 

Estimating Series Well Received 

South Pasadena, Calif. 
To the Editor : 

I have mailed to you article number IX with 6 illustrations, on 
“How to Estimate Accurately,” and will have the final artic 
in your hands shortly to complete this series in a suitable manner. 

I am still receiving requests for the previous articles already 
published by builders who have not seen the complete series: 
also requests for the concluding material. I have had letters from 
real estate promoters, lumber dealers, carpenters, contractors, 
one attorney, and today one from an architect. So apparently 
American Builder must enjoy a wide range of readers. 

J. DOUGLAS WILSON 
* * + 

How Derby Does It 

(Continued from page 58) 

primed by dipping in white lead and oil. 
nails driven flush. 
EXTERIOR MILLWORK—Clear Louisiana red cypress. 
SASH CORDS—Windows hung with Samson “Spot” cord, 

Samson Cordage Works, Boston. 
INTERIOR MILLWORK AND TRIM—Select cypress. 
STRUTS—1” x 6” struts on 4 centers nailed to bearing par- 

tition added to brace rafters. 
SUBFLOOR—Ends of subflooring nailed to 2” x 4” plate 

from underside. 
SCREENS—Full length 2-panel screens, galvanized hangers 

with 16-mesh aluminum wire cloth. 
FLOORS—Select 1” x 3” T. & G. plain red oak end-matched, 

machine sanded to smooth finish. One coat Pratt & Lambert 
oak floor filler rubbed in, 2 coats pure white gum shellac, 2 coats 
floor wax. 
SHEET METAL—Copper bearing galvanized iron 26-gauge 

with 2-oz. zinc coating per sq. ft. or heavier. 
TERMITE SHIELDS—26-gauge sheet metal placed to com- 

pletely isolate ground connections from woodwork of building. 
Exposed edges neatly crimped or angled. Bed fully on piers and 
other bearing surfaces. Special attention directed to shielding at 
steps. Shields with neat tight clamps placed on pipes rising 
from the ground and anchor rods rising from foundation. Give 
1 coat of red lead and 1 coat of lead and oil paint. 
ROOFING FELT—30-lb. asphalt saturated roofing felt not less 

than 4”. 
ROOFING—Filintkote Dutch lap asbestos shingles in colors 

selected to harmonize with exterior trim. 
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT—G-E dishwasher, sink with gar- 

bage disposal unit, Bendix home laundry, sink with garbage dis- 
posal unit to be roughed in by plumber and attached to wall by 

(Continued to page 118) 

Galvanized finishing 
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Guide to Better 
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FIREPLACES 
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bes and Home 
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k. @ This Twenty-First edition of the Donley catalog, 

anti fresh from the press, is much more than a record of | T H b [ Pp S Y 0 UJ 

merchandise. . . . In every page it conveys aid and 

reci- inspiration to the designer and builder of homes. . . . 
i ’ Full information and details for making fireplaces ‘s F L [ 4 0 UJ S b 5 { 

ap work efficiently. . . . Installation data showing the . 

fine. varied applications of Donley Heatsaver Fireplaces. 

Tr. . . « Incinerators, septic tanks, package and mail re- WOLMANIZED LUMBER* MEANS SAVINGS FOR 

ceivers, coal chutes, basement windows and scores of HOME BUYERS. MORE SALES FOR YOU 

helpful home devices are presented with exact data for 

if. ordering and installation of Donley Devices, sold by - , 

material dealers in every locality. Write today for this ars a nouns na ra a a af 

5, On newest issue, fresh from the printers. — — oo gp nr . — 
ticle ized Lumber! It is used because it 

ns DONLEY BROTHERS CO. — os = And : helps make — 

ries ; 13910 Miles Ave., Cleveland, O. ne a ee ne ee ee 
sit the home owner. 

tors, Use Wolmanized Lumber to put your 

= quality-and-economy point across. Tell pros- 

N. pects: ‘‘Notice the sills, joists, and subfloor 

Free or R eq uest in this house. These are danger points where 

wm decay and termite damage often causes ex- 

ne ~ if pensive repairs. But we have used Wolman- 

. BOOK _ The New ized Lumber at these points. Wolmanized 

aii —" American Builder Lumber is pressure treated with a preserva- 

:. iil 1 tive which gives thorough protection against 

cord, ; ome and Building Age damage. It safeguards the whole house, but 

1939 adds less than 2% to the total cost, far less 

par- Bb O 0 kK than an average ona bill !’’ 

It is a real value which helps you sell 

nies | GUIDE houses, and which has the approval of 

agers AMERICAN BUIDER It financing agencies. Write today for samples 

‘ Simmons Bordman Pbishng Corporati | °°} of pamphlets which you can use in explaining 

= _sseee | Wolmanized Lumber to your prospects. 

coats AMERICAN LUMBER & TREATING COM- 
In the index of this 64-page, 6 x 9 catalog you te : 

= will find listed the building books published or PANY, 1406 Old Colony Building, Chicago. 

revised within the past 10 years. The Book *Registered Trade-Mark 

com- Guide contains concise descriptions of 500 books, 
ding. booklets and estimating forms. The latest plan 
s and books, up-to-date estimating books, concrete 

ng at manuals, architectural handbooks and other 

‘Caen building books of all kinds are fully described. 

°° t less 
BOOK SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

-olors 2 2 o- oe : 
; American Builder and Building Age ome i 
gar- "| 10 PROTECT THE \. 

all y * ne Necemanleemnncend 



The new Model “O”" automatic Con- 
version Oil Burner—for new or existing 
home heating plants—provides stabilized 
air delivery, unobstructed air travel and 
quiet, clean combustion. Not 
temperamental. High winds, cold 
start-ups and poor draft conditions 
leave it virtually unaffected. 

Rear Views 
of Burner Assembly 

oil spray leaving the jet. 
perfect, sunflower-shaped fire. 

Dealers investigate! 

Write for Model "‘O’’ literature. 

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, inc. 
AIR CONDITIONING DIVISION 

TS924 RIOPELLE STREET @ DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: Engineering Industries Ltd. Leaside. Ontario 

Air passes across the end of the tube (not 
through it) with adequate rotation causing 
the air to spread out fan-shape in exactly 
the same manner and shape as the conica! 

The result is a 

¢ MIX FASTER 

¢ MOVE FASTER 

° BUILT TO 

“TARE IT” 

New End Di rge 
1/2 Bag Non-Titt 

You’re Right When 

You Pick CMC 

You get the newest in Mix- 

Tilters and Non-Tilt 

Mix faster, 

faster. No dead 

weight. Built to take it. 

You can bid right and be 

on the profit side with this 

kind of equipment. 

Write for New Catalog 
Get new catalog showing latest CMC Mixers... all sizes... 

ers, 

. all sizes. 

move 

New 
Non- 

1,24&3 
Tit Tra 

Plaster and Mortar Mixers, Dual Prime Pumps, Hoists, Saw 
Rigs, Carts and Barrows. 

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY q Waterloo, 
lowa 
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How Derby Does It 

carpenter. Bendix laundry roughed in by plumber and installed 
by manufacturer’s agent. G-E exhaust fan. Single circuit No. 10 
wire for above equipment. 
WIRING—G-E wiring, 6-panel switch box and circuit breaker 

Branch wiring No. 14, except for Bendix, Disposall and dishwasher 
circuit, No. 10, and except for circuit to refrigerator, No. 12 
EXTERIOR PAINT—3 coats Sherwin Williams and Deva 

& Raynolds exterior paint. Exterior wood finish back-primed 
before erection. Door and window frames primed immediately 
on arrival at job. 
FOUNDATION ANCHORS—Set 24 %” deformed reinforced 

mild billet steel bars in concrete foundation and bend upper end 
over joist to anchor house securely. 
LINOLEUM—Bathroom floors Sealex inlaid linoleum. \Valls 

covered with Sealex linoleum wall covering with aluminum edging 
BATHROOM FIXTURES—‘%S’ Biggs recessed tub with rim 

seat and safety bottom in white and stock colors, acid resisting 
Briggs wall-type lavatory and colored vitreous china closet com. 
bination with reverse trap bowl. 

(Continued from page 116) 

How Free Service Sells 

(Continued from page 59) 

Actually, the workshop on wheels is a guarantee that 

all homes built by the company are perfect in every 
respect. 

Is this an unnecessary expense to the builder? Fred 
Gellert doesn’t think so. He is a big, solid, enthusiasti: 

man, and he is thoroughly convinced of the value of 
service. 

“We have sold dozens of new homes through the ac- 

tivities of our service department,” he said. 
The workshop on wheels is an advertisement in itsel{ 

According to Thomas Maddock, superintendent, prospec 

tive buyers have even stopped the car on the street and 

inquired about this new service. 

Largely due to the leads turned up by the service de- 
partment there has been no summer slump in building at 

Standard. Business is forty per cent ahead of 1938 and 
new homes for August fifty per cent ahead of the same 
period last year. 

There are other advantages, besides sales, that have 

been gained from the workshop on wheels. This modern 

service department is helping Standard construct a better 
home at lower cost. Paradoxically, the longer the serv- 

ice department is in operation, the less need there is for it 

Defects found in older homes are remedied in building 

the new ones. An example of the type of trouble elim- 
inated is cited in the matter of sagging garage doors. The 

simple use of a strap hinge on these doors, instead of the 

old type, eliminated this annoyance completely. 
The rolling workshop serves much the same purpose 

in home construction as the testing department does for 
an automobile manufacturer. It takes the bugs out of 

new construction at practically no cost to the contractor 

Minor adjustments, made at the time of building, elim- 
inate future trouble and result in additional convenience 

to the home owner. 

Much of the experience gained by the Gellert brothers 

through their service department is being utilized by the 

local Federal Housing Authority. 
In addition to their service work the crew go over new 

homes and see that the buildings are in first class shape 

for the new owner. 
By keeping in constant contact with owners, and giving 

speedy attention to their needs The Standard Building 

Company, with its workshop on wheels, is illustrating 
the way to more sales and better homes for all progres- 

sive builders in San Francisco.—Vernon Wilkinson. 
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CANTIE ES SAMSON SPOT 
Into your 
Bathroom 
At small 
additional cost SASH CORD 

Ah THES 14° GAUGE GALVANIZED HANGER, TESTED FOR 
f, 8000 LBS. WEIGHT, PERMANENTLY FASTENED TO 
§\, EACH STUD ONE INCH DEEP COMPOUND AROUND 
<> EV ENTIRE LENGTH OF WB MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE 

Samson Spot Sash 

Cord installed with the 

proper weights and 

sited ‘# pulleys, will give at 

The Lucke Leak-Proof Tub Hangers prevent seepage between least 25 years of service. In cost 

walls and tubs. End unsightly cracks and ruined plastering. Oe per year of service, it 1s by far the 

Eliminate settling. Specified everywhere by leading archi- least expensive material for hang- 

tects and contractors for remodeling or new construction. All at) ing double hung windows. Easily 
types of tube. All types of wall construction. Ask your tile } identified by the colored spots, it is 
setter about it. Catalog free. Send for it. made in one quality oe the best. 

THE LUCKE LEAK-PROOF BATH TUB HANGER Write for samples and specifica- 

Manufactured exclusively by tion data. 

WILLIAM B. LUCKE, INC. WILMETTE, Ib. 
Boston Minneapolis San Francisco 
New York New Orleans Los Angeles SAMSON (ele) Gey. Ye - WORKS 

BOSTON, MASS. 

Circuit Breaker 

- == Service Equipment | 
———_ 

Specially desirable for residential construction . . . 
’ Positive, automatic protection against short circuits 

Those who make an art of liv- and sustained overloads . . . Proper time lag charac- 

teristics to prevent needless circuit interruptions 

when momentary overloads occur . . . No more ing depend on this world famed 

hotel as the very embodiment ‘“‘groping in the dark’’ to restore service . . . Con- 

venient and handy—merely return the handle to 

of gracious service, true refine- aN the ““ON”’ position, after the cause of the short 
, F ; , circuit has been removed . . . Operates manually, 

ment and dignified hospitality. like an ordinary tumbler switch . . . Unusually 

- attractive appearance . .. Modern styling... 
Beautiful pearl gray finish . . . Easy to keep clean 

. Priced right. 

For 120 volt AC service . . . Capacities: 15, 20, 

25, 35 and 50 Amp... Approved by Underwriters’ 
Laboratories . . . Send for New Bulletin No. 58 .. . 

' Fvyansnhire 

The B lackstone : sity Frank Adam 

ST. L.908Uls 

| 



y=S KWIK-MIX 

OE 

Modern Rubber Roller Drum Drive 

Aew 

No ring gear—no pinion 

—no countershaft, less 

wear — smooth running. 

LOAD WHILE 

MIXING— 

INCREASES 

PRODUCTION 

40 TO 50% 

END 

DISCHARGE 

Write For Bulletin 2X 

KWIK-MIX CONCRETE MIXER CO. 

PORT WASHINGTON. . . WISCONSIN 

That’s what the men on the job are 
saying—and what your men will 
say too—once they see the speed, 
power, flexibility, accuracy, easy 

: operation and safety of the MALL- 

Cull SAW-—-specially designed and built 

ad for house framing and form 

e_/ oo work. Saves you TIME, LA- 

S\N / 4 BOR, MONEY! There's a 

SF hOB MALLSAW for 

PP ame every job; cut- 
ting capacities 
—1%” to 4%”. 

= ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eg 

I would like to have your free folder | 
MALL TOOL on MALLSAWS and other Portable 

Electric Power Tools. 
COMPANY 
MM ame an 

CHICA ~ s ] 
Also, makers of MALL Street ....... errr Terr rr ec TET TL TL 
oor ortisers. oor 

Planes and Drills. Gity..... State. .......-+- | 
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Glass-Faced Structural Unit 

(Continued from page 71) 

design has four purposes. First, the back edge is crimped 

into the concrete which is cast after the metal edge js 

applied around the glass. Second, the metal edge has a 
high shoulder 54 inch wide, entirely backed by solid con- 

crete. This flat shoulder is the load bearing point and 

extends 1/32 inch higher than the metal around the 

vitrolite. After installation the flat metal shoulders and 

concrete portions of the blocks receive the entire load of 

the wall, allowing the vitrolite surface of each block to 
be entirely free from any pressure or load whatsoever, 

Third, the metal edge has a half-round groove at the 

mastic line. This allows the metal to act as a spring 
which exerts a continual pressure on the glass regardless 
of expansion or contraction. Fourth, the front portion 

of the metal contains a continuous layer of cork tape 
which prevents direct metal-to-glass contact and _ also 

cushions the edge of the glass to protect it from damage 
Glastone offers insulation two to three times that of 

cast stone, brick or similar building materials. A glastone 
block 8 inches thick offers ten per cent better thermal 

insulation than 8 inches of brick lined with one-half 

inch of cork. Plaster may be applied directly to the con- 
crete surface of glastone. 

While there is no danger of breakage except under 
severe impact, any damaged surface may be replaced, 

giving glastone an important advantage over other ma- 

sonry units. In case of breakage, the mastic holds frag- 

ments to the wall, preventing possible injuries from 
falling particles. 

Tucker and Silling Architects, Inc., of Charleston, W 

Va., designed the Libbey-Owens-Ford Company glastone 
building in that city. 

x * x 

Who Builds What 

(Continued from page 74) 
larger the volume of business done by local building men 

American Builder also grouped replies from readers 

according to their vocational classifications to determine 
the average annual volume of each. Findings are shown 

in an accompanying table. The largest number of replies 
(2,054) came from general contractors and_ builders 

whose average annual volume is $51,669. The smallest 

number of replies came from sub-contractors (28) wh 
also showed the smallest annual volume. There were 134 

replies from architects and engineers, who reported an 

average annual building volume of $148,909. This is a 

very interesting figure, because 4,000 of the 7,000 archi- 

tectural firms in the United States do an annual business 

of less than $25,000. Approximately one out of eacl 
seven architectural firms does an average annual business 

of more than $50,000. American Builder architectura 

subscribers show an average annual volume of. near! 
$150,000, and obviously are active concerns whose bus' 

ness volume is far above national averages. 
The building industry is in a state of flux at all times 

Its man-power is constantly shifting and growing. Builé- 

ing mechanics take a few jobs as sub-contractors. The! 

continue to expand, and ultimately become general con- 

tractors and builders, as older men retire. There als 
are changes in the types of work done by various building 

men according to local conditions and the industry's cut 

rent position in the national building cycle. During active 

years a residential builder includes commercial, industrial 

and public buildings in his operations. During quiet years 

the commercal and industrial builder may fall back on é 

mainstay of residential modernizing, or other light cot 
struction work. (Continued to page 122 
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Ww? —WITH YOUR OWN 

FLOOR REFINISHING BUSINESS Qe 

Be your own boss—set your own salary figure—put yourself 
in the money today and for the rest of your life. It's not 
unusual to clear $10.00—$20.00—and even $30.00 in a day 
with the revolutionary new Whizz-ard sander. Many con- 
tractors who started with one machine now oper- 
ate several—have gained financial independence. 

it's clean, inside work, and can be carried on through- 
out the entire year. And conditions were never more 
favorable for building a business of your own. Building 
is definitely on the boom! 

We help you by providing a machine which is 
truly the acme of perfection in productive and 
profitable — equipment—by giving you | 
effective merchandising helps. A 3c stamp and 
this advertisement will put you on the road to 
consistent, insured profits and INDEPENDENCE. 
Don't delay longer—write TODAY! 

LITTLE GIANT 

BELT SANDER 
Information on this strikingly different 
and exceedingly versatile bench belt 
sander as well as literature on other 
model floor sanders will be sent on 
request. 

CLARKE SANDING MACHINE CO. 

DEPT. AB-1039 : MUSKEGON, MICH. 

Make your odd sash, cab- 

inet doors and mouldings 

on a Shaper, using our 

stock size cutters for check 

rail sash, cabinet doors, 

light doors, mouldings 

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG 

Manufacturers and 
Dealers in 

WOODWORKING 
MACHINES, 

SAWS, KNIVES, 
and 

MILL SUPPLIES 

WOODWORKERS’ TOOL WORKS 

222 Jefferson Street, South, Chicago 

Now Ready 

AMERICAN BUILDER AND BUILDING AGE 

BOOK GUIDE 

The 1939 edition of this popular guide to books and book- 
lets on building is now ready. In its 64 pages are described 
some 500 books on all subjects connected with home build- 
ing, from foundation to furniture. Books which have not been 
revised within ten years have been omitted. Some English 
books are included where they are outstanding or where 
there are no American books on the subject. 

Send For Your Free Copy 

Book Service Department 

American Builder and Building Age 

30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 

Say
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per Closet in Cubage 

_ 

OG pay: Hipp = 

K-Venience Clothing Carrier 
ett ele ee 

One of 40 space- 
saving closet fix. 
tures in the K- 
Venience line. 

-and Vouble Closet Capacity 

Figuring average house costs at from 25 to 
45 cents per cubic foot, a few dollars spent 
for K-Venience Clothes Closet Fixtures, 
will give you economy planned closets 
which are equal in utility to those twice 
their size. For example, a closet 2’ x 5’— 
equipped with K-Veniences, can give you 
the same clothing capacity you would or- 
dinarily get in a closet 4’ x 5’. This saves 
between 80 and 90 cubic feet or from $20 
to $40 in cubage. K-Veniences also keep all 
apgeen orderly, easily accessible, and pro- 
vide eye-catching sales appeal to answer 
Mrs. America’s demand for more closet space. 

FREE CATALOG joint ictcime how Ke 

a 

Carrier 

Hane ERS ) Veniences Double Closet Capacity. Write today. 

KNAPE VOCT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

& Dept. M-10 Grand Rapids, Mich. 

= 

Jack built a smart shack \ 

For his spouse, Mrs. Jack, 

A summer lodge high in the 

air, 

The shingles he chose 

Were naturally those 

Famous red cedars of 

Robert McNair. 

ROBERT McNAIR SHINGLE CO. 

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

“OVER 400 DEALERS TO SERVE YOU" 



delivers a 

2-WAY PROFIT! 

Here is a double-duty sawing combination 
that will make any builder’s time and money 
show a two-way profit. First, with the 
easily portable Speedmatic, you get all the 
savings from clean, quick, efficient, depend- 
able hand use—anywhere. ! But more than 
that, with Speedmatic’s Radial Arm at- 
tachment you can also collect the savings 
of a “production rig’’—right on the job. = 

Out on the lot or in the house, it is ready 
for accurate, high-speed, duplicate cutting — 
cross cuts, rips, dadoes, compound angles, 
miters, slant cuts. Speedmatic offers quick, 
easy, smoothly-organized work, resulting in 
maximum time and money savings. 

Be sure to get FULL USE and FULL 
PROFIT from your saw investment. Write 
today for full details and prices of complete 
range of Speedmatic sizes—no obligation. 

PORTER-CABLE MACHINE CO. 

Speed matic 

ELECTRIC HAND SAW 

with RADIAL ARM... 

Helical Gear Drive—trans- 
mits more of the motor 
power to blade. 98% effi- 
cient — Keeps going in 
toughest cuts. 
Extra-Wide Shoe—no tip- 
ping. no veering from line; 
easy to guide. 
Balanced Grip — requires 
only one hand 
5-Second Adjustment—for 
depth or bevel; no wrench 
needed. 
Trailing Guard protects 
from every angle; will not 
clog. 

1721 No. Salina Street 
Syracuse, N.Y. 

TOWEL DRIER METAL DRAWERS 

Name 

VEGETABLE BIN SLIDING BASE SHELVES 

KITCHEN MAID FEATURES 

THAT HOME OWNERS PREFER 

i Sie ‘oa a 
HANDIDECK SINK 

Address 

0 Architect 
0) Builder 

NE inspection is usually enough lem. And the many exclusive conven- 
to convince home owners that  ience features add further enthusiasm 

Kitchen Maid Cabinetry is the ideal so- which prompts an immediate OK. 
lution to any kitchen planning prob- Write for illustrated color catalog. 
 calneeninaatianstianstensieestinntntantantantantantententntiantaentian 
| The Kitchen Maid Corp., 590 Snowden Street, Andrews, Indiana. 

Send new catalog and details on Standard Unit Kitchen Cabinetry. 
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Who Builds What (Continued from page 120) 

Two-thirds of the active building men who furnished 
information for this survey erected two, three, or four 

different types of buildings within a year. Knowledge 

of this variety in types of work done is important in 
understanding the working methods and buying habits 
of active building men. 

It was found that 2,572 readers, out of 3,110, erect new 

residential buildings, and that 899 of this number erect 
them exclusively. Four hundred and eighty-one erect 

new commercial buildings; 18 exclusively. Ninety-eight 
erect new industrial buildings; ten exclusively. Four 

hundred and thirteen erect new public buildings; 34 ex- 

clusively. Two hundred znd fifty-three do commercial, 

industrial, and public building repairs and remodeling, 

Many other combinations of construction activity were 
reported. 

American Builder readers are most active in residential 

and light-load-bearing construction, where both the largest 

total dollar volume and largest number of projects will 
be found. Findings of mail surveys have been confirmed 

by field surveys in a number of cities. They show that 

American Builder readers control buying in 70 per cent of 

the nation’s residential and light-load-bearing construc- 

tion, the largest and most profitable segments of the 
building market. 

NUMBER OF REPLIES AND VOLUME, BY 

VOCATIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS 

Total Average An- 

Vocational Number of __ Dollar nual Volume 

Classification Replies Volume Per Reader 

General Contractors and 

Builders 2,054 $106,130,036 $ 51,699 

Sub-contractors 28 150,954 §$ 5,391 

Construction Superintendents 

and Foremen 68 1,966,710 $ 28,922 

Carpentry Contractors and 

Builders . : 468 8,715,558 $ 18,622 

Architects and Engineers 134 19,953,818 $148,909* 

Real Estate Builders and De- 

velopers .. 168 10,212,482 $ 60,788 

Property Maintenance and 

Finance 37 1,941,770 $ 52,480 

Vocational Classifications not 

Indicated 76 3,886,806 $ 51,142 

3,033 $152,958,125 $ 49,182 

* Approximately one out of each seven of 7,000 architectural firms in 
the United States does an average annual business of more than $50,000; 
4,000 of them average less than $25,000 a year. American Builder archi- 
tectural subscribers show an average annual volume of nearly $149,000 
each, and obviously are active concerns whose annual volume is far 
above national averages. 
t Average includes those who reported no building. 

HERE IS a tabulation showing the number of questionnaire returns 
received from “American Builder" readers of various vocational 

classifications, together with the average annual volume of readers 

in each group. Note that the largest number of replies was received 

from general contractors and builders, the smallest number from 

sub-contractors, and that the largest annual volume is reported by 

architects and engineers. 
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NEW OVERHEAD-TYPE 28 

GARAGE DOOR...ONLY 

Puts you back in overhead garage door business! 

The Craw-Fir-Dor is the only volume- 
Can be installed in priced anes coe 4 America that — 

equipped with a lock at no extra cost. e 
less than half a day! door is durable Douglas Fir, pre-fitted and 

us ae. ova, Primed at mill. The hardware is extra 
Pre-fitted for 8'x7’ strength. Made in 2 beautiful designs. 

: ionc! (New 16-panel sash design now available 
openings. 2 designs! at slight extra cost.) Can be installed by 

: A one carpenter. Cash in on its popularity. If 
Equipped with lock = our lumber dealer can’t supply you, write 
at no extra cost! Fir Door Institute, Tacoma, Wash. or 

Crawford Door Co., Detroit, Mich. 

(haw. ENERGIZING » ONE PIECE » OVERHEAD ADoj 

turns 
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d by 

SKILLED 

WORKMEN 

dimand 

EMPIRE 

*% Skilled Mechanics and Work- 

men take great pride in han- 

faster than any other line. 

EMPIRE NO. 151-E ALUMINUM LEVEL 
A popular model with 6 glasses. Strong - Alley frame, precision 
machined. A perfectly balanced tool . . , the pride of skilled workmen. 

EMPIRE LEVEL MFG. CO. 
707 S. Sixth Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

““LEVEL SPECIALISTS”’ 

NEW TYPE QUICK LOADING CARTRIDGE 

Vi 

CALBAR oY 

WITH CALBAR PRESSURE GUN 
Use Caulk-O-Seal in the new Vulco Fibre Cae 
lined with cellophane. Special construction of Calbar 
High Pressure Gun and Cartridge eliminates all 
backfiring and leakage. Quick action. No waste. 
Always clean. Caulk-O-Seal super-plastic, weather- 
roof. Holds fast. Easy to app Comes in Tubes, Cans, 
Jrums, CARTRIDGES. Biack Am f 12 Colors. Send for Color 

Chart. ORDER DIRECT OR THRU YOUR JOBBER. 

CALBAR PAINT & VARNISH CO. 
Manufacturers of Technical Products 

2612-26 N. MARTHA ST. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

With “Plug-In” 

Electric Outlets Every 6 or 18 Inches 

MORE HOME 

SALES 

Strip 

Give Them What They Want! 

Every homeowner survey indicates at least 85% need 
more electric outlets. Give them what they want—and sell 

more homes—with National “Plug-in” Strip. Write for a 

catalog today. 

National Electric 
i —_ 

dling their brightly polished Em- | 

pire Levels. That is one reason | 

why Empire Levels sell | 

with this Latest ive 3'4$ 

® Load Measuring Batch Hopper (12" lower) while you 
mix and discharge — fast as a power loader. 

© Criss-Cross “Re” - Mix Drum gives 
more thoro mix, faster discharge. 

® Accurate Measuring Water Tank 
is fast, syphon type. 

© 3% H.P. Air-Cooled Wisconsin En- 
gine — lightweight, compact. 

@ End Discharge Design — handy to 
pour, fast to trail on Timken Bear- 
ings, Springs, Pneumatic Tires. 

32S HIGH SPEED 
TILTER TRAILER 
Also 5S, 75,108,148 © Most advanced mixer on marke. Power Loader Non-Tilts : wth Rehamatinve Type Get new Catalog and prices. 

Transmission, Machined THE JAEGER MACHINE CO. 
Steel Drum Tracks. 521 Dublin Ave. Columbus, Ohio 

JAEGER 9!’ SPEEDLINE 



A HEADACHE TO YOU? 

A BUSINESS WITH US. 

AV HEATING THE HOUSES 

$ YOU BUILD 

THE INSTALLATION of a poorly 
planned, inadequate heating system often results in a very unpleasant 
and costly experience for the home builder. But heating is our business 
and you can avoid such “headaches” by specifying Round Oak exclu- 
sively. In this famous line ( backed by a 69-year record of outstanding 
service) there is a heating or 
air-conditioning unit for every 
requirement. And the Round 
Oak name itself is a real sales 
force. 

FREE PLANNING SERVICE 

The experienced Round Oak 
dealer in your vicinity is not 
only equipped to supply and in- 
stall every unit, but also offers 
you free planning service for 
homes of any size...a guaran- 
teed service which always car- 
ries the factory OK. Take ad- 
vantage of it. See your dealer 
or write direct for information. 

Blended Iron 
““)"" Airklenzer 

ROUND OAK 

of Dowagiac, Mich. 

STOVES © RANGES © FURNACES 
OlL BURNERS * AIR CONDITIONERS 

= XL 
e New \ PHOTO-PLAN your prospect’s 

kitchen. Watch sales climb . . . Profits mount. 
The I-XL PHOTO-PLAN is the sensational new selling 

method developed to apply solely to I-XL quality kitchens and 
kitchen units. Use of this exclusive, amazing PHOTO-PLAN en- 
ables you to show the prospect exactly how the kitchen she desires 
will look in her home. She sees a photo-preview of her very own 
kitchen. Salesmen and dealers using the I-XL PHOTO-PLAN re- 
port sales resistance dies in the light of the plan’s appeal. Quit 
selling the old-fashioned way. Hop on this new I-XL selling plan 
and go to town! Mail the attached coupon TODAY ! 

The I-XL Furniture Co., Inc., Goshen, Ind. 

rrr rr ef KH KF ew eB eee eee een eenenananaeenecaenace= 

@ Th 

ATTACH THIS COUPON to your letter head and mail to the 1-XL_ Furniture 
Co., Inec., Goshen, Ind., for full particulars of the NEW 1-XL PHOTO-PLAN. 

I am an () architect, 1 contractor 1) dealer 1) home owner 
(Check classification above) 

=S Easier-Faster 
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Winter Building 

(Continued from page 69) 

Bureau of Standards report shows that the addition of 2 per cen 
calcium chloride at 40 degrees temperature increases the one-day 
strength by 300 per cent, the three-day strength by 117 per cen 
and the seven-day strength by 75 per cent. In practice this means 
that approximately seven days can be saved in the time required 
to achieve 2500 lb. compressive strength in cement mortar maip. 
tained at 40 degrees F. 

By cutting in half the time required to develop full-strengt} 
concrete, the danger period from freezing is greatly shortened 
The time required for protection is therefore shortened and the 
expense of fuel, equipment, labor and covering is correspondingly 
reduced. By increasing workability calcium chloride permits , 
substantial reduction in the water-cement ratio. This, of course 
means that less water is required to properly place the concrete 
Coupled with the fact that calcium chloride reduces the freezing 
point of water this provides another safeguard against frozen 
concrete. It should be noted, however, that calcium chloride 
is not recommended to replace but rather to supplement the usual 
safeguards in freezing weather. 

Recommended Practice 

For all types of concrete, used with or without admixtures, 
the following suggestions for winter practice are advised: 

1. Prompt protection—Heat generated by the hardening of 
concrete is greatest during the first hour after placing. It is thus 
highly important to provide protection to conserve this heat 
immediately after placing. Don’t wait until the end of the day’s 
work but apply protection immediately. 

2. Good mix important—Rich, scientifically proportioned mixes 
with low water content attain strength more quickly and are 
desirable for cold weather work. Lean, wet mixes acquire 
strength slowly and are, therefore, in greater danger of freezing 

3. Heating aggregates—Aggregates should be stored in compact 
piles and kept free of ice. Unless adequate heat is provided in 
the mixing water they should be heated to a temperature of from 
60 to 70 degrees. A common practice is to pile the aggregates 
over perforated low-pressure steam pipes. 

4. Heating mixing water—The easiest method of raising the 
temperature of mixed concrete is to heat the water. This may 
be done by the use of steam coils, direct-fired boiler, or exhaust 
steam released at the bottom of the tank. A 5 degree rise in 
temperature of the mixing water will produce a rise of approxi- 
mately 1 degree in the temperature of the concrete. The following 
formula prepared by the Portland Cement Association may be oi 
value in estimating the temperature of mixed concrete: 

Wt+.22 W't’ 

W-+.22 W’ 

Where W =weight of water 

X = 

W’= weight of solids (cement and aggregates) 
t =temperature of water 
t’=temperature of solids 
X =temperature of mixed concrete. 

For example, assume a mix with 210 Ib. sand, 320 Ib. gravel, 
50 Ib. (6. gal.) total of water, 10 lb. of which is introduced with 
the sand. Assume temperature of materials =45 deg. and of 
water = 170 deg., water added = 50—10=40 Ib. Then 

X— 40 x 170 + 10x 45 + .22 (94 + 210 + 320) 45. 

. 50 + .22 x 624 
=72 deg. F. 

It will be noted that only the water added was heated to 170 

degrees. The water in the aggregates had the same temperature 
as the aggregates themselves. It will be seen that where the bulk 
of the aggregates has temperature appreciably below 45 degrees, 
it will be necessary to heat the aggregates as well as the mixing 
water. 

5. Mix thoroughly—Cold weather work calls for exceptionally 
thorough m‘xing, permitting the use of less water and higher 

early strength concrete. 
6. Protection of concrete Newly placed concrete generates 

heat due to the chemical action that takes place in the hardening. 
It is important, therefore, in cold weather to properly enclose 

and protect the concrete to retain as much of this heat as possible 
(Continued to page 128) 
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STANLEY SAFETY SAW 

WITH DUPLEX HANDLE | 

Stanley's exclusive Duplex Handle, with two grips and two 
switch-triggers, makes the W-7 Safety Saw convenient and easy 
to use in any position. It has that comfortable “feel or hang” 
that speeds up work, whether operated with one or both hands 
on flooring: or for work on scaffold, sawhorse or bench. With 
just one simple adjustment for depth of cut, it rips through 2!/,” 
lumber, or bevel-cuts 17/,” lumber at 45°. 

Other Stanley Safety Saws have 17/,”, 23/,”, 31/4”, 4” and 6” cut- | 
ting capacities—ask your Stanley Distributor for a demonstration. | 
Or write for Descriptive Folder. STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOL | 
DIVISION, The Stanley Works, 133 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn. 

os STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOLS <= ~ 
4 ‘COST LESS PER YEAR”’ 

EASIER INSTALLED 

MORE EFFICIENT 

Every home should have 
ALLMETAL weatherstrips on 
doors and windows. Home 
buyers demand it. Archi- 

tects recommend it. You can make EXTRA PROFITS installing these 
well known, consistently good weatherstrips. 
Write for our prices on Metal Weatherstrip, Calking Compound, Metal 

Thresholds, Metal Wall Board Trim, Counter Edging, Sink Rims, etc. 

JMUJLMIE 

231 West Ohio Street cw +’: — 
OVER 24 YEARS SATISFACTORY SERVICE. 

FOR IMMEDIATE 

INSTALLATION / 

125 

EDWARDS. TROFSEAM 

Brecher Wood Mantelpieces (40 authentic Period Designs) are con- | 
structed for Lifetime Beauty and assembled—ready for installation! | 
Get your share of profits that come from selling the finest. Catalogue | 
will be sent to Building Supply Houses and Building Contractors. 

IN AUTHENTIC PERIOD DESIGN 
THE BRECHER COMPANY, 441 W. Jefferson St., Louisvills, Kentucky 

STEEL ROOFING 

Sells at a Price to net you a Profit 

Trofseam has more “good points” than many roof- 

ings in the high price brackets and every one of 

them means added value to the customer. The 

crimps are higher; inner channel doubles protec- 

tion against leakage; superior galvanizing assures 

longer life; fire and lightning proof. Priced to 

take business from all competition and still leave 

a decent profit for the dealer and the contractor. 

Write for Trofseam Demonstration Outfit 

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

542-562 Eggleston Avenue 

and Catalog 92 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

TRAILSSMITH 

Spring-mounted 
axle Roller 
bearing auto 
type wheels 
Oversize low 
pressure pneu- 
matic tires 
Automatic skip 
vibrator — En- 
closed gear re- 
duction — Multi 
ple V-belt drive 

Vertical syph- 
on-type tank, 

Compact, lightweight trailer mixer. Tows behind 
car or truck at fast driving speed. Husky, “‘able- 
to-take-it’’ construction. Famous end -to-center ' 
mixing action. Write for descriptive bulletin. 

THE T. L. SMITH COMPANY 
2849 North 32nd St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

ITH MIXERS 
ee = eS a a Do A™ wii x € R$ 



In the first place, there is a deepening 
public conviction that the purchase of a 
home is the most prudent step a family 
man can take when war clouds are 
darkening. Security for the future is 
uppermost in the minds of us all. When 
a man has his own home, he has less 
to fear from political and economic dis- 
locations. 

American home building. 

Be that as it may, undoubtedly there are, now that the war 

Such as: 

In the second place, the public knows 
that war, even if it be three thousand 
miles away. and stays there, means of war. The spectacular advance in 

higher building costs, steeper rents, la- 
bor and material shortages. Hence it is 
more approachable on the subject of 
BUILDING NOW, at present low interest 
rates and present building prices, both portions. And when business is good. 
of which are bound to go up. 

How Much of a Break 

Will Home 
Building 

Get 

from the European War? 

Many economists forecast that the conflict now waging 

abroad will provide a leverage for a pronounced upturn in 

is on, certain very definite incentives to own a home—sub- 

stantiated, by the way, by the significant fact that as war 

talk mounted in August, August home sales increased 

In the third place, business here has 
already amazingly absorbed the shock 

steel production—the upping of railway 
traffic—the inrush of orders from coun 
tries unable to get supplies from Europe, 
the decrease in unemployment, all pres 
age an industrial boom of major pro 

home building booms! 

This Plan Book Will Help You to 

Work this Overnight New Home Market 

Hungering for Security—willing to build when shown 

they can save money by immediately deciding to build 

—flushed with the urge to spend which comes from 

prospects of better times ahead—your clients will find 

within the 180 pages of “American Builder Buyer-Ap- 

proved Homes” a great mass of new ideas for homes of 

distinction and charm. 

The homes presented are the kinds of homes that will 

tremendously appeal to them, as they have appealed to 

those who built or bought them in the first place. 

There are 96 such homes, carefully selected, described, 

illustrated and diagrammed, every one of them conjuring 

up enticing visions of Security, Graciousness, Conven- 

ience and Economy. 

Each of the 96 homes is representative of the best work 

of some outstanding successful architect or builder. 

The 331 illustrations—163 of them appealing exteriors, 

45 lovely interior views, and 123 amply dimensioned 

floor plans, elevations and construction details—mate- 

tially aid you in your salesmanship. 

These 96 homes come from every section of the country 

—North, South, East and West—in communities buzz- 

ing with home building activity and noted for the pro 

gressiveness of their home ideas. 

They are good examples of all the currently popula: 

architectural styles—Colonial, Cape Cod, English, Cali 

fornia, French Norman and French Mansard. 

To show these homes is to immediately arouse attention, 

awaken desire to own homes similar to them, speed the 

contract. Get YOUR copy at once, so that YOUR clients 

may benefit from the best in modern homes. 

es 
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copy of “American Builder Buyer- 
Approved Homes” is included with 
a paid-in-advance new or renewal 
American Builder subscription order, 
accompanied by $2 for one year, $3 
for two years, or $4 for three years. 
To get YOUR copy use the form 
at right. 

an ahsolutely 

ce 

and postpaid 

Continued from preceding page 

A Better Investment 

than the Best of the 

“War Baby” Stocks 

Any of the 96 homes presented in “American Builder 

Buyer-Approved Homes” will supremely answer the pur- 

pose of those of your clients who are seeking an absolutely 

safe way to put their money to working for them while 

they sle ep. 

[hey are all homes so well planned, so sturdily built, so 

conveniently equipped, so teeming with economies, as to 

assure a life-time of dividends in home happiness and 

home security, whether the stock market zooms up or 

down, or breaks wide open. 

AMERICAN BUILDER, New ...... 

30 Church Street, Renewal... 

New York. 

For the enclosed $......... enter 

my subscription for 1 year, $2 

i. | See 3 years, $4.......... 

And Include AT NO EXTRA COST 

a copy of “AMERICAN BUILDER 

BUYER-APPROVED HOMES” 

Name ...... 

Street 

City... aera 

State... 

i crsinciintinanteatimsiconpninionstinceinsbanrads 

This offer good only in United States, its 

Possessions and Canada 
10-39 

Every home presented in the book carries “TruCost” figures, in 

suring quick and accurate estimating. At the end of the book are 
27 pages fully explaining the “TruCost” System 

Some of the Homes You'll Find Easy to Sell 

[wo well-done Florida Bungalows in concrete masonry 

Interesting Modern Version of New Orleans Colonial 

A clear-cut California 7-room Bungalow . . . A “Com- 
fort’ Cottage overlooking Lake Candlewood . .. A group 

of air conditioned “Woodbridge” homes. . . 

A popular Hartford home with a “breezeway” connecting 
kitchen with garage . . . Two fine Modified French homes 
it River Forest . .. A cozy modern cottage with Plywood 
interior... An unusually attractive Richmond home . 
A Builder’s Own Home in French Mansard style . . . Colo- 
nial Farmhouse with good plan and fine detailing ... A 
compact Milwaukee “Economy” home... . 

All Hardwood home at Montgomery, built to last three 
centuries .. . A notable selection of choice Summer Cot- 
tages and Vacation Cabins . . . Several houses built on 
different levels. 

Texas Cottage of 11,350 cubic feet, cleverly designed for 

families of low income . . . The “Greenfield” 5-room 

Colonial . . . The English Design “Westminster” home 

. A noble collection of “Plymouth Haven” homes 

grouped about a court . . . A triple-insulated Portland, 

Oregon, home that was a “best seller” . . . 

The charming “Picture” home at White Plains . . . Some 

well engineered “Mass Production” homes at Clairton, 

Pa....A regal New England Colonial in Ohio . . . An 

Olsen Basementless Home at Pittsburgh, chuck full of 

utility . . . “The celebrated ‘Home of Today’,” (Borough 

of Queens Prize Winner) . . . A gracious Kansas Cape 

Cod... 

A nifty home styled from a California Ranch House, that 

will “go” anywhere . . . A big section of Double Houses 

and Apartments . . . A number of modernly equipped 

Farmhouses and Country Estate Homes. 

Included, too, are Many Helpful Hows 

tow Planning Saves on Plumbing Costs . 

ng Modernized. 

Every April, 

. . How Built-In Mir- 
can Build Up Profits . . . How New Standards of Conven- 

© are now being Built in Kitchens . . . How Basements are 

The Two Big Events 

How Adequate Wiring can be made to give 100% Increase in 
Livability at only 2% Increase in Cost . . . With page after page 
of beautiful Interiors and Exterior Detail Highlights. 

Every October, 
“The Spring Building . “The Fall Design and 

and Directory” issue “™ of Each Year in the == Planning” issue of 

Building Industry 
of American Builder American Builder 



MIKE ! 

DID YOU HEAR 

THE BIG NEWS? 

NOW ONLY O95 

$ LESS REGULAR DISCOUNT 

Yessir! Nowevery home you buildcan 
have the big sales advantages that 
Victor In-Bilt Ventilators provide. 
Freedom from cooking odors, grease 
and smoke is what everybody wants 
and now you can give it to them at an 
extremely low price. Get the facts 
about the Victor Master—send for 
free data book today! 

VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
30123 Robertson Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio 

VICTOR 1-24 

VENTILATORS 

FREE! Victor also makes a 
Standard and a Deloxe Model to meet every home ventilation need Free Data Book shows the com 
plete line — write for it! 

CATALOG FOR THE 

FOR PUMPING 

MORE WATER 

AT LESS 

Buy REX and Be Right! 

Now you can get complete information on the design and con 
ae ogee of the Rex Speed Prime Pump just by dropping a card 
in the mail 
Every contractor who has to meet and solve water-moving prob- 
lems will find this free catalog a real help. Whether you're con- 
sidering a new pump now or later you can use this new piece of 
literature to advantage in your business. 
Send for your on today to get full details on why ‘‘Rex-Built’’ 
means “Quality Built 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY, 
1621 W. Bruce St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

SPEED PRIME PUMPS 

American Builder, October 1939 

| Winter Building 

| j 

(Continued from paqe 124) 

Careful analvsis of all the costs involved indicates that adequate 
protection in which temperatures 60 to 70 degrees are main- 

with the 
Burlap, heavy beds of straw 

and canvas enclosures are common protection 

tained more than pays. The methods used vary greatly 
type of structure and the exposure 

Canvas enclosures 
containing perforated steam pipes or salamanders are also used 

should be 
Concrete vuld, 

Before placing concrete in the forms, ice and frost 
removed This is best done with live steam 

of course, never be placed on a frozen subgrade 

* * * 

How to Estimate Accurately 

(Continued from page 73) 

Rule 
tion sheets 

Count the verge rafters as shown on the eleva 

Each gable requires two. The length is the 
same as the common rafter and can be either measured 
on the elevation or figured mathematicalh 

VOTE: The same estimating rule will apply if a 

moulding is used instead of a verge rafter 

TONGUE & GROOVE SHEATHING: Tongu 
groove (T & G) 1” x 6” ceiling stock is often 1 

cover an open cornice in order that it may have afi 

appearance. Asa piece of 1” x 6” 

additional stock enough to 

cover a given surface. There are two rules required to 

figure the area of a cornice. Fach applies to overhang and 
gable projection, respectively. (See figure 4.) 

Multiply the length of the rafter 

projection (in even feet or half feet) by the length of the 

eave, which is building length plus gable projection. Shed 

or gable roofs have two overhang areas, one for each 
side wall. A hip roof will have four such areas, one for 

each outside wall of a building. The eave length of a 

hip roof is building length plus twice the cornice run. 

Rule 2, gable projection area: a. To find the area of a 

gable projection for a shed roof multiply the rafter 

length, from plate line to ridge, by the distance the verge 
rafter is out from the building. For a gable roof compute 

the same way but double the result as there are two such 

areas in a gable. 

b. 1/5 must then be added to these areas to allow for 
some cornice boards to extend back to the second rafter 

to help prevent the verge rafter from sagging. 

c. After the area is known then allowance must be 
made for loss due to milling and laying the T &G stock. 

Rule 3, allowance for waste: Combine the gable pro- 

jection area and the overhang area. Then add 1/6. The 
result equals board feet of T & G sheathing stock to order 

for an open cornice. 

e & 
1 to 

shed 
” 

1SE¢ 

stock “‘lays” only 5% 

must he ordered to have 

Rule 1, overhang area 

Box Cornice and Roofing Unit 

A box cornice is composed of several parts, namely 

fascia, frieze, planscher, and moulding. (See figure 2.) 
Rule: Check the detail sheets to find the sizes and 

number of parts to the box cornice. Use an architect's 

scale and measure the lengths of the cornice as shown 

on the different elevation sheets. Allow 12” extra for 

each outside corner. Then order lengths that will cut 

with the least waste. 

The last unit of exterior finishing is roofing. Either 
wood shingles or composition roofing materials are used. 

WOOD SHINGLES: Wood shingles are used as 4 

roof covering on many types of such as shed, 

gable, hip, and intersecting. The first three named are 

figured alike when estimating the number of shingles, as 

each has one or more flat surfaces. The hip and intet- 

(Continued to page 130) 
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Sloss ASK YOUR CUSTOMER 

+4, or his wife if a door that 

doesn’t warp is worth a few 

October 1939 

cents extra... ! 

Any owner wants trou- 

ble-free woodwork—pro- 

tection against decay 

and expensive repairs. 

YOU want to sell mill- 

work that stays sold—no 
THIS SEAL 

means protection against blue 
(black mold or growth) complaints or replace- stain 

decay, swelling, shrinking, mente. 
warping, etc., on 

WINDOWS 
DOORS WOODLIFE is the 

TRIM practical answer. 
PANELING 
MANTELS 

SIDING New MANUAL on 

ee Priming wilt we. sen 
CABINETS at your request 

Mirs. of PRESERVATIVE SOLUTIONS for 

Research Laboratory and Plant KALAMAZOO, 

129 

SEE tis NEW 

LOW-PRICED DE WALT! 

Watch it in demon- 
stration! See for 
yourself how flexible 
it is—how quickly it 
can be changed for 
many different opera- 
tions! This De Walt 
woodworker is de 
signed for builders 

. an all-purpose 
woodworking tool that 
saves 20% to 30% in 
building jobs. It’s 
light in weight—can 
be transported easily. 
It’s fast... accurate 

. powerful... safe. 
And it’s low-priced! 
Your savings pay for 
it quickly. Let us give 
you a demonstration. 
Write today. 

De WALT 
425 Fountain Avenue, 

Lancaster, Pa. 

“‘The Brute’’ 
of Hand Saws ... Medel D 12” 

. with 45%” cutting capacity. 
. Powerfal ... Accurate. 

MODEL GP 

Only $175% 
F.6.8. FACTORY 

INSTALL IRON RAILING | 

BEAUTIFUL 

PERMANENT 

For All Interior 

and Exterior Use 

We manufacture iron fence, 
gates, iron and wire window 

guards, chain link wire fence, etc. 
Send us measurements showing 

your requirements—We will forward 
suitable illustrations—And quote you 

prices. 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO., INC. 
3411 SPRING GROVE AVE. CINCINNATI, OHIO 

: 
: ) 

pir i 
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A New Mixer 

Built for Action 

This 3% E.D. (End 
Dump) Lansing Trail- 
er Mixer is faster, 
more compact and 
easier handled. Overall 
length only 57” and 
entire width 68” 
height 65”. 26” wheels 
with pneumatic tires 
Weighs only 950 Ibs 
Write or wire for full 
information 

LANSING 

COMPANY 
LANSING, MICH. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
LOS ANGELES 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 
KANSAS CITY 

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA 
SAN FRANCISCO 

LO.W COST MACHINE 

BLOCK-BRICK-TILE 
SUCCESS equipment assures profitable products 
plants. 
BECAUSE—they are efficient, self-contained, of- 
fering lowest production cost with lowest main- 
tenance. 
BECAUSE 
products, 
pallets 
BECAUSE 
brick by 
chines. 
ALL THESE ADVANTAGES with minimum in- 
vestment in equipment. All planned for easy 
expansion as your business justifies. 
INVESTIGATE. Start now to bigger profits. 
Write today for free catalog. SUCCESS plant 
from $190.00 up shipped on 15 days trial. 

CONCRETE EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
514 Ottawa Ave. Holland, Michigan 
FIONEERS OVER 30 YEARS 

they produce a complete range of 
all sizes and faces of block, on plain 

they make block, building tile and 
interchanging simple production ma- 

« Just what every home 
owner wants—and there's | 

oom real profit in selling and 
Doors installing the Quality- 
Blinds bilt Stairway. For new 
Frames or old homes—easily in- | 
Screens stalled, easily operated. 

Mouldings Strong, rigid, safe. 
Cabinet Work Write today for full de- 
Stair Work tails. Address Dept. AB- 

Colonial 
Entrances i _ 

Basement = 
| Sash Units 

* 



Room design begins with 

*e WALLS 

GIBBS BOARDTILE 

for durable ae — glass-smooth finishes 

Available in 

UNLIMITED 

COLORS 
so 

Pastels 

Tints 
Varitones 

. 
Marble, 

Wood-grain 

& Tile effects 
* 

Gold, Green 
and Silver 

Pebble-grains 
7 

Economically 

applied in 
large panels 

e 

Write for color 

chart & circulars 

GIBBS BOARDTILE CORPORATION 

624 N. Aberdeen Street, CHICAGO 

WHO WANTS TO LIVE 

IN A DRAFTY HOUSE ? 

Every home should be calked. It stops drafts 
and leaks around door and window frames, 
and between other building joints exposed to 
weather. Also, calking will help to reduce fuel 
bills. Home buyers prefer calked houses. 

i "DECORA COMPOUND 

Be sure to calk with Pecora, the first choice of lead- 
ing architects and builders for 30 years. Properly 
applied, Pecora will not dry out, crack or chip. 
Available in bulk or in non-refillable metal car- 
tridges of approximately one quart size for use with 
the new improved Pecora High Pressure Calking 
Gun, illustrated below. 

With 3 Nozzles and 4 Car- Write for 
Con tridges of approx. 1 qt. each Siatentad 

—_—— $6.50 folder 

Peecora Paint ‘Company, Ine. 
Member of Producers’ Council, Inc. 
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen 

ourth St. & Reading R. R. Philadelphia 

Wirta) MORTAR STAINS .@ SASH PUTTIES e@ ROO! 
PECOMASTICS FOR STRUCTURAL GLASS INSTAI 

American Builder, Octobe) 1929 

How to Estimate Accurately 

(Continued to page 128) 

secting roofs require more shingles due to waste on the 

hip and valley rafters. 

ROOF AREA RULES: The following rules indj- 
cate how to find the area for various types of roofs 

Shed Roof: Rafter length times eave length 

roof area. 

Gable Roof: Rafter length times ridge length times 

two equals roof area. 

Hip Roof: Asa hip roof has the same area as a gable 
roof (on a building having the same dimensions and roof 
pitch) common rafter length times eave length times two 

equals roof area. 

Intersecting Roof: This roof is easiest figured on the 
basis of roof plan area. The roof plan area is found by 

increasing building dimensions by the cornice run. Then 
multiply the width by the length and deduct any “take 

away” areas.** Then multiply the actual plan area 
of the roof by a constant selected from the following tab 

for the required roof pitch. 

equals 

| CONSTANT TABLE FOR COMMON RAFTER LENGTHS AND 
| ROOF AREAS 

Pitch Cut | Constant 

1/8 3&12 1.03 
1/6 4&12 1.054 
5/24 5&12 1.083 
1/4 6& 12 Lt 
7/24 7&12 1.15 
1/3 8 & 12 1.2 
3/8 9&12 1.25 
5/12 10 & 12 1.3 
1/2 12&12 1.41 
7/12 14&12 1.53 
5/8 15&12 1.6 
2/3 16 & 12 1.66 
3/4 18 & 12 1.8 
7/8 21 &12 2.015 

Rules to Find Number of Bundles of Shingles 
1. Roof area divided by number of square feet of 

surface covered by one bundle equals number of bundles 

Count part of a bundle as a full one. 
2. For hip or intersecting roofs figure the same as 

rule one and then add 5% to allow for waste on the hips 

and valleys. 
3. Hips and ridges are usually shingled by using an 

extra row laid in such a manner as to make them water- 

proot. This requires additional shingles. Allow one 

bundle for every 25 linear feet or fraction thereof, of 

hips and ridges. 
COMPOSITION ROOFING PAPER: Compost 

tion roofing is sold in rolls 3’ wide, 36’ long. Each roll 

contains 108 square feet, but will only cover 100 square 
feet. The extra 8 square feet is used for laps to make 
a water- -tight roof. The thickness of the material varies 

from % ply to 3 ply, the latter being the thickness. Com- 

position roofing paper can be bought in various colors and 

finishes. 
At least 12” should be added to the width and length 

measurements of a flat roof before finding roof area, to 

allow for the paper turning up at the firewalls. Add 
more if the plan indicates more height should be turned 

up as sometimes the roofing goes over the top edge of 

the firewall. 
Rule: Find the roof area and divide by 100. Result 

equals number of rolls of roofing. Any fractional part 

of 100 square feet must be counted as a full roll as parts 

of a roll cannot be purchased. 

**See previous estimating article in June. 1939 issue of American Builder 
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Just SHOW tem EMBASSY 

m Builder, October 1939. 

and you've SOLD «z/ 

Today's most outstanding line of 

FACTORY-FITTED WINDOW UNITS 

WINDOW Units 

CASEMENT Units 

* BASEMENT Units 

After a 
neve 
That's 
more $ are us | 

| 
* The EMBASSY Basement 

gence Unit > SEE 
en \ Oa 4 ’ real super- 

ES ities of EMBASSY 
\ . — Americas Win- § 
\ \e DY ETAL wear aad dow Beautiful. 

Ready to install in wall. Frame Send for FREE Catalog 
set up. Sash and screen fitted 
n frame. All hardware attached. 

ROACH & MUSSER CO. 
6210 Grand View Ave. @ Completely weatherstripped. 

@ Entire unit toxic-treated and 

e 
aluminum primed. 

Mie
 YO
UN
PA
IN
US
S W
 

EW 
CURTIS WILL GIVE 

YOU A N : 

ANGLE ON WINDOWS—THE 
“PAINLESS” ANGLE 

ica’ l- 
Simply get to know Silentite, America $ ney 

i 
much as 

i indow. It’s insulated, saves as , : 

pe moore fuel dollar, acc
ording to owners statements 

enybes casement, 
Curtis makes a Silentite 

insulated, also troubleproo 

BUREAU 
CURTIS COMPANIES SR cn ons, 

Dept. AB-10 

too— also 

f. Write for details. 

MAKES 
keh a: 

Write for free Folder A-48 

Texrsooxs of the Inter- 
national Correspondence 
Schools are written by men 
of practical as well as the- 
oretical background. 
Among the outstanding 
authorities who have con- 
tributed to the execllence 
of 1.C.S. texts are: 

© D. KNICKERBACKER BOYD, Fellow, American Institute of Architects, 
Consultant on Materials, Methods, Exhibits, and Industrial Relations. 
© JOHN VREDENBURGH VAN PELT, Fellow, American Institute of 
Architects, Former Dean of College of Architecture, Cornell University. 

All I.C.S. Texts are profusely illustrated for greater clarity, by 
artists trained in “visual education.” For information on I. C. 8 
Courses related to your work, mail the coupon below. 

Employers: Write for information on group and apprentice-training programs 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

BOX 9241, SCRANTON, PENNA. 
Please furnish me with full particulars about the subject indicated: 

C) Architecture CD Accounting 
CC) Contracting and Building CL) Mechanical Drafting 

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS 
O Air Conditioning and 0 Electrical Engineering O Sheet Metal Work 

Cooling 0 Aviation ( Electric Lighting O Steam Engineering 
O Bridge Engineering O Foremanship © Steam Fitting 
O Building Estimating © Heating C) Machinist (© Structural Engineering 
O Chemistry © Mechanical Engineering ©) Surveying & Mapping 
© Civil Engineering © Plumbing 0 Radio (0 Ventilation 
© Coal Mining O Refrigeration © Welding, Electric 
O Diesel Engineering O Sanitary Engineering and Gas 

BUSINESS SUBJECTS 
OD Advertising O Civil Service OC High School Subjects 
O Bookkeeping © College Preparatory O Salesmanship 
OB Ma © First Yr. Col. Subjects © Secretarial Work 

PID ccnuntsnsicincitdatitiiatiattinwdeinmamatesinrcinaiatianiiiniainigicisinpiccataipiimiiiaattidel C—O 

ROE. -connnrenensesenceiminatanensnsinnstsesnsmenemneemeinennsenbaennenamanein eccccvesececooococe 
Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools 

Canadian, Limited, Montreal, Canada. 

of FINAL COSTS on 

hole] ee a ele): 

FINISHING 
ee 

LIGNOPHOL 

a” 
LIGNOPHOL costs less than one cent per square foot. It is applied in cost with a long handled brush—reducing labor to the sinimes. The us Forest Products Service says linseed oil does not even protect and—you know shellac and varnish are surface treatments that wear off 

WHEN YOU USE LIGNOPHOL 
THERE I$ NOTHING TO WEAR OFF 
Its ONE application gives smoother. harder more attractive floors. Thousands contrac tors are finding the LIGNOPHOL method 
of preserving and finishing floors (and 
trim) at 50% or more savings, the 
modern way to more profits 
and greater job satisfac- 
tion 

Find out more 
about advan. BP 
tages of 

LIGNOPHOL 



. 
What better proof of SKILSAW supe- 

riority than the simple fact that more SKILSAWS are in use than 
all others combined! SKILSAW leads the field because it leads in 
profit-making performance . . . because it represents 19 years of 
constant improvement on the original electric handsaw! 
SKILSAW is lighter, more powerful, will do more sawing jobs. 

Has a simple adjustment for depth and bevel cutting. New improved 
gears for quieter running and longer life. All ball bearing construc- 
tion. Works from light socket. 9 POWERFUL SIZES for wood, metal, 
stone and compositions. 

SKILSAW, INC., 5031 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO _— 
36 East 22nd St., New York—52 Brookline Ave., Boston HOW TO CUT COSTS 
15 South 21st St., Philadelphia—2124 Main St., Dallas o* SMALL 
918 Union St., New Orleans—-1253 South Flower St., 
Los Angeles—2065 Webster Street, Oakland—Canadian 
Branch: 85 Deloraine Ave., Toronto 

Sold by leading distributors of mine, mill, 
hardware and contractors’ 
supples 

e SEND FOR 

fxs Scot Wr TERESTING 
NT FOOKLET! 

Gy ay 

A 

PLAIN OR ROLLER 

6 Cu. Ft. Capacity — 14 Ga. 

Tray. « 30 In. or 36 In. Diameter 

Wheels. ¢ Flat or Oval Tires. « 

Heat Treated Under Slung Axle. 

e Can be Furnished with 30 In. 

x 342 In. Pneumatic Tires. 

STERLING WHEELBARROW CO. 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

BEARINGS 
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NEW INFORMATION— 

CATALOGS OFFERED 

Readers Wanting to Receive Any of the Catalogs and 
Data Sheets Listed in This Department Should Write on 

Their Business Stationery Direct to the Manufacturer, 
When Writing, Mention This Department of American 
Builder and State Your Occupation or Business Connection, 

“*MODERN’ GARAGE DOOR EQUIPMENT”—A new g¢. 
ries of data sheets illustrates “Modern” garage door hardware 
for upward-acting garage doors, both new and old. Garage 
door operators (electrical) are also detailed—THE Mop. 
ERN STEEL PRODUCTS CO., Columbus, Ohio. 

“POWER KING MULTISAW ARM’—A series of data sheets 
shows the Power King electric hand saw in six models and 
the new Power King Multisaw arm, which attaches to th 
work bench and transforms the portable electric saw into a 
rigid, accurate woodworking machine for ripping, cross-cut- 

| ting, mitering, etc—POWER KING TOOL CORP., War. 
saw, Ind. 

“AVOID WATER HAMMER”—“Fortify Your Pipe Lines 
Against Destructive Water Hammer; Avoid Costly Repairs 
and Operating Delays” is the leading message in an 8-page 
data sheet offering a new development in piping practice, the 
“Wacor” water hammer arrester. The details and operation 
of this ingenious improvement are shown.—WATER HAM.- 
MER ARRESTER CORP., Milwaukee, Wis. 

WEIL-McLAIN RAYDIANT “CONCEALED” RADI.- 
ATOR—Full information on this improved heating appliance is 
contained in a 4-page color folder with an 8-page supplemental 
data sheet, Advance Bulletin No. H-65, giving dimensions, 
ratings and other engineering data. This is described as an into- 
the-wall out-of-the-way radiator that scientifically blends radiant 
heat and convected heat for extra comfort—W EIL-McLAIN 
CO., Erie, Pa. 

NORGE WINTER AIR CONDITIONER FOR THE SMALL 
HOME—Model 120 is presented in a new 4-page catalog, and 
is said to have every feature of the most expensive air condition- 
ing unit, yet priced to fit the small home budget. It is a pressure 
oil burner with electric ignition, fully automatic control, and 
forced air circulation, the air being filtered and humidified 
NORGE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING DIV. 
Borg-Warner Corp., Detroit, Mich. 

CLINTON MORTAR AND STUCCO COLORS—Standard 
specifications and recommendations for using Clinton mortar 
colors, cement colors, plaster colors, stucco colors and colored 
plastic roof cements have been issued in the form of a 4-page 
data sheet—-CLINTON METALLIC PAINT CO., Clinton, N.Y. 

“EASY ON THE EYES’—A very interesting and instructive 
brochure of 32 pages and covers on Clearlite sheet glass. The 
process of making sheet glass is illustrated, and then a large 
number of architectural photographs show what Clearlite sheet 
glass accomplishes in homes, stores, offices and other important 
buildings—-FOURCO GLASS CO., Clarksburg, W. Va. 

NEW “GENERAL, JR.” KITCHEN VENTILATING FANS 
—Information regarding this important equipment is presented 
in a new data sheet which gives specifications, dimensions and 
method of installation—GENERAL BLOWER CO., Inc., 2402 
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

UNION METAL STEEL BRIDGING—A new data sheet ol 
fers this specialty with the slogan, “Ready for use, no sawing, 
no splitting, stops squeaky floors, never warps or shrinks.” An 
interesting analysis of bridging costs is included.—THE 
UNION METAL MANUFACTURING CO., Canton, Ohio. 

“THE WRIGHTFLOR”—A 4-page data sheet in full color 
showing WrightFlor color chart of 10 popular patterns in whic 
this popular flooring material is offered. WrightFlor is a new 

(Continued to page 132) 
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EXTENDA 

Adjustable, All-Metal 

WINDOW SCREENS 

New Advantages for 1940 

Get full information 
about the Improved Ex- 
tenda Line for 1940. 
Write today. 

The HASKEL CO. 
211 Field Bldg. 

Birmingham, Mich. 

“SAVE ... WITH SAFETY” 

USE Trouble Saver NAIL ATTACHED 

BRACKETS 
Now's the time to equip with TROUBLE 
SAVER durable steel Nail Attached 
Brackets! After using them a few times, 
you'll prove to yourself that they cost less 

yood staging—are easier to put up thar 
—give a lifetime of service—and more 
important—protect your profits by elimi- 
nating the main cause of lost time and 
accidents on the job! 

A Complete Line 
The famous TROUBLE SAVER line of time 
and money saving equipment includes 
Studding and Nail Attached Brackets, Bolt 
Brackets, Adjustable Trestles, Ladder 
Jacks, Shingling Brackets and Single Pole 
Scaffolds—all of them durable, easy to 
use and dependable! 

THE STEEL SCAFFOLDING CO., Inc. 
402 Missour! St., Evansville, ind. 

“DO IT YOURSELF”... 
And KEEP THE PROFIT! 

Now you can use the complicated cuts 
even the “fancy stuff’’—with no need to 
pay your profits to others! You yourself 
can cut curves, bevels, mitres, swiftly and 
accurately with this 14” Walker-Turner 
Band Saw. Its keen blade, traveling at 
2,535 feet per minute, zips through heavy 
oak with ease. A 16x12” tilting table, 
one-piece frame, dust-sealed ball bearings 
and many other features, make it the best 
buy on the market. 

You CAN 

“Take It With You!”’ 

Use it in the shop. Take it out on 
the job ... for this rugged machine 
is light enough to handle easily. See 
it at your Walker-Turner dealer's, or 
write for free catalog that describes 
fully this and other profit-building 
Walker-Turner machines. Walker 
Turner Co., Inc., 10109 Berckman St., 
Plainfield, N. J. 

WALKER-TURNER 

WOODWORKING MACHINES 

KIMBALL 

LIGHT ELECTRIC 

ELEVATORS 

A line of powerful light electric 
elevators built for every purpose. 
Sawed, drilled and fitted for rapid 
assembly — strong — efficient and 
easy to install. Cost little to oper- 
ate. 
FREE Engineering Data 

Present your elevator a to us 
and let our engineers help. Descrip- 
tive literature on request. 

KIMBALL BROS. CO. 
Council Bluffs, la. 

FOR BATHROOMS, Ki gESTIBULES, MANTELS, STORE ROOMS, ENT CES, 
Wone FRONTS, BULKHEADS OR ANY KIND OF TILE 

PROMPT SHIPMENTS We ship promptly white and 
ans : Colored Ceramic Floor Tile 
and Borders in Plain or Designs—White Glazed Wall Tiles, 
oo Shades and colors of colored Wall Tiles, Faience, Tiles, Cute! Tiles, Tile Mantels, Red, Buff, Travertine and 
~lored Quarry Tiles. Decorated Glazed Strips. Recess Bath- 
Wall Fixtures, both in White and to match our various colors of 

FREE Catalog illustrating complete line in colors sent on 
Tequest—also how to obtain book on Tile Setting. 

Address—Dept. 100 
LLOYD FLOOR & WALL)TILE Co. 

1522 Walnut St. Kansas City, Mo. 

FRANT Zt 

Guuararibied BUILDWARE eet 

STILL RUNS 

BEEN UP THERE LIKE NEW 

22 Years? 

PROTECT YOUR GOOD NAME! 

Selecting or specifying barn door hangers and track 
is a responsibility not to be taken lightly. Grasp this 
fine opportunity to earn customer goodwill . . . specify 
Frantz “Glide” for heavy jobs, “Runwel” for average 
doors and “Rollaway” for the little ones. A genuine 
guarantee of quality workmanship and materials plus 
25 years of specialization in the hardware field makes 
Frantz Buildware the logical first choice of builders who 
value their reputation. 

FRANTZ 

MANUFACTURING 
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WALLACE NO. 1 RADIAL SAW 

for:— 

X-CUTTING 
MITERING 
RIPPING 
SHAPING 
ROUTING 
DADOING 

Write today for full facts 
about how other contrac- 
tors are saving money with 
this portable and powerful 
tool. 

+ 

4. D. WALLACE & CO. 
136 S. CALIFORNIA AVE. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Carry it 
to the job 

"ARE YOU FROM 

MISSOURI WHEN IT COMES TO 

STORM SASH HANGERS?" 

You'll never know how 
much faster, better, 
and easier it is to put 
up or take down storm 
sash (and screens, too) 
with Kees Gossett 
Hangers until you try 
it. So if you're from 
Missouri and want to 
be shown, write to-day 

for a FREE sample. No obligation. 
a 

F. D. KEES MANUFACTURING COE 
Box 193 (Established 1874) Beatrice, Nebrask 

Distributed Thru Wholesale Hardware Trade 

TUCCO MACHINE 

° 1p pros 

Buildings everywhere need this permanent surfacing and 
resurfacing process. It fuses a waterproofed plastic mix- 
ture on all masonry. It fills all cracks and checks and can 
be applied in any thickness desired, and in 30 colors and 
shades. Time proven by over 12 years actual use the 
world over. 
With Colorcrete spraying machine you can supply s 
permanent decorative surface in any shade at amazingly 
low cost. Operators report costs of 2c and up per sq. ft. 
and sell up to Te. Some have peid for their equipment 
from first few jobs. Machine capacity up to 1000 sq. ft. 
per hour. 
Get the facts. Learn about Colorcrete and its big money 
making possibilities. Two Colorcrete books tell the whole 
story. Write today. 

COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES INC. 
500 Ottawa Ave. Holland, Michigan 

QUICK CHANGE 

Level to Transit .. 
$ ‘Two motions shift it from level to transit. 

= One-piece standard casting gives great ngidity 
F and strength. Built especially for contractors 

Iry the Universal 

Avoid Costly Errors 
$10 brings you the “Universal” Level-Transit. Ove 
hour teaches you how to accurately check up 
surveys, avoid costly errors. Money-back guarantee. 

Easy Payments. Use instrument. If not satis 
fied, return and your money is refunded. 
Or keep on easy monthly payments Particu- 

Try it 

FREE 

— 
S 

' S&S 
z lars on request. SS 
Z Ask for FREE booklet S 
YGy “How to lay cut traldeng lets” SS 
YH; DAVID WHITE Co. SS 
Uy, 311 W. Court Street, \N YY Milwaukee, Wis. WS 

Mn 
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Catalogs Offered (Continued from paye 132) 
type of product, an annealed, homogeneous, composition floor tile 
of high density with rubber content. It is laid over saturated 
asphalt felt; standard sizes 9 x 9”, 9 x 18”, 18 x 18”, and in ty, 
thicknesses—¥%” and 3/16”.—WRIGHT RUBBER PRop. 
UCTS COMPANY, Racine, Wis. 

TRUSCON POR-LOX SYSTEM—A 4-page data sheet show 
ing how cement tile roofs can be resurfaced with new color ary 
waterproofing —THE TRUSCON LABORATORIES, Detrow 
Mich. 

“USE YOUR ATTIC’—is the advice contained in an 8-pay, 
folder and price list of Marco folding stairways.—THF 
MARSCHKE COMPANY, 551 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn 

“HOW TO PLAN THE BATHROOM YOU'VE ALWAYs 
WANTED”—A 16-page 4-color booklet elaborately illustrated 
tells all about bathroom planning, shows proper arrangement : 
fixtures, piping systems and accessories, illustrates architectura 
and decorative design and features color harmony. 

A companion piece, “Choosing the Heating System for Your 
Home,” is a complete, non-technical discussion, 20 pages illus 
trated, of the history of house heating and the important types 
of house heating equipment now available—CRANE COM 
PANY, 836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 

“MELLO-CHIME LEADS AGAIN”—A dramatically presente 
8-page catalog of Mello-Chimes, the up-to-date doorbell that has 
sales appeal. A large selection of these home accessory refine 
ments is offered and priced—MELLO-CHIME & SIGNAI 
CO., INC., 220 W. 42nd St., New York, New York. 

“GREATER COMFORT WINTER AND SUMMER’—A 12 
page application booklet on Presstitched Kimsul Expanding 
Blanket insulation. Numerous ways to use this material are 
illustrated and described. 

A companion piece of a more technical nature for architects 
builders and engineers is entitled “Controlled Insulation Value.’ 
It is in vertical file form, 12 pages and covers—KIMBERL) 
CLARK CORP., Neenah, Wis. 

NATIONAL HEAT EXTRACTOR BOILER—A new &-pay: 
data sheet gives the illustrated specifications of the No. 1 Series 
National Heat Extractor Boiler, which is offered as “something 
new in heating for the small home.” It comes either for hand 
fired coal or for oil firing and is designed for homes without a 
basement—_THE NATIONAL RADIATOR CO., 
Pa. 

Johnstowt 

“PICTURE WINDOWS FOR SMALL HOUSES”—No. 4 0! 
a series of four portfolios of window ideas using Fenestra case 
ments. Five design sheets on heavy art paper show exterior and 
interior perspective sketches and details ‘of the picture window 
construction. Technical and construction details are described 
on the inside of the portfolio cover and in a small inserted hand 
book.—DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS CO., 2250 E. Gran 
Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 

* 
“WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A WHITE LEAD PAINT’- 
28 pages and covers of dependable paint information from the 
Lead Industries Association. It explains the qualities of good 
paint and the proper application necessary to obtain the utmos! 
service. A simplified white lead painting guide for computing 
amounts of paint ingredients needed is a feature which builders 
will find useful. Valuable information is also given in the mixing 
instructions for painting all surgaces—LEAD INDUSTRIFS 
ASSN., 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 

DRAFTING ROOM HELPS—The David White Co. is offering 
new folders on two improvements for the drafting room, the 
Dazor floating lamp, and the new Scotch edger for protecting 
drawings. The Dazor lamp has a counterbalanced arm so that 
it can be set at any angle over a drafting table and instantly 

adjusted. The Scotch edger is to apply cellulose edging tape “ 
drawings or blueprints for their protection—a new proposition 
which building contractors as well as architects are finding ver 
much worth while—DAVID WHITE CO., 311 W. Court 5! 
Milwaukee, Wis. 


